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Preface

Software License and Software Disclaimer of Warranty
This is a legal document which is an agreement between you, the Licensee, and Scientific Software Tools, Inc. By opening this

sealed diskette package, Licensee agrees to become bound by the terms of this Agreement, which include the Software License and
Software Disclaimer of Warranty.

This Agreement constitutes the complete Agreement between Licensee and Scientific Software Tools, Inc. If Licensee does not
agree to the terms of this Agreement, do not open the diskette package. Promptly return the unopened diskette package and the other
items (including written materials, binders or other containers, and hardware, if any) that are part of this product to Scientific Software
Tools, Inc. for a full refund. No refunds will be given for products that have opened disk packages or missing components.

Licensing Agreement

Copyright. The software and documentation is owned by Scientific Software Tools, Inc. and is protected by both United States
copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Scientific Software Tools, Inc. authorizes the original purchaser only (Licensee) to
either (a) make one copy of the software solely for backup or archival purposes, or (b) transfer the software to a single hard disk only.
The written materials accompanying the software may not be duplicated or copied for any reason.

Trade Secret. Licensee understands and agrees that the software is the proprietary and confidential property of Scientific Software
Tools, Inc. and a valuable trade secret. Licensee agrees to use the software only for the intended use under this License, and shall not
disclose the software or its contents to any third party.

Copy Restrictions. The Licensee may not modify or translate the program or related documentation without the prior written
consent of Scientific Software Tools, Inc. All modifications, adaptations, and merged portions of the software constitute the software
licensed to the Licensee, and the terms and conditions of this agreement apply to same. Licensee may not distribute copies, including
electronic transfer of copies, of the modified, adapted or merged software or accompanying written materials to others. Licensee agrees
not to reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble any part of the software.

Unauthorized copying of the software, including software that has been modified, merged, or included with other software, or of the
written materials is expressly forbidden. Licensee may not rent, transfer or lease the software to any third parties. Licensee agrees to
take all reasonable steps to protect Scientific Software Tools’ software from theft, disclosure or use contrary to the terms of the License.

License. Scientific Software Tools, Inc. grants the Licensee only a non-exclusive right to use the serialized copy of the software on
a single terminal connected to a single computer. The Licensee may not network the software or use it on more than one computer or
computer terminal at the same time.

Term. This License is effective until terminated. This License will terminate automatically without notice from Scientific Software
Tools, Inc. if Licensee fails to comply with any term or condition of this License. The Licensee agrees upon such termination to return or
destroy the written materials and all copies of the software. The Licensee may terminate the agreement by returning or destroying the
program and documentation and all copies thereof.

Limited Warranty
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Scientific Software Tools, Inc. warrants that the software will perform substantially in accordance with the written materials and that
the program disk, instructional manuals and reference materials are free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use
for 90 days from the date of receipt. All express or implied warranties of the software and related materials are limited to 90 days.

Except as specifically set forth herein, the software and accompanying written materials (including instructions for use) are provided
“as is” without warranty of any kind. Further, Scientific Software Tools, Inc. does not warrant, guarantee, or make any representations
regarding the use, or the results of the use, of the software or written materials in terms of correctness, accuracy, reliability, currentness,
or otherwise. The entire risk as to the results and performance of the software is assumed by Licensee and not by Scientific Software
Tools, Inc. or its distributors, agents or employees.

EXCEPT AS SET FORTH HEREIN, THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH
RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, THE ACCOMPANYING WRITTEN MATERIALS, AND ANY ACCOMPANYING HARDWARE.

Remedy. Scientific Software Tools’ entire liability and the Licensee’s exclusive remedy shall be, at Scientific Software Tools’ option,
either (a) return of the price paid or (b) repair or replacement of the software or accompanying materials. In the event of a defect in
material or workmanship, the item may be returned within the warranty period to Scientific Software Tools for a replacement without
charge, provided the licensee previously sent in the limited warranty registration card to Scientific Software Tools, Inc., or can furnish
proof of the purchase of the program. This remedy is void if failure has resulted from accident, abuse, or misapplication.  Any
replacement will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period.

NEITHER SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE TOOLS, INC. NOR ANYONE ELSE WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE CREATION,
PRODUCTION, SALE OR DELIVERY OF THIS PRODUCT SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL,
OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF
BUSINESS INFORMATION AND THE LIKE) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR THE INABILITY TO USE SUCH PRODUCT EVEN
IF SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE TOOLS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES, OR LIMITATIONS ON DURATION OF AN IMPLIED WARRANTY, THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO
LICENSEE.

This agreement is governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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About DriverLINX
Welcome to DriverLINX for Microsoft Windows  the industry-standard, high-
performance real-time data-acquisition device drivers for Windows application
development.

DriverLINX is a language- and hardware-independent Dynamic Link Library
designed to support hardware manufacturers’ high-speed analog and digital data-
acquisition boards in Windows. DriverLINX is a multiuser and multitasking data
acquisition resource manager providing more than 100 services for foreground and
background data acquisition tasks.

Included with your DriverLINX package are the following items:

• The DriverLINX DLL supporting your data acquisition hardware

• Learn DriverLINX, an interactive learning and demonstration program
for DriverLINX that includes a Digital Storage Oscilloscope

• The complete C source code for the Learn DriverLINX program

• The DriverLINX Application Programming Interface files for your
compiler

• DriverLINX On-line Help System

• A detailed DriverLINX Technical Reference Manual

• Supplemental Documentation on DriverLINX and your data acquisition
hardware

About This Reference Manual
The scope of this manual is to document the DriverLINX Application Programming
Interface and aspects of Microsoft Windows important for data acquisition
applications. This manual is not a tutorial for either Windows or data acquisition
programming. If you would like more information on these areas, consult the
references. You should be familiar with Microsoft Windows programming and have a
background in DOS-based data acquisition programming. This manual also assumes
you can read the C-language data structures and code examples used here, but
proficiency in C is not required to use DriverLINX with another programming
language.

This manual is divided into the following chapters:

Chapter 1 Quick Start

Brief installation and set up instructions.

Chapter 2 Introduction to DriverLINX

Presents an overview of DriverLINX

Chapter 3 Installing DriverLINX

Describes how to install DriverLINX

Chapter 4 Getting Acquainted with DriverLINX

Focuses on the Learn DriverLINX program

Chapter 5 Application Development using DriverLINX
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Discusses interfacing DriverLINX with your application

Chapter 6 Service Requests

Details the Service Request data structure used to specify all DriverLINX tasks

Chapter 7 Logical Device Descriptors

Describes the data structure DriverLINX uses to characterize data acquisition device
features and capabilities

Chapter 8 DriverLINX Messages

Discusses the Windows messages DriverLINX sends to an application

Chapter 9 DriverLINX Support Functions

Describes the exported support functions of DriverLINX for version control, access
to message strings, buffer allocation, and Logical Device Descriptor manipulation

Chapter 10 Windows Memory Allocation for Data Acquisition

Discusses Windows memory management for data acquisition buffer allocation

Chapter 11 DriverLINX Application Guide

Outlines setups for common data acquisition tasks using DriverLINX

Appendices
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Conventions Used in This Manual
The following notational conventions are used in this manual:

• Itemized lists are identified by a round bullet (•).

• Numbered lists indicate a step-by-step procedure.

• DriverLINX Application Programming Interface and Windows macro
and function names are set in bold when mentioned in the text.

• DriverLINX indicates the exported function name of the device driver
DLL while DriverLINX  indicates the product as a whole.

• DriverLINX Application Programming Interface identifiers, menu
items, and Dialog Box names are italicized when mentioned in the text.

• Italics are used for emphasis.

• Source code and data structure examples are displayed in Arial typeface
and bounded by a box with a single line.

Code

• Tables of information are bounded by a box with a double line.

Tables

Warnings or important information are italicized and boxed with a shadow.

 Concept • Important concepts are printed in the left margin.
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Chapter 1 - Quick Start

Getting Started

Introduction
This chapter is for experienced computer users who want to quickly install
DriverLINX and test it with their hardware. It assumes that the reader has previous
experience with Microsoft Windows and data acquisition devices. This chapter is not
intended as a substitute for the other chapters. It is an overview and supplement to
help you get started quickly.

Installing and configuring the hardware and
DriverLINX

As a precaution against a system crash the first time you install and test any new
hardware, you should exit all other programs and, if you use a disk cache, disable
write caching. If the system does crash and you’re using disk compression
software or a disk cache utility, as a precaution after any crash, run the utility that
vendor supplies to check the directory structures.

Following the hardware vendor’s installation instructions, configure the A/D board
according to your application’s requirements. Note switch and jumper positions as
this information is required by DriverLINX during initialization to properly configure
the device. If possible, first test the data-acquisition device under DOS with the
manufacturer’s software. Testing with DOS first will help you eliminate obvious
installation problems such as incorrectly setting jumpers or improperly connecting
signals to the board, before tackling any problems related to Windows.

Next start Windows to install DriverLINX.  For detailed instructions on installing
DriverLINX, see “Chapter 3 - Installing DriverLINX” on page 21.

Now run “Learn DriverLINX” (LearnDL.exe) from the DriverLINX program group
to tell DriverLINX how you configured the hardware and to verify that everything is
properly installed and configured. Unless you change the hardware configuration,
you’ll only need to do this once. DriverLINX will remember the settings the next
time you run any application that calls DriverLINX.

To configure DriverLINX,
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1. Select a Logical Device number—click Device, Select... and choose
“0”.

2. Configure DriverLINX with hardware-specific information—click
Device, Configure... to display the Device Configuration dialog box
that is built into DriverLINX. Select the device model and base
installation address for the device. Note that all numbers are entered as
decimal, not hexadecimal as some DOS software expects.1 Now make
selections for the analog input section of your hardware including
number of channels, ranges, and interrupt and DMA levels. Repeat this
process for analog output and the digital I/O sections. For your
hardware, some of the selections may be unnecessary, informational
only, or redundant with selections you already made in another
subsystem. Lastly, select the counter/timer section to set the clock
frequency, if that is an option on your hardware.

3.  Press OK to save the configuration information.

4.  If you need additional help with the Device Configuration dialog box,
either press the Help button or press the F1 key for context-sensitive,
on-line help for any menu item or dialog box control that currently has
the focus.

To physically initialize the hardware device to a known state, now select
Device/Initialize from the main menu in Learn DriverLINX. The first time the device
is initialized, or after a configuration change, DriverLINX runs an extensive
diagnostic to verify the operation of the board and the accuracy of the configuration
settings. After a few seconds at most, if the hardware is correctly installed and
configured, the light gray items in Learn DriverLINX’s main menu will turn dark
black. If this happens, DriverLINX is correctly installed2 and you can proceed to the
“Acquiring data with Learn DriverLINX” section below. If DriverLINX displayed a
message box with an error, or Windows crashed3, continue to the next section.

Device initialization error messages
During device initialization, DriverLINX performs a thorough test of all possible
subsystems on the device as well as the computer interface. If DriverLINX detects
any problems or unexpected responses, it reports an error message to help isolate the
problem. The device initialization error messages fall into the following three basic
categories:

“Device not found”—Board address does not match hardware setting or conflicts
with another board. Check the hardware reference manual and verify the board’s
address settings. Also, don’t confuse hexadecimal with decimal addresses in the
Device Configure dialog box. Insure that another board’s address does not overlap
this board’s address space. Typically, A/D boards occupy 16 locations, but not
always. See Appendix “B: I/O Port, Interrupt, and DMA Channel Usage” on page
143 for specific information on I/O port address assignments.

                                                          
1 To enter numbers as hexadecimal, prefix the number with “0x”.
2 Rarely an interrupt conflict with another device, that was inactive when you installed DriverLINX, will cause a
seemingly intermittent problem when DriverLINX and the other device are both active.
3 Unfortunately, DriverLINX can’t always detect hardware conflicts without actively testing the hardware. If the device is
incorrectly installed or configured, this may cause Windows to crash.
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“Invalid IRQ level”  or “Invalid DMA level”— Selected level does not match
hardware setting, conflicts with another board’s IRQ/DMA levels, or is dedicated to
the computer’s internal functions (COM port, disk drive controller, network adapter,
fax/modem, or sound board, etc.). See Appendix “B: I/O Port, Interrupt, and DMA
Channel Usage” on page 143 for specific information on IRQ and DMA channel
assignments.

“Hardware does not match configuration”—Operating mode/range switch (or
jumper) setting does not match selection(s) made in the Device Configuration dialog
box. Refer to the hardware manual and be absolutely sure that the settings are
identical to the description in the manual. Other error messages in this category relate
to incorrect selection of board model name.

Failure to self-calibrate, if supported by hardware, is usually caused by incorrect
DAC range switch/jumper setting or improper connection to an analog output during
device initialization.

Although hardware failures can cause “device not found” or “hardware doesn’t match
configuration” errors, they are rare. If all else fails, try the hardware vendor’s own
DOS-based utilities. If the problem persists in DOS, contact the hardware distributor.
If the problem occurs only in Windows, call SST’s technical support. Before calling
please be sure you have the DriverLINX serial number handy.  It can be found in
Learn DriverLINX’s About dialog box available from the Help menu.

Acquiring data with Learn DriverLINX
Now that your hardware is correctly installed and configured, let’s try a simple
analog input task using the Edit Service Request dialog box that is built into
DriverLINX. First, connect a signal source to the first analog input channel on your
hardware. DriverLINX always calls this channel “0”, but some boards number the
first channel as “1”. Be sure that the amplitude of the input signal doesn’t exceed the
unity gain range of your hardware. If you’re using a time-varying signal, a frequency
near 100 Hz is a good choice for this example.

To set up DriverLINX for an analog input task:

1. Initialize the analog input subsystem—click Analog Input, Initialize.

2. Edit and execute an analog input Service Request—click Analog Input,
Edit/execute... to specify the acquisition parameters necessary to
accomplish the desired task. For Mode, select Polled and for Operation
select Start. Keep the default parameters: sample rate is 10 KHz on
channel 0 and the buffer size is 500 samples. See “Chapter 6 - Service
Requests” on page 43 for a complete explanation of all possible
options, or use the on-line help system accessible from the Help button
or via the F1 key.

DriverLINX will sample the input signal at the specified rate until it has acquired the
requested number of samples in the buffer. When DriverLINX notifies LearnDL that
data acquisition is complete, LearnDL will update its the display with the new data.
Amplitude and frequency should correspond to the applied signal. Adjust the
oscilloscope controls for the best signal display.

Using the Edit Service Request dialog box is also the fastest way to become familiar
with all the possibilities in DriverLINX and to test new ideas without programming.
It’s also great for convincing yourself that the hardware and DriverLINX are working
when you are debugging new code. Remember, if it can be done with LearnDL, it
can be done by your application.
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If you had problems in obtaining the signal, first refer to the hardware manual for
input/output pin designations and carefully check that you made the appropriate
connections. Apply input signals according to the range selected and don’t assume
inputs will measure 0 volts when left “floating”. If things are still not working
correctly, review the material in “Chapter 4 - Getting Acquainted with DriverLINX”
on page 23. If you believe that you are not overlooking anything (and who doesn’t?),
then ask for help from a co-worker or call SST’s technical support department.
Before calling, please be sure that you have the DriverLINX serial number handy.  It
can be found in Learn DriverLINX’s About dialog box available from the Help
menu.

Every effort has been made to assist the developer in designing a system through the
use of source code examples, extensive error reporting, and on-line help. However, it
is essential that you understand the “data-driven” approach taken by DriverLINX
before developing your own applications. See “Chapter 6 - Service Requests” on
page 43.
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Chapter 2 - Introduction to
DriverLINX

Overview
DriverLINX is Scientific Software Tools, Inc.’s industry-standard series of real-
time data-acquisition drivers for Microsoft Windows, the first Windows drivers
to support third-party high-speed analog and digital I/O boards.

The DriverLINX series consists of language- and hardware-independent Dynamic
Link Libraries (DLLs) designed to support specific manufacturers’ data-acquisition
boards.

• DriverLINX provides developers of custom Windows applications a
sophisticated, high-level interface to PC data-acquisition hardware. By
insulating developers from the complexity of interfacing with boards,
DriverLINX can save developers significant efforts in porting their data
collection, instrumentation, monitoring, and control applications into
the popular Windows environment.

• DriverLINX contains all the intelligence necessary to manage the
details of data-acquisition hardware and tasks, thereby insulating the
developer’s programs from the hardware and implementation strategy.
Applications communicate with DriverLINX by passing a “Service
Request” that contains the specifications for a data-acquisition task.
DriverLINX acknowledges the service request and notifies the
application as the task, or its stages, are completed.

• DriverLINX provides more than 100 services for creating foreground
and background tasks to perform analog input and output, digital input
and output, time and frequency measurement, event counting, pulse
output, and period measurements. These services implement the most
common data-acquisition protocols without sacrificing the high speed
data-acquisition capabilities of the hardware.

• DriverLINX overcomes the limitations of many data-acquisition
drivers, which provide only a low-level hardware interface that requires
the application to synthesize protocols from a sequence of calls to the
driver. Other drivers provide a high-level interface but impose software,
rather than hardware, limits on data collection.
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• DriverLINX includes multitasking and multiuser capabilities. It can
manage up to six data-acquisition boards and ten concurrent tasks.
Multiple copies of one application or multiple applications can access
DriverLINX without interfering with ongoing tasks.

• To help developers quickly learn the capabilities of DriverLINX, the C
source code for an interactive demonstration and learning program is
included. This will allow the developer to immediately exercise the
data-acquisition hardware with DriverLINX.

• To speed application development, the DriverLINX DLL includes
services to display dialog boxes for configuration management and
service request entry, a context-sensitive on-line help facility, and
extensive error-checking and reporting capabilities.

• DriverLINX’s application programming interface (API) greatly reduces
the problems of upgrading developers’ applications to support new
data-acquisition boards, since the DriverLINX interface is hardware-
independent and standardized across all manufacturers supported by the
DriverLINX line. The DriverLINX interface is also extendible,
allowing SST to add new services in future product releases without
impacting existing applications.

• Although DriverLINX provides an extensive set of services, its non-
swappable memory requirements are typically 10-12KB, making it
suitable for use with small-memory computers. Because DriverLINX is
a Dynamic Link Library, multiple applications using DriverLINX do
not increase its memory requirements.
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System Requirements
The following hardware and software form the minimum requirements to support
DriverLINX:

• IBM or compatible AT (286, 386, 486, or Pentium CPU) with 2 MB of
memory, one floppy disk drive, and one fixed disk drive.

• MS-DOS/PC-DOS 3.1 or higher

• Microsoft Windows 3.x, Windows 95 or Windows NT

• A data acquisition board supported by DriverLINX

• A compiler supporting Microsoft Windows development

• A mouse is highly recommend

Application Language Requirements
The DriverLINX source-code examples are written in C and are compatible with C
compilers from Microsoft and others, or C++ compilers from Borland (Borland C++
2.0 or higher), Symantec, or WATCOM. Users developing in other languages will
need to adapt the DriverLINX API files to that language. Currently support is
provided for and Borland Delphi. (Contact SST for availability of other language
bindings.)
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Chapter 3 - Installing DriverLINX

Files on the Distribution Disks
The DriverLINX Distribution Disk  contains an installation utility, SETUP.EXE, the
DriverLINX DLL for your hardware, the “Learn DriverLINX” oscilloscope
demonstration program, LearnDL.EXE, the complete source code for Learn
DriverLINX, the DriverLINX API files, and any supplementary documentation since
this manual was printed. The actual name of the driver varies with the hardware, but
the filename for the driver is an abbreviation of the manufacturer’s name and/or
hardware model name and ends with the extension, .DLL.

DriverLINX can only be installed from Windows by running the SETUP program.
SETUP does not modify any of the DOS or Windows system files, such as
CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT, WIN.INI, or SYSTEM.INI.

Using DriverLINX
Before running DriverLINX or LearnDL.EXE, the DriverLINX Learning and
Oscilloscope Demonstration program, you must4

1. Have Microsoft Windows installed in a directory on your fixed disk. If
you have not already installed Windows, follow the installation
instructions in the Microsoft Windows User’s Guide.

2. Have installed the data acquisition hardware in your computer. Please
follow the manufacturer’s detailed instructions in the manuals supplied
with your hardware. You may be required to make a number of choices
regarding configuration of the hardware at installation. DriverLINX
defaults to the manufacturer’s recommended installation options, but it
may be fully reconfigured to support any changes that you make in the
hardware configuration.

3. Have started Microsoft Windows. Please follow the instructions in the
Microsoft Windows User’s Guide.

                                                          
4 To run the Win32s version of LearnDL, you must have installed the Win32s extensions for Windows 3.x. Win32s is
available from Microsoft.
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Chapter 4 - Getting Acquainted
with DriverLINX

Learn DriverLINX Application
DriverLINX includes an interactive learning and demonstration program,
LearnDL.EXE, that emulates a simple Digital Storage Oscilloscope.

Figure 1. The Digital Storage Oscilloscope and Learn DriverLINX application.
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The Learn DriverLINX application, which includes the complete C-source code for
the program, uses the DriverLINX DLL for your hardware and was designed to assist
you in learning the features and capabilities of DriverLINX. Learn DriverLINX is
also designed

• To create and edit configuration files for your data acquisition
hardware.

• To provide easy access to almost all DriverLINX’s features to help you
test your hardware and learn how to develop DriverLINX applications.

• To provide a realistic example of a working DriverLINX application
for study.

• To show some ideas and techniques for creating a virtual instrument
interface in your applications.

Using Learn DriverLINX
Additional instructions are
available in LearnDL’s on-
line help, which can be
accessed from the Help menu
or by using the F1 key.

Here are brief instructions for using LearnDL, the learning and Oscilloscope
demonstration program. To see an actual signal being acquired by the Oscilloscope
in the following exercise, you should connect a signal source to channel 0 of the
analog input to your data acquisition hardware. A 100 Hz waveform with a peak-to-
peak amplitude less than the full scale input of your analog channel will work best
with the default settings of LearnDL. If you need help with this step, consult the
hardware manufacturer’s documentation. Or, you can skip connecting an actual
signal source and still run LearnDL.
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1. Immediately after loading LearnDL, the Open DriverLINX DLL dialog
box appears. Select the name of the hardware-specific DLL from the list
for your A/D board. The name is an abbreviation of the board’s model
number. Typically only one hardware-specific DLL is listed along with
other DriverLINX interfacing layer DLL’s used by the application
program internally.

2. From the main menu bar of LearnDL, select the Device menu and
chose Select...

3. Select Logical device 0 by clicking the OK button (return).

4. Again select the Device menu and notice that new menu choices have
become available. Select Configure... to configure the hardware for
DriverLINX. If you need help completing any entries in the
Configuration Dialog Box, either press the Help button or press the F1
key for more information of the selected entry.5 The configuration
information is saved and will subsequently be used to automatically
initialize the DriverLINX.

                                                          
5 Additional information on the Configuration Dialog Box can be found in the supplemental DriverLINX documentation
for your specific hardware.
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Figure 2. A typical Configuration Dialog Box. The actual dialog box for your hardware may
differ.

5. After configuration, select from the Device menu, the Initialize option
to verify the presence of the hardware and to force the hardware to a
known state. This option can also be used at any time to abort all
ongoing tasks. Notice that the other menu choices on the main menu are
no longer grayed.

6. Select the menu for the various subsystems and the Initialize option for
each. This sets up the demonstration data structures and performs a
software reset of the subsystem for the current Logical Device, if the
subsystem is not busy.
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7. Select the Edit/execute... choice for the Analog Input subsystem on the
main menu to display the Edit Service Request Dialog Box. Select your
choice for a data acquisition Mode, and then select START from the
Operation drop-down list box. Additional options are displayed, but the
default choices can be selected for now. Select the OK button and
DriverLINX will audit the Service Request and execute the data
acquisition task, if there are no errors.

The Edit Service Request
Dialog Box is divided into
several groups:
Request group—Defines the
logical Device to use, the
Subsystem needed, the
acquisition Mode, and the
Operation to perform.
Events group—Defines the
acquisition Timing, Start, and
Stop events.
Select group—Defines the I/O
Channels for the acquisition,
the number and size of the
data Buffers, and the critical
section Flags. The bottom
third of the dialog box
displays the details of the
above Events, Channels,
Buffers, Or Flags activated by
the radio buttons in the
Events and Select groups.

Figure 3. An Edit Service Request Dialog Box displayed by DriverLINX.
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Chapter 5 - Application
Development with DriverLINX

Overview
DriverLINX is a software driver for real-time data acquisition in the Microsoft
Windows environment. Specific versions of DriverLINX are customized to support
one or more models of a data-acquisition manufacturer’s hardware. DriverLINX
provides developers of custom Windows applications a hardware-independent
software interface to PC data-acquisition hardware.

Standard API Supports Win16 and Win32
Applications
DriverLINX supplies a standard, vendor-independent API that supports portable 16-
and 32-bit application development in the Windows environment. Developers can
easily port 16-bit Windows applications to 32-bit Windows applications using the
DriverLINX API. DriverLINX supports two types of 32-bit technology. The first is
WATCOM’s proprietary Windows extensions for creating 32-bit Windows
applications that run in the Enhanced Mode of Windows 3.x. The second is the new,
portable subset of the 32-bit API in Windows NT, known as Win32s. Win32s
applications are Windows NT applications that can also run in the Enhanced Mode of
Windows 3.1, and higher. Developers can support all versions from a single code
base as shown in the LearnDL example program on the Distribution Disks.

Standard API Supports Foreground and
Background Data Acquisition
DriverLINX provides the software developer a standardized application
programming interface (API) to over 100 data-acquisition services from any
language that supports Microsoft Windows and Win32 Dynamic Link Libraries and
data structures. DriverLINX manages both foreground and background data-
acquisition services. These services are designed for hardware independence in six
domains: analog input, analog output, digital input, digital output, counter/timer, and
device.
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The analog and digital input/output functions support a symmetrical set of services
for foreground (software-polled) and background (DMA and interrupt-driven) I/O.
I/O services can be single- or multiply-buffered, cyclical or non-cyclical, and
externally clocked or triggered.

The counter/timer services support event counting, frequency measurement, time-
interval measurement, and pulse output. The device services include hardware
initialization, hardware identification, driver-version reporting, data-buffer memory
allocation, driver-capabilities reporting, interrupt masking, and hardware
configuration.

Built-in Dialog Boxes
DriverLINX identifies OEM data-acquisition products installed in a PC as one or
more logical devices, using an interactive configuration dialog or an initialization file
created with a word processor. DriverLINX provides built-in dialog functions for all
its services, or the application can create its own user interface for data acquisition.
For each of these data structures, DriverLINX provides an application service that
will display a graphical dialog box for user input of the task parameters.

Data-Driven Interface
DriverLINX takes a declarative, rather than functional, approach to data-acquisition
tasks. Every data-acquisition task is completely specified by the contents of a data
structure, called a “Service Request”, which is passed to DriverLINX. The service
request dialog allows for easy, interactive formulation of all data-acquisition tasks.
Service Requests identify the requesting window, the Logical Device to execute the
service, the device subsystem needed (analog input/output, digital input/output,
counter/timer, or device), the subsystem operation mode (polled, interrupt, DMA, or
other), and the requested operation (start, status/read, stop, etc.). See “Chapter 6 -
Service Requests” on page 43 for complete information.

Analog and digital I/O requests require specification of starting and stopping events
as well as a timing event. Events include software commands, terminal counts, analog
or digital input monitoring, and many variations of counter/timer functions. Trigger
events include analog thresholds, digital input patterns, time of day or delay, memory
flags, and internal or external interrupts.

Event triggering allows flexible, data-driven pre-, post-, and mid-point triggering of
the data-collection process. By selecting the appropriate starting and stopping events,
the application can implement a variety of data-acquisition protocols.

• Start on trigger after delay, stop on software command (circular
buffering).

• Start on trigger after delay, stop on terminal count (linear buffering).

• Start on software command, stop on terminal count (linear buffering).

• Start on software command, stop on trigger after delay (circular
buffering).

• Start on command, stop on command (circular buffering).
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Multiuser and Multitasking
DriverLINX can support multiple data-acquisition boards in a single computer and
concurrent use of the driver by multiple tasks initiated by one or more application
programs. With hardware that supports concurrent I/O operations, separate
application tasks can execute on the same data acquisition hardware. Other
applications requesting service from busy hardware are either rejected by the driver
or scheduled for execution when the hardware is available. DriverLINX maintains a
state table of data-acquisition subsystems and PC resources available. The resources
required for new service requests are compared with this state table to determine if
the service task can be initiated.

Extensive Error Checking and Reporting
DriverLINX audits all Service Requests for internal consistency and validity to insure
reliable execution of both driver and application program. A standardized and
extensive (over 100) list of warnings and errors is reported to the application as the
result of any Service Request. Because the errors are standardized and encoded with
severity level, an application program can take preplanned corrective measures, or
the application can request DriverLINX to provide a descriptive error message string
or to automatically display a message dialog box on the screen.

Supports High-Speed Data Acquisition
DriverLINX supports software-polled, interrupt, and DMA processes up to the
hardware capabilities of the host computer and data acquisition hardware.  The
maximum sustainable rates for polled data acquisition are limited by software
overhead and I/O bus bandwidth. Typically, on a 20 MHz 386, this has been 50-100
kHz.  Interrupt servicing for data-acquisition devices can sustain typical rates of 20
kHz before most CPU cycles are devoted to interrupt servicing.6 DMA data-
acquisition rates are limited only by the computer hardware when interrupts are not
used for handling multiple-DMA data buffers. Advanced data-acquisition products
that support onboard data buffering can sustain high data transfer rates in any mode
of Windows.

                                                          
6 Enhanced (8086 virtual) mode of Windows has a substantially higher hardware and software overhead for interrupt
servicing due to hardware virtualization.
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Program Development with DriverLINX
It is no secret that programming applications for any graphical user interface is a
challenging task, and Windows is no exception. If you are new to Windows
programming, you will certainly want to acquire and digest the Petzold book,
Programming Windows, which is probably used more frequently by experienced
Windows developers than the Windows documentation. It is a treasure lode of
programming examples and techniques for Windows that you cannot afford to be
without. The Norton and Yao book on Windows programming, while not having as
many examples as Petzold, contains information and explanations of Windows
options that are not readily available from other sources. Preparation with these
books is well worth the effort expended.

To assist you in creating a real-time data acquisition application with DriverLINX,
the complete C source code for the Learn DriverLINX program, including the Digital
Storage Oscilloscope, has been included as an example for study. SST makes no
claims that it represents the best way to use DriverLINX or that it could not use some
more work—what program could not be improved? This program began life as a
“throw-away” application to assist in testing DriverLINX, but as time passed it
gradually assumed a more and more useful role for ourselves and, hopefully, you. So
improve it if you must! But also, we hope it reduces the learning curve for developing
applications with DriverLINX.

Incorporating the DriverLINX API
Adding the DriverLINX Application Programming Interface (API) to your programs
requires inclusion of the following C header files in your program:

1. “windows.h” required for Windows programming

2. “dlcodes.h” DriverLINX Error Interface (generic)

3. “oemcodes.h” DriverLINX Error Interface (OEM-specific)

4. “drvlinx.h” DriverLINX API

Depending on the target environment and specific compiler your application uses,
additional header files may be implicitly included by drvlinx.h. These header files
modify certain structure or function definitions, but preserve the application
semantics in different environments.

All data acquisition tasks and most services in DriverLINX are invoked by using the
function, DriverLINX with a data structure known as a Service Request. Creating a
task is as simple as filling out a form, the Service Request data structure, and
delivering that form to DriverLINX for execution.

As all data acquisition tasks are defined by data using the same data structure,
DriverLINX is extremely flexible, adaptable, and uniform in its approach to data
acquisition tasks. But whenever someone promises you flexibility, you know it is not
going to be as simple as you might wish starting out. But once you have mastered the
ideas and concepts that underlie that flexibility, you will find it natural and
rewarding.

“Chapter 6 - Service Requests“ on page 43, and the on-line help system, provide all
the reference details for creating the Service Request data structure. “Chapter 11 -
Application Guide“ on page 129, shows you how to specify some common data
acquisition tasks using DriverLINX. What is presented here is the overview of
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concepts, ideas, and terminology in DriverLINX as well as the skeletal outline for all
Windows programs.

Logical Devices
A Logical Device usually corresponds to a physical data acquisition adapter, but
other arrangements are supported by DriverLINX. One physical device can be
described by multiple Logical Devices which have different configurations. However,
multiple physical devices described by one Logical Device is less common, cannot be
arbitrarily configured, and is only used with hardware from vendors who supply
modular data acquisition subsystems.

Logical Subsystems
To DriverLINX all data acquisition devices are Logical Devices consisting of six
possible subsystems.

• DEVICE—the physical hardware considered as a unit.

• AI (Analog Input)—the A/D converters, multiplexers, and associated
hardware on a physical device.

• AO (Analog Output)—the D/A converters and associated hardware on
a physical device.

• DI (Digital Input)—the digital input ports and associated hardware on a
physical device.

• DO (Digital Output)—the digital output ports and associated hardware
on a physical device.

• CT (Counter/Timer)—the counter/timer channels and associated
hardware on a physical device.

Logical Channels
The subsystems of each Logical Device all possess a number of Logical Channels
(except DEVICE). Logical Channels usually correspond in a natural way to the
manufacturer’s physical channels.

In some cases, especially with counter/timer channels, all physical channels are not
logically independent. In these cases, DriverLINX may have assigned multiple
physical channels as a single Logical Channel.

DriverLINX assumes all analog channels (input and output) share the same
properties, but digital and counter/timer channels can have mixed properties. This
may arise when a manufacturer has used different hardware to implement some of the
channels, or when a manufacturer has implemented a logical superset of another
model’s hardware capabilities while retaining compatibility with the other hardware.
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Data Structures in DriverLINX API
The DriverLINX API file defines only two major structures:

Logical Device Descriptor (LDD) This data structure contains the characteristics
and capabilities of each Logical Device managed by DriverLINX. The LDD is
subdivided into five major sections:

• Logical Device number and driver/interface version numbers.

• Logical Device capabilities.

• Analog I/O capabilities.

• Digital I/O capabilities.

• Counter/timer capabilities.

This data structure is initialized for each Logical Device using the default values built
into DriverLINX. At initialization time, if DriverLINX finds an ASCII profile file
containing configuration information, this data overrides the default values. This
configuration profile file may be created and edited using a text editor, or it may be
modified interactively using the Configuration Dialog Box in DriverLINX that is
activated by the CONFIGURE operation in the Service Request.

A copy of the LDD for a Logical Device may be requested by the application using
the CAPABILITIES operation of the Service Request.

Service Request (DL_SERVICEREQUEST) This data structure is created by the
application program and contains the complete specifications for a data acquisition
task. A Service Request is subdivided into four major sections, or groups:

• Request Group—specifies the window initiating the task, the Logical
Device to use, the requested DriverLINX subsystem, the subsystem
mode of operation, and the requested operation for the subsystem.

• Results Group—returns the result code for the task, the task id, and,
for some operations, a status report to the calling application.

• Events Group—specifies the timing, start, and stop events for the data
acquisition task. Events allow specification of a wide variety of logical
and hardware conditions that must be satisfied for a data acquisition
task to be timed, initiated, or terminated.

• Select Group—specifies the Logical Channels of the subsystem to use,
the number, size, and characteristics of the I/O data buffers. Flags allow
an application to mask or block DriverLINX hardware and software
event notification messages from interfering during execution of a data
acquisition task.

DriverLINX Support Functions
The DriverLINX API file also defines nine groups of support functions. These
functions are not required to interface to DriverLINX, but they simplify several
frequent tasks using DriverLINX.

• Version control functions—return the version numbers for the driver
and API.

• Error reporting functions—return a text string corresponding to a
message or error code.
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• Memory buffer allocation functions—allocates and frees memory for
data acquisition buffers.

• Logical Device Descriptor functions—simplifies requesting,
referencing, and releasing Logical Device Descriptors.

• Time functions—convert between seconds and hardware-specific clock
rates in tics.

• Buffer-size functions—convert buffer sizes between number of
samples and size in bytes.

• Gain functions—convert hardware gain codes to or from device-
independent gains.

• Data conversion functions—simplify conversion of A/D codes and
time of A/D sample into volts and seconds.

• Event functions —return additional information about event messages
that DriverLINX sends to applications.

• Control functions—support concurrently using different versions of
DriverLINX.

Dynamic Linking to DriverLINX
DriverLINX is one or more standard dynamic link libraries (DLL) for Microsoft
Windows and Win32. DLLs are one of the major benefits of development in a
Windows environment compared to the DOS environment. A DLL is a collection of
precompiled functions that can be used by application programs. But unlike a DOS
library of functions, the DLL functions are not linked to the application program and
delivered to the customer as part of the binary image of the executable file. Rather
the DLL is supplied as a separate file. The kernel routines in Microsoft Windows
dynamically link the DLL to the application at run-time. And, if a DLL is already in
use by another application, the DLL code is shared among applications so that only
one copy is resident in memory and on disk.

For the developer, the DLL allows modification of the code, so long as the interface
is static, without requiring any changes to the application program. For the customer,
a new DLL allows a field upgrade of the software without requiring purchase or
installation of new applications. For an application developer,  incorporating
hardware or environment-specific code into a DLL means the application can
dynamically reconfigure itself to adapt to the hardware found at run-time. And using
a DLL, such as DriverLINX, means that an application can run with new hardware
simply by substituting a new DLL driver.

DriverLINX Dynamic Link Libraries

16-bit Applications in 16-bit Environments

DriverLINX consists of several DLLs that form a “layered” architecture. The DLL at
the lowest layer directly interfaces to a vendor’s hardware product. The filename for
this DLL usually is an abbreviation of the vendor’s product model number.  The next
layer implements a common interface to multiple vendor-specific DLLs. This DLL is
named DRVLNX16.DLL. For 16-bit Windows applications, this DLL is the highest
layer. Visual Basic™ and 32-bit applications hosted in a 16-bit environment use an
additional interfacing layer on top of DRVLNX16.DLL. The following diagram
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shows the two techniques for interfacing a 16-bit application, e.g., LearnDL, with
DriverLINX.

LearnDL.EXE DrvLNX16.DLL

KMBDAS16.DLL

HSDAS12.DLL

LearnDL.EXE KMBDAS16.DLL

Direct linking

Indirect linking

Figure 1. Two methods for linking DriverLINX DLL to application program.

The DriverLINX API for all the preceding DLLs is identical except for three
functions. DRVLNX16.DLL supports three functions, OpenDriverLINX,
CloseDriverLINX, and SelectDriverLINX, that the vendor-specific DLLs don’t
support. An application uses these additional functions to select a vendor-specific
DriverLINX DLL. The above “direct linking” technique is supported for backward
compatibility with the first version of DriverLINX, but it is strongly recommended
that new applications use the ‘indirect linking” technique. Future releases of
DriverLINX may only support the second technique. The source code for LearnDL
uses this second technique.

32-bit Applications in 16-bit Environments

DriverLINX now supports two types of 32-bit applications running in the Windows
3.x environment. WATCOM provides a proprietary 32-bit Windows extender
technology that runs in Enhanced Mode Windows. The main advantage of
WATCOM’s technology is that it doesn’t require installation of new system
components. The Windows extender is bound to the application at link time.
Microsoft provides, and other vendors (including WATCOM) support, a new 32-bit
extension technology called Win32s. Win32s is a “subset” of Microsoft’s Win32 API
designed for Microsoft Windows NT. Win32s programs are binary-compatible with
Win NT and will run in either environment unchanged.7 Before Win32s application
can be run on Windows 3.x, the user must install several new system components.

DriverLINX implements either Windows extender technology using an additional
layer. For WATCOM, this layer is called DRVLNXWC.OBJ and must be bound
with the application at link time. For Win32s, this layer is called DRVLNX32.DLL,
and a 32-bit application accesses it just as a 16-bit application would (see below).
Both layers use the same DriverLINX API as the lower layers do. The following
diagram illustrates using 32-bit applications hosted on Windows 3.x.

                                                          
7 Win32s applications using DriverLINX, or any other hardware device driver, however, require new device drivers for
the Win NT environment.
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LearnDL.EXE DrvLNXwc.OBJ DrvLNX16.DLL

KMBDAS16.DLL

HSDAS12.DLL

Win32s

Watcom 32

LearnDL.EXE DrvLNX32.DLL DrvLNX16.DLL

KMBDAS16.DLL

HSDAS12.DLL

Figure 2. DriverLINX Interface Layer supports 32-bit Applications.

The purpose of both interface layers is to perform the necessary data structure and
address mappings between the 32-bit and 16-bit environments and to support
application portability between both environments. The source code on the
Distribution Disks for LearnDL can be recompiled for any of the preceding
environments just by selecting a compiler and the associated make file for the
compiler chosen.

32-bit Applications in 32-bit Environments

For running a 32-bit application under Windows NT, the protocol is analogous to the
“indirect linking” technique described above for 16-bit applications except
DRVLNX32.DLL replaces DRVLNX16.DLL. The technique is shown in the
following figure. Note that the vendor-specific DLLs, however, are not transportable
between the Windows 3.x and Windows NT environments. Contact SST for
information about Windows NT versions of DriverLINX.

Win NT

LearnDL.EXE DrvLNX32.DLL

KMBDAS16.DLL

HSDAS12.DLL

Figure 3. DriverLINX Interface Layer for Windows NT.

Application Linking to a DLL
There are two techniques for using a DLL with an application. The application can
tell the linker that it will be using a specific DLL at run-time, or the application can
execute a Windows function to dynamically link any DLL it needs at run time.

Specifying a DLL at Link Time
There are two techniques to inform the linker which DLL the application will use—
implicit and explicit. The easiest and most common technique is implicit linking
using an import library.
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Implicit Linking

Import libraries are created from DLLs, but they do not contain the code functions of
the DLL. Import libraries contain only information about DLL entry points that the
linker uses to satisfy external DLL references in the application code. When you
create any Windows application, the import library, LIBW.LIB, is always required
for applications. LIBW.LIB is a DLL import library for the function calls exported
by Windows itself. To use any other DLL import library in your application, the
import library name need only be added to the list of libraries supplied to the linker.

The DriverLINX Distribution Disk contains the import library corresponding to the
specific version of DriverLINX that works with your hardware. If your DriverLINX
version is <driver>.DLL, then the import library is named <driver>.LIB.
Alternatively, the application can link with a device-independent import library and
then call the device-specific DLL indirectly. For 16-bit applications, the device-
independent library is DRVLNX16.LIB. For Win32s applications, the library is
DRVLNX32.LIB. WATCOM 32-bit Windows extender applications should link
with DRVLNXWC.OBJ. Note that this is not an import library, but a conventional
static link library. Import libraries may be created from any existing DLL by using
the import library output of Microsoft’s Linker.8

Explicit Linking

DLLs can also be explicitly linked by specifying the imported function name, the
DLL name, and the ordinal entry value9 of the function in the library. This
information is supplied to the linker in the IMPORTS section of the application’s
module definition file (.DEF).10 For the Microsoft linker, the following line should
be added to the .DEF file to explicitly link the DriverLINX function.

IMPORTS
  DriverLINX=<driver>.7

where <driver> is the name of the version of DriverLINX for your hardware, e.g.,
<driver>.DLL. Similar lines should be added for the other DriverLINX functions
used by your application.

The ordinal entry values for DriverLINX’s exported functions are listed in the
following table:11

Function Ordinal Value

DriverLINX 7

GetDriverLINXVersion 8

ReturnMessageString 9

BufAlloc 10

BufFree 11

                                                          
8
9 Ordinal entry values are integers assigned to exported function names in a DLL. This is an optional Windows
optimization that allows dynamic linking to operate faster and to use less memory.
10 Not all Windows-compatible linkers require or use a module definition file. Some programming environments, such as
Borland’s Turbo Pascal for Windows, use a different technique. Consult the documentation for your environment.
11 Unused numbers are reserved for future use. Inspecting the DriverLINX DLL with a utility, such as Microsoft’s
EXEHDR, will reveal several other exported functions. These functions are used internally by DriverLINX as Windows
"call back" functions and are not useful to an application.
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GetLDD 12

LockLDD 13

UnlockLDD 14

FreeLDD 15

TICS2SEC 16

Sec2Tics 17

Samples2Bytes 18

Bytes2Samples 19

Gain2Code 20

Code2Gain 21

Volts2Code 22

Volts2CodeXform 23

Code2Volts 24

Code2VoltsXform 25

UnmaskCode 26

DLMinPeriod 27

Volts2CalibratedCode 28

AboutDriverLINX 29

OpenDriverLINX
(DrvLNX.. only)

50

CloseDriverLINX
(DrvLNX.. only)

51

GetEvent 54

SelectDriverLINX
(DrvLNX.. only)

57

Table 1 Ordinal Values of Exported Functions in DriverLINX

Specifying a DLL at Run Time
An application may also dynamically load the DLL at run time and explicitly ask
Windows for the address of the needed function(s). This technique must be used
when an application does not know which DLL it will be using until run time, or
when the application wants to simultaneously use multiple DLLs that share the same
interface, i.e., using DriverLINX with hardware from more than one manufacturer.
Alternatively, an application can use multiple DriverLINX DLLs with a single
interface by using DRVLNX16.DLL, DRVLNX32.DLL, or DRVLNXWC.OBJ.

To explicitly load a DriverLINX DLL for the hypothetical Super DAS board
(SUPERDAS.DLL) would require code similar to the following:
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HANDLE    hLibrary;
FARPROC lpFunc;

hLibrary = LoadLibrary(“SUPERDAS.DLL”);
if (hLibrary >= 32) {
  lpFunc = GetProcAddress(hLibrary, “DriverLINX”);
  if (lpFunc)
    (*lpFunc)(&ServiceRequest);
  FreeLibrary(hLibrary);
}

The LoadLibrary function requests Windows to search for the Super DAS DLL and
load it into memory if it is found. The GetProcAddress function returns the address
of the “DriverLINX” entry point in the Super DAS DLL to the application. The
application can then use the saved function address to access the desired function in
the DLL.12

When the application no longer needs the DLL, it should call FreeLibrary to
decrease the DLL’s usage count. When the usage count is zero, Windows removes
the DLL from memory.

Applications can also obtain the address of an exported function in a DLL by using
the ordinal export value of the function. In the example above, change the
GetProcAddress line to read

lpFunc = GetProcAddress(hLibrary, MAKEINTRESOURCE(7));

where, from Table 1, the ordinal export value of DriverLINX is 7.

Locating a DLL on Disk
Whether an application has implicitly or explicitly linked a DLL, Windows must
locate the DLL code when the application module requires that the DLL be loaded.
To do so, Windows first searches memory and then disk directories in the following
order to find the requested DLL.

1. The current directory

2. The Windows directory (usually \WINDOWS)

3. The Windows system directory (usually \WINDOWS\SYSTEM)

4. Directories on the PATH

5. Directories mapped in a network

Relationship of a DLL to an Application
Three additional points about the relationship of DLLs and applications should be
noted by an application developer.

• A DLL is shared among Windows tasks, but when a specific task
requests services from a DLL, the DLL functions behave as if the
application’s own functions provided the service.

• Global memory allocated by a DLL on behalf of an application is
“owned” by that application.

                                                          
12 In the C-language, you can use more clever typecasting than this example demonstrates to enforce function prototyping
by the compiler.
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• When the application terminates, Windows purges all objects owned by
the application.

Creating Portable DriverLINX Applications
Creating a portable application in the Windows environment is a challenging task.
First, you must eliminate implicit dependencies in your application on the size of
variables, data structures, and pointers. The C-programming literature, and some
compiler manuals, discuss this topic at length. Second, you must handle API
differences between the Win16 and Win32 APIs. Microsoft has done an excellent job
making this as easy as possible, but it will require changing some common techniques
used in Win16 applications. Third, you must be aware of operational differences
among software environments. This can be the biggest obstacle to developing
applications that target many environments. Conflicts frequently arise when
developing applications that simultaneously mix two environments, such as Win32s
running on Win16.

Data-acquisition Buffers

The biggest potential conflict with DriverLINX in developing 32-bit applications
running in a 16-bit environment is management of data-acquisition buffers. The
source of the conflicts are too complex and varied to detail here, but the solution to
handling the conflicts is simple. Let DriverLINX allocate all data-acquisition buffers
using either BufAlloc routines or the AUTO_ALLOC_BUFFER pointer. Don’t use
global variables, stack variables, or heap variables as data-acquisition buffers.

Initializing Service Requests

In the C language, only static variables are initialized with zeros. All dynamically
created structures have random values. To prevent DriverLINX from incorrectly
interpreting an unused field in a Service Request, all dynamically allocated Service
Requests should be zero-filled using a function such as memset. DriverLINX will
usually ignore unneeded fields, but the translation, or “thunking”, layers that convert
between 16-bit and 32-bit code are not context-sensitive. They will translate non-zero
fields whether or not they are used.

Avoiding Side-Effects

For maximum portability, do not rely on observed side-effects or undocumented
behavior of DriverLINX or any other software module. For instance, the application
can switch from using four data buffers to one data buffer and then back to four data
buffers. In some versions of DriverLINX, the four buffer addresses don’t change
when the number of buffers is decreased, then increased. An application can depend
on this side-effect and avoid deallocating or temporarily storing the unused buffer
addresses. In other versions, however, DriverLINX zeros the storage area that holds
the unused buffer addresses. DriverLINX tries to avoid subtle differences in
operational issues among different software environments, but complete
compatibility, side-effects and all, is not possible.
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Chapter 6 - Service Requests

Introduction
A Service Request is a data
structure, or table, created by
an application to provide
DriverLINX with the complete
specification for the
application’s data acquisition
task.

Central to understanding the features and application of DriverLINX is the Service
Request. This chapter details the fields and meanings of the Service Request data
structure that is central to DriverLINX. Remember that DriverLINX is both a
hardware-independent data-acquisition specification as well as a product that
supports specific manufacturers’ hardware. This chapter defines the hardware-
independent specification. The DriverLINX product for your particular hardware
may not support every feature described in this chapter. See the “Using DriverLINX
with your Hardware” manaul that describes what features of the DriverLINX
specification are implemented by your hardware.

DriverLINX provides a data- or table-driven interface to data acquisition hardware
rather than the procedural approach usually taken in the DOS device driver provided
by the manufacturer of the data acquisition hardware.

In the procedural approach, a data acquisition task is divided into a sequence of
discrete steps that will accomplish the goal. In a typical, but hypothetical, driver, the
application would perform a sequence of function or procedure calls to the driver to
provide the requirements of the task. The sequence of steps to acquire 100 input
samples from analog channel 1 at 100 Hz and with a gain of 10 might be as follows:

1. Initialize hardware.

2. Set A/D multiplexer to channel 1.

3. Set A/D preamplifier gain to 10.

4. Specify the address of a 200 byte data buffer.

5. Start data acquisition using polling.

In the data-driven approach used by DriverLINX, the application would first create a
table, or data structure, that contained the task requirements and then pass the table to
the driver for execution using a single function call.

For this simple example, the data-driven approach provides only a modest economy
over the procedural approach.  Distinct advantage occurs, however, when the
application needs to handle significant variations in data acquisition tasks.

• Successful specification of a task using the procedural approach usually
requires that some, or all, of the steps be performed in the correct
sequence. Detecting out-of-sequence or missing steps is often difficult
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for both the application programmer and device driver. In the data-
driven approach, all information needed to specify a task is available in
one place at one time. Debugging an application is easier as the data
structure centralizes all necessary information for a data acquisition
task.

• The procedural approach requires the application to code multi-way
decision logic to handle all the different procedure calls needed to
synthesize the desired task. Incorporation of new or additional features
requires modification to the control logic of the application. The data-
driven approach, however, requires no additional application logic to
vary the contents of the fields of the data structure through all possible
values.

All data acquisition tasks using DriverLINX take the same form. The application
creates, or modifies, the Service Request data structure and then calls DriverLINX
for service with the Service Request as the only parameter. DriverLINX always
returns a result code as a function value. All possible data acquisition tasks are
performed using the following skeletal code outline:

DL_SERVICEREQUEST  myTask;

myTask.hWnd = myHWnd;
myTask.device = deviceNumber;

...
if (DriverLINX(&myTask)!= NoErr)

myErrorHandler(myTask);

The following sections in this chapter describe the fields of the Service Request in
detail. “Chapter 11 - Application Guide“ on page 129, shows examples of Service
Requests for common data acquisition tasks.

Major Components of a Service Request
A Service Request takes the form of a programming language data structure. In the
DriverLINX API file for C and C++ (“drvlinx.h”), the Service Request data
structure is called “DL_SERVICEREQUEST”. Consult the distribution disks or SST
about the availability of DriverLINX API files for other languages supporting
Microsoft Windows development.

A Service Request is created either by the application program declaring a
DL_SERVICEREQUEST data structure or interactively using the Edit Service
Request Dialog Box shown in Figure 4.13

The Edit Service Request Dialog Box shows graphically the three major groups of
items that comprise the record structure of a Service Request. They are the Request
group, the Events group, and the Select group. Within each group are a number of
fields that correspond to the fields in the DL_SERVICEREQUEST data structure.
Depending on the particular data acquisition task, only some of these fields are used
by DriverLINX to perform the requested task. It is highly recommended that unused
fields always be initialized to defined values by the application program. This will
maximize compatibility with future uses for currently unused fields in the Service
Request.

                                                          
13 Actually, the latter technique is somewhat circular as the application needs to create a Service Request to tell
DriverLINX to display the Edit Service Request Dialog Box.
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Figure 4 The Edit Service Request Dialog Box displayed by DriverLINX.

The easiest way to learn how to set up a Service Request is by using the “Learn
DriverLINX ”  demonstration program included on the Distribution Disk. The Edit
Service Request Dialog Box selectively displays the valid choices based on the
current selections chosen in the dialog box. If any selection requires additional
information, new input controls will be displayed in the dialog box. If a particular
selection restricts the choices, existing input controls will be erased or disabled and
displayed in a light gray.

Of the three major groups of items in a Service Request, only the Request group is
required for all services. The fields in the Events and Select groups are used
selectively depending on the particular task that the application program is requesting
from DriverLINX.

Request Group
The Request group consists of the following five required fields:

HWND hWnd;
WORD device;
SubSystems subsystem;
Modes mode;
Ops operation;
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Field Type/Description

dwSize DWORD Specifies the size in bytes of the Service
Request data structure. This field must be set by the
application before submitting the Service Request to
DriverLINX. To do this use the macro,
DL_SetServiceRequestSize. This field is only
supported in 32-bit implementations (except
WATCOM).

hWnd HWND Specifies the handle of the window that is
initiating the Service Request. DriverLINX uses the
window handle to identify the application program and,
in some cases, to send messages to the application’s
window.

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number for the
hardware that will perform the data acquisition task.
Assignment of Logical Device numbers to hardware
devices is handled by the configuration process.
Logical device numbering is 0-based.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the primary subsystem of the
Logical Device which will perform the data acquisition
task. The primary subsystem may implicitly use other
subsystems of the hardware.

Value Meaning

DEVICE Specifies all subsystems
of the Logical Device.

AI Specifies the analog input
hardware of the Logical
Device.

AO Specifies the analog
output hardware of the
Logical Device.

DI Specifies the digital input
hardware of the Logical
Device.

DO Specifies the digital
output hardware of the
Logical Device.

CT Specifies the
counter/timer hardware of
the Logical Device.
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Field Type/Description

mode Modes Specifies the data input/output technique to be
used by the hardware and software.

Value Meaning

OTHER Used for all tasks that do
not collect data or where
other Modes are not
appropriate.

POLLED Specifies foreground data
I/O using CPU-intensive
software polling loops.

DMA Specifies background data
I/O using hardware direct
memory access. Interrupts
may also be used to
support DMA.

INTERRUPT Specifies background data
I/O using hardware
interrupts.

operation Ops Specifies the action to be performed.

Value Meaning

START Initiates the requested
task.

STOP Immediately terminates
the requested task.

STATUS Returns the status of a
task being managed by
DriverLINX. See “Status
field (DLSTATUS)” on
page 71.
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Field Type/Description

INITIALIZE Performs a
hardware/software
initialization of the
requested subsystem.
Initialization of a
subsystem, other than
DEVICE, only succeeds if
no tasks are using the
subsystem. DEVICE
initialization performs a
hardware reset of all
subsystems of the Logical
Device. If the requester of
DEVICE initialization is
the owner of all active
tasks using the Logical
Device, those tasks will
be immediately aborted,
otherwise the request will
fail.

CONFIGURE Performs a configuration
operation on a subsystem
or DEVICE.  If the
subsystem is in use by a
task not initiated by the
requester, the operation
will fail. Configuration of
DEVICE will display a
configuration dialog box
for interactive user
editing.

CALIBRATE Optionally perform an
OEM-specific hardware
calibration of the
subsystem and return the
calibration factors in the
status field of a Service
Request. For hardware not
supporting auto-
calibration, “ideal”
calibration factors are
returned.
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Field Type/Description

CAPABILITIES Returns a global memory
handle to a data structure
describing the
characteristics of the
Logical Device’s
subsystem (see “Chapter 7
- Logical Device
Descriptors“ on page 79).
The handle is returned in
the status.u.hCapabilities
field of the Service
Request. Version 1.0 of
the DriverLINX API only
defines this operation of
the DEVICE subsystem.

MESSAGEBOX Displays a modal dialog
box on the user’s video
screen containing a brief
explanatory message for
the result code returned
by DriverLINX in the
Service Request.

TEST Performs an internal self-
test of hardware, if
available.

CONVERT Performs a data or
timebase conversion
operation depending on
the specified Start Event.

The following operation codes may be combined with the previous codes using the
bitwise OR operator.

EDIT Invokes the interactive
Edit Service Request
Dialog Box for specifying
a Service Request. The
completed Service
Request must be
resubmitted to
DriverLINX for
execution.

NOAUDIT Disables most of the
audits performed on the
fields of a submitted
Service Request.

AUDITONLY Performs the standard
Service Request audits,
but does not execute the
Service Request.
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Convert Services
The data-conversion service (CONVERT) allows applications to convert and
transform data to/from a data-acquisition buffer. Native data-acquisition codes can be
converted to/from fixed or floating-point values while accounting for individual
channel gains or ranges and hardware calibration constants. Data may also be
transformed to/from hardware codes to volts and arbitrarily scaled by a linear
transform.

The timebase service returns an information structure containing the relative
sampling times of data in a data-acquisition buffer. This service considerably
simplifies the application logic to handle equal-interval, simultaneous, and burst-rate
sampling techniques used by various data-acquisition devices.

Calibration Service
The CALIBRATION service performs a hardware calibration of the selected
subsystem (AI or AO) and returns a a handle to a global memory block containing
the calibration factors for the Logical Device. The handle may be optionally supplied
as a parameter to the CONVERT operation to override the internal copy of the
calibration factors. This allows an application to convert historical data with the
calibration factors recorded at the time the data was collected.

For devices that do not perform hardware calibration, the CALIBRATION service
returns “perfect” calibration factors. It is an option of DriverLINX whether
calibration is physically performed each time this service is called or whether it is
performed once on device initialization. In both cases, the Service returns a handle to
the current calibration factors. The internal format of this block of memory is not
defined.

Events Group
The Events group of a Service Request consists of three fields for timing, start, and
stop events.

• Timing events determine the time-intervals between data I/O
operations.14

• In DriverLINX terminology, start events determine the hardware and/or
software conditions that initiate a data I/O task. Start events subsume
the triggering concept.

• Similarly, stop events determine the hardware and/or software
conditions that terminate a data I/O task.

In DriverLINX, start and stop events encompass the data acquisition concepts and
techniques of pre-, mid-point, and post-triggering, alarms, cyclical buffering, and
more.

Event fields are also used by the subsystem configuration services.

DriverLINX defines the following three event fields in a Service Request:

                                                          
14 In data acquisition literature, timing is variously referred to as clocking, pacing, and, sometimes, triggering. The latter
term, however, is more often used to refer to signals that initiate timing, clocking, or pacing, but do control the process
once it has begun.
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DLEVENT timing;
DLEVENT start;
DLEVENT stop;
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A Service Request event consists of the following structure:

typedef struct {
DWORD delay;
EventTypes typeEvent;
union {
  AI_EVENT aiEvent;
  DI_EVENT diEvent;
  RATE_EVENT rateEvent;
  DIO_SETUP diSetup;
  DATA_CONVERT dataConvert;
  TIME_BASE timeBase;
} u;
} DLEVENT;

Field Type/Description

delay DWORD A count of the number of I/O samples to
delay after the event’s conditions are satisfied before
reporting the event as occurring. This field is ignored
by some classes of events.

typeEvent EventTypes Specifies the record structure format for
subfields of the event structure.

Value Meaning

NULLEVENT Indicates no event is
specified.

COMMAND Specifies a software
command event. The
delay field is ignored.

TCEVENT Specifies a terminal count
event.

AIEVENT Specifies an analog input
event.

DIEVENT Specifies a digital input
event.

RATEEVENT Specifies a rate-generator
event.

DIOSETUP Specifies a custom
configuration for a logical
digital I/O channel.

DATACONVERT Data-conversion event.

TIMEBASE Timebase event.

Analog Events
Analog events perform real-time monitoring of an analog input channel for the
occurrence of the specified signal conditions. Eight types of signal conditions are
supported by DriverLINX.
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Condition Logic

1. Signal is above threshold [signal > threshold].

2. Signal is below threshold [signal < threshold].

3. Signal is between thresholds [lo ≤ signal ≤ hi].

4. Signal is outside thresholds [signal < lo or signal > hi].

5. Signal is crossing threshold with
positive slope

[last ≤ hi and signal > hi].

6. Signal is crossing threshold with
negative slope

[last ≥ hi and signal < hi].

7. Signal is crossing both thresholds
with positive slope.

[last ≤ lo and signal > lo then
 last ≤ hi and signal > hi]

8. Signal is crossing both thresholds
with negative slope.

[last ≥ hi and signal < hi then
 last ≥ lo and signal < lo]

Analog events may be used as either start or stop events and with or without a delay.
An analog event includes the data sample that satisfied the condition of the event. All
events effect their action after the event becomes true. Therefore, a start event will
not include, and a stop event will include, the data sample satisfying the event
condition.

With analog events, an application can simulate level- or edge-triggered waveform
synchronization similar to an oscilloscope. Mid-point triggering can be simulated by
using an analog stop event with delay, and post-triggering is simulated when there is
no delay.  One complete cycle of a periodic waveform can be captured by using
analog start and stop events that signal zero crossings. Over- and under-range alarms
are simulated by starting a background analog input task and then waiting for the task
to send the main Windows application a completion message.

An analog event is defined with the following structure:

SINT channel;
SINT gain;
int upperThreshold;
int lowerThreshold;
WORD flags;

Field Type/Description

channel SINT Specifies the analog input channel to monitor.

gain SINT Specifies the gain code for the analog channel.
If the hardware does not support gain, this field must
be zero.
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upperThreshold int Specifies high signal threshold in A/D units at the
specified gain.

lowerThreshold int Specifies low signal threshold in A/D units at the
specified gain.

flags WORD Logical “OR” of the following flags.

Value Meaning

AnaTrgNegInside negative slope or inside
limits

AnaTrgPosOutside positive slope or outside
limits

AnaTrgDUALCROSSING Dual threshold crossing
flag.

The following table specifies how an analog event should be set up to generate one of
the eight possible signal conditions.

Type Upper Lower Flags

1 threshold min AnaTrgPosOutside

2 max threshold AnaTrgPosOutside

3 high low AnaTrgNegInside

4 high low AnaTrgPosOutside

5 threshold threshold AnaTrgPosOutside

6 threshold threshold AnaTrgNegInside

7 high low AnaTrgPosOutside
| AnaTrgDUALCROSSING

8 high low AnaTrgNegInside
| AnaTrgDUALCROSSING

Max is the maximum analog value in A/D units reported by the analog channel, while
min is the minimum value. These values are available in the Logical Device
Descriptor described in “Chapter 7 - Logical Device Descriptors“ on page 79.

An audit of a Service Request will report an error if an analog event is specified that
is always, or never, true.

Analog start events are sampled at the rate of the timing event, while analog stop
events are sampled at the “per channel” rate of the timing event.

Limitations

Analog events may be used as timing, start, or stop events in POLLED or
INTERRUPT modes of analog and digital I/O. DMA support of analog events is only
allowed if supported by the data acquisition hardware.

An analog start event can generally use any analog input channel with any valid gain,
but some hardware boards impose stricter requirements on an analog start channel.
An analog stop event must specify one of the analog input channels being collected.
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The analog input buffer does not include the data point that caused an analog start
event. The analog input buffer starts sampling using the specified starting channel.

Digital Events
Digital events perform real-time monitoring of a digital channel and signal when the
input satisfies the specified conditions. A mask is specified to select the digital bits to
monitor, and then the selected bits are compared to the specified pattern. The
condition is true when the masked bits are equal, or not equal, to the pattern. The
computation performed is

(digital channel and mask) <test op> pattern,

where <test op> is equals (==) or not equals (!=).

A digital event is defined with the following structure:

SINT channel;
SINT match;
WORD mask;
WORD pattern;

Field Type/Description

channel SINT Specifies the digital input channel to monitor.

match SINT Specifies the match condition as follows:

Value Meaning

0 Match on “not equals”

not 0 Match on “equals”

mask WORD Specifies the bit mask to “and” with the
digital input data.

pattern WORD Specifies the pattern to match.
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Match equals signals on an exact match of the digital pattern to the masked digital
input. Match not equals signals on any non-zero bit in the masked digital input if the
pattern is 0 or on any zero bit if the pattern contains all 1’s in the mask positions.

Digital events may be used as timing, start, or stop events in POLLED or
INTERRUPT modes of analog and digital I/O. DMA support of digital events is only
allowed if supported by the data acquisition hardware.

For analog I/O, digital events are implemented using software polling of the specified
digital port. Digital start events continuously poll waiting for the specified conditions,
while digital stop events test after every input or output sample is processed.

If a digital event corresponds to a hardware-supported feature on the data acquisition
device, the hardware, rather than software, implementation will be used.

A digital event can only be used as a timing event in POLLED mode unless the event
specifies a match on a hardware supported external clock input via a digital channel,
or the hardware supports an interrupt on digital input.

Rate Events
Rate events are used as timing events to pace or clock data acquisition I/O tasks.
They also have a secondary function when used to set up a counter/timer
measurement or a pulse output Service Request. As timing events, rate events can
specify rate and square-wave generators, variable duty cycle generators, burst
generators, and frequency dividers for external clocking inputs. As counter/timer
setup events, rate events can specify frequency and time interval measurements and
event counters. (See the Counter/Timer Programming Guide for detailed information
on setting up counter/timer tasks.)

The structure of a rate event is as follows:

SINT channel;
GENERATORS mode;
CLOCKS clock;
GATESTATUS gate;
DWORD period;
DWORD onCount;
DWORD pulses;
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The following table shows how a rate event is set up to specify its multiple functions:

Generator Period On Count Pulses

rate & square
wave

value ———— cycles

variable duty cycle value value cycles

burst major minor burst

divider divisor ———— ————

frequency
measurement

———— gate ————

time interval
measurement

channel15 ———— ————

event counter ———— ———— ————

pulse width ———— ———— ————

split clock t1 t2 n

Field Type/Description

channel SINT Specifies logical timer channel.

mode GENERATORS Specifies the type of rate generator
using one of the follow values:

Value Meaning

RATEGEN Specifies a periodic clock
rate whose duty cycle is
hardware dependent.

SQWAVE Specifies a periodic clock
rate with a 50% duty
cycle. For hardware
incapable of generating
square waves, a rate
generator is substituted.

VDCGEN Specifies a periodic clock
rate whose duty cycle can
be specified. Some
hardware may impose
duty-cycle limitations.

BURSTGEN Specifies a periodic clock
rate with a major and
minor period which
produces a burst of
closely spaced pulses
followed by a longer
inter-burst interval.

                                                          
15 One or two counter/timer channels may be used by time interval measurements. The period field specifies the second
channel.
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DIVIDER Specifies a clock output
rate that is the dividend of
specified divisor and an
input clock rate.

FREQ Specifies the
counter/timer will count
clock pulses for the
specified gate time.

INTERVAL Specifies the
counter/timer will
measure the time interval
between pulses using one
or two channels.

COUNT Specifies the
counter/timer will be
configured as an event
counter.

PULSEWD Specifies the
counter/timer will be
configured to measure
pulse width.

SPLITCLK Generate “n” tics at rate
“t1” then switch to rate
“t2”.

clock CLOCKS Specifies the source of the clock input for
the counter/timer channel using one of the following
values:

Value Meaning

INTERNAL1 Specifies the master clock
input frequency.

INTERNAL2 Specifies the master clock
input frequency divided
by a hardware defined
value ≥ the value defined
for INTERNAL1.

INTERNAL3 Specifies the master clock
input frequency divided
by a hardware defined
value ≥ the value defined
for INTERNAL2.

INTERNAL4 Specifies the master clock
input frequency divided
by a hardware defined
value ≥ the value defined
for INTERNAL3.
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INTERNAL5 Specifies the master clock
input frequency divided
by a hardware defined
value ≥ the value defined
for INTERNAL4.

GATE1 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined gate 1.

GATE2 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined gate 2.

GATE3 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined gate 3.

GATE4 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined gate 4.

GATE5 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined gate 5.

SOURCE1 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined source
1.

SOURCE2 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined source
2.

SOURCE3 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined source
3.

SOURCE4 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined source
4.

SOURCE5 Specifies clock input from
hardware defined source
5.

EXTERNAL Specifies clock input from
an external clock source.

EXTERNALPE Specifies clock input from
an external clock source
with the positive edge
active.

EXTERNALNE Specifies clock input from
an external clock source
with the negative edge
active.

gate GATESTATUS Specifies the status of the
counter/timer gate using one of the follow values:

Value Meaning

ENABLED Specifies gating of clock
input is enabled. Gating
control is hardware
dependent.
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DISABLED Specifies gating of clock
input is disabled.

NOCONNECT Specifies gate input is not
connected.

period DWORD Specifies the period of the rate generator in
clock tics. On some boards, the special value of zero
means that another subsystem’s Service Request will
control a shared clock. This feature allows
simultaneous, synchronized I/O. If the mode field is
VDCGEN, then this field specifies the major period of
the burst generator. If the mode field is DIVIDER,
then this field is defined as the input divisor. If the
mode field is INTERVAL, then this field specifies the
second logical counter/timer channel for time interval
measurement. This field is not used if the mode field is
FREQ or COUNT.

onCount DWORD Specifies the on-time of the period in clock
tics. If the mode field is VDCGEN, then this field
specifies the minor period of the burst generator. If the
mode field is FREQ, then this field specifies the gate
time in clock tics. This field is not used if the mode
field is RATEGEN, SQWAVE, DIVIDER, or
COUNT.

pulses DWORD If the mode field is RATEGEN, SQWAVE,
or VDCGEN, then this field specifies the number of
cycles to generate. A value of zero indicates
continuous output. If the mode field is BURSTGEN,
then this field specifies the number of pulses per burst.
This field is unused for other values of the mode field.

Setup Events
Setup events are used to configure digital I/O ports that can be programmed for
hardware-specific operating modes. For instance, some manufacturer’s digital I/O
ports can be reprogrammed as input, output, or bi-directional ports at the bit, nibble,
byte, or word level. To accommodate the variations in manufacturer’s
implementations, setup events are hardware-specific.

Digital I/O Setup Events

Digital I/O setup events are used to dynamically reconfigure the digital I/O ports on
devices that support this feature. Many products allow digital ports to be configured
as input or output on a bit, nibble, byte, or word basis. An application that wishes to
read from a digital port is responsible for first configuring that port as input. For
devices with fixed digital ports, this event will have no effect and a warning error will
be returned.

A digital I/O setup event is defined with the following structure:

WORD channel;
DWORD mode;

Field Type/Description
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channel WORD Specifies the digital I/O channel to configure.

mode DWORD Specifies the I/O mode for the Logical
Channel. All channels support DIO_BASIC, but
support for the other modes is hardware-dependent.

Value Meaning

DIO_BASIC Simple I/O without input
latching or handshaking.

DIO_STROBED I/O with handshaking.

DIO_BIDIRECTIONAL Bi-directional I/O.

Data Conversion Events
A data conversion event specifies a transformation between a user buffer and a
DriverLINX data buffer. This event may be used to convert proprietary AI formats to
engineering units or to convert engineering units to proprietary AO data formats.
Conversions of AI data to floating-point data types will automatically apply any
hardware-specific gains and calibration factors to the data. An application may
supply historical calibration data to override current calibration factors using the
CALCONST status field (see the section, “Calibration Status” on page 74). Optional
scaling and offset fields may be used to convert from volts to other engineering units.
Conversions from native (DL_tNATIVE) to fixed-point formats will only apply
calibration factors, if available, and not scale the data.

Data conversion requires that the application supply the actual Service Request used,
or to be used, for the data-acquisition task in the call to DriverLINX. Both the mode
and Start Event fields, however, should be modified.  The mode field should be
changed to OTHER, and the Start Event should be replaced by a data conversion
event. DriverLINX uses the information in the Service Request to correlate buffer
samples with channel ranges and calibration factors.

A data conversion event is defined with the following structure:

WORD wBuffer;
WORD startIndex;
WORD nSamples;
LPVOID lpBuffer;
NumberTypes numberFormat;
float scaling;
float offset;

Field Type/Description

wBuffer WORD Specifies the index of the data-acquisition
buffer in a Buffer List (DL_BUFFERLIST) to convert
(0-based).

startIndex WORD Specifies the index of the starting sample in
the data-acquisition buffer to convert (0-based).

nSamples WORD Specifies the number of samples in the data-
acquisition buffer to convert.

lpBuffer LPVOID Specifies the 32-bit address of the
application’s data buffer. For input subsystems, this is
the destination buffer. For output subsystems, this is
the source buffer.
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numberFormat NumberTypes Specifies the data format of the
application’s data buffer (lpBuffer).

scaling float Specifies a factor by which every converted
sample will be multiplied. If the value is 0.0, the
scaling and offset fields will be ignored. This field is
not used if the numberFormat field specifies a fixed-
point format.

offset float Specifies a term which will be added to every
converted sample. If the scaling field is 0.0, this field
will be ignored. This field is not used if the
numberFormat field specifies a fixed-point format.

The input source, or output destination, buffer is specified by BufferAddr field of a
Service Request buffer list. If no buffer list is specified, the status.u.ioValue field in
the Service Request is used as a one-sample buffer.

Conversion of a large number of samples may potentially cause the destination buffer
to exceed the 64 KB segment limit of the Intel architecture. To circumvent this
problem, the application can request partial conversion of a buffer using the
startIndex and nSamples fields. If the application passes either a source or destination
buffer that exceeds 64 KB, then DriverLINX will perform the requested conversion
by assuming both source and destination pointers were declared as “huge”.

Timebase Events
A timebase event returns the relative time when channels in the Buffer List were
sampled. While most devices have a simple mathematical relationship between
sample buffer index and time, some devices have more complex timing relationships
that may subtly depend on internal hardware modes. This event provides a hardware-
independent technique to obtain the sample timebase for all devices.

Timebase events require that the application supply the actual Service Request used,
or to be used, for the data-acquisition task in the call to DriverLINX. The Start Event
structure, however, should be replaced by a timebase event.

A timebase event is defined with the following structure:

WORD nSamples;
LPTimebase lpTimebase;
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Field Type/Description

nSamples WORD Specifies the maximum number of relative-
time entries that may be returned in the
TimebaseRecord structure.

lpTimebase LPTimebase Specifies the 32-bit address of an
application-supplied TimebaseRecord structure where
results will be returned.

The timebase is returned as a TimebaseRecord with the following fields:

DWORD period;
WORD nCycles;
WORD nChan;
DWORD relTime[1];

Field Type/Description

period DWORD Specifies the number of clock tics/cycle.

nCycles WORD Specifies the number of cycles returned
(usually 1). A cycle is defined as a scan of all channels
specified in the Service Request.

nChan WORD Specifies the number of channels in a cycle.

relTime[] DWORD Specifies the relative acquisition-time in
clock tics for each channel in a cycle.

A macro, SizeOfTimeBaseRecord(nSamples), is defined to assist in dynamically
allocating memory for a TimebaseRecord. This macro computes the size in bytes for
a TimebaseRecord holding nSamples of relative times.

The actual time in tics of each sample, i, may be computed using the following code:

t = 0; // starting time
dt = period * nCycles ; // time increment after cycle set
nChanCycles = nCycles * nChan; // # of relative times in table
for (i = 0, j = 0; i < nSamples; ++i) {
  tics[i] = t + relTime[j++];
  if (j >= nChanCycles) {
    j = 0;
    t += dt;
  }
}

Select Group
The Select group contains the Channels, Buffers, and Flags options for a Service
Request. Channel options specify the Logical Channel numbers and gains for a data
acquisition I/O task. Buffer options specify the number, size, and location of memory
buffers to be used by a data acquisition I/O task. Flag options block, or mask,
potential sources of interference from other applications or hardware interrupts that
may interfere with data acquisition tasks.

The items of the Select group need only be specified by data acquisition tasks that
will use the information. Unused fields of the Service Request, however, should be
initialized to a defined value, such as zero, in the event future versions of
DriverLINX define previously unused fields.
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Channels
The Channels group specifies the Logical Channel numbers for data acquisition, the
gains for the channels, and the number format for the data. For analog channels of
devices with hardware/software supporting the feature, an auto-zero reference
channel can be specified. Simultaneous I/O on multiple channels can be specified if
supported by the hardware, or, in some cases, by the software.

A single channel, a channel range, or a channel-gain list can be specified. Channel
ranges specify the starting and ending channels for data acquisition. Acquisition
begins with the starting channel and steps sequentially to the next channel until the
ending channel is reached. Most hardware will “wrap around” to the first channel
when the last physical channel is reached, thereby allowing the starting channel to be
greater than the ending channel.

A channel-gain list allows an arbitrary sequence of channels and gains to be
programmed. Consult the reference manuals for the data acquisition hardware about
restrictions on the number, sequence, or repetition of channels that are programmed.

For hardware that does not directly support a channel-gain list, some versions of
DriverLINX can simulate this feature in software. Channel-gain list emulation,
however, may reduce the maximum I/O rate supported by the hardware.

The structure of a channel list (CHANLIST) in a Service Request is as follows:

WORD nChannels;
WORD zeroRef;
NumberTypes numberFormat;
BOOL simultaneousScan;
CHANGAIN chanGain[2];
LPCHANGAIN chanGainList;

Field Type/Description

nChannels WORD Specifies the total number of channels to pass
to DriverLINX, not the total number of channels
acquired. For a single channel, nChannels is always 1.
For a start-stop channel range, nChannels is always 2.
For a channel-gain list, nChannels is the number of
channels in the list..

zeroRef WORD Specifies the auto zero reference channel if
supported. The following special values can be used.

Value Meaning

DISABLE_ZEROREF Disables hardware auto
zero referencing.
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HARDWARE_ZEROREF Enables default hardware-
dependent zero reference
channel.

numberFormat NumberTypes Specifies the number size and format
of data in the I/O buffer using one of the following
values:

Value Meaning

tNATIVE Hardware-defined format.
Many devices encode the
channel number and/or
status flags with the data.

tBYTE Data is stored as an 8-bit,
twos-complement number.

tINTEGER Data is stored as a 16-bit,
twos-complement number.

tLONG Data is stored as a 32-bit,
twos-complement number.

tSINGLE Data is stored as a 32-bit
IEEE single-precision
floating point number.

tDOUBLE Data is stored as a 64-bit
IEEE double-precision
floating point number.

simultaneousScan BOOL Specifies the channels are to be input or output
simultaneously. With some hardware, simultaneous is
defined as close together as possible.

Value Meaning

TRUE Simultaneous channel I/O.

FALSE Each channel I/O is
separated by a clock
pulse.

chanGain CHANGAIN Specifies the starting and ending
channels and gain. See CHANGAIN structure for
format.

chanGainList LPCHANGAIN Specifies a channel/gain list array of
nChannels. Must be 0 if channel/gain list is not used.
See CHANGAIN structure for format.
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Channel/Gain List

The CHANGAIN structure specifies the channel number and analog gain-or-range
code. If an application specifies a channel/gain list in the Service Request, this
overrides a channel range specification. Analog output channels and digital channels
ignore the gain-or-range code. The structure is as follows:

SINT channel;
SINT gainOrRange;

Field Type/Description

channel SINT Specifies the Logical Channel number.

gainOrRange SINT Specifies the gain or range code for the Logical
Channel. The value for the code is defined by the
hardware.

Buffers
The Buffers group specifies the memory buffers to be used for a data acquisition
task. Both single and multiple buffering is supported. The maximum number of
buffers supported by DriverLINX is 255, but some versions of DriverLINX may
support fewer buffers. The actual maximum number of buffers supported is
obtainable from the Logical Device Descriptor described in “Chapter 7 - Logical
Device Descriptors“ on page 79.

Buffering may be linear or circular (cyclic) depending on the associated stop event
specified in the Service Request. Linear buffering is obtained by using a Terminal
Count Event as a stop event. This indicates that the data acquisition task terminates as
soon as all buffer locations have been visited once. All other stop events are
conditional, and therefore use circular buffering. If a conditional stop event signals
true before all buffer locations have been visited, then the remaining buffer locations
are either unused or undefined.

The application program can determine when a buffer has been completely filled, or
read, with two techniques.

• Poll DriverLINX using a STATUS Service Request to report the current
buffer and next buffer sample to be processed.

• Flag the notify field in the Buffer List of the Service Request that
DriverLINX should post a message to the application’s message queue
whenever a buffer has been processed.

Both techniques can be combined if needed. See “Chapter 8 - DriverLINX
Messages” on page 95 for details on messages posted by DriverLINX. Both
techniques have limitations that should be considered in developing an application
data acquisition strategy.
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The polling technique has two disadvantages.

• Polling requires significant software overhead to interrogate
DriverLINX about the status of an ongoing task.

• To accurately determine the next sample in the buffer, many data
acquisition devices require that data acquisition be briefly disabled to
latch the current location. At higher data acquisition rates, samples may
be missed.

The message posting technique also has two disadvantages.

• DriverLINX cannot guarantee that an application will have an
opportunity to process the message before the buffer is re-used. This is
a limitation of the Windows operating environment, but it is not as
serious for most applications as it may seem.

• DriverLINX cannot guarantee that a message will always be sent after
finishing with the buffer. Again, this is a limitation of Windows, but a
number of techniques to circumvent most problems are described in
“Chapter 8 - DriverLINX Messages” on page 95, “Flags” on page 69,
and Appendix “D: Running Other Applications with DriverLINX” on
page 149.

Correct allocation of memory buffers under Microsoft Windows is a complex
subject. To simplify memory buffer management as much as possible, DriverLINX
offers two options.

• The application can let DriverLINX automatically allocate memory
buffers by specifying the buffer address with the special pointer value,
AUTO_ALLOC_BUFFER. The application must deallocate any
automatically allocated memory buffers using the BufFree function.

• DriverLINX provides two support functions, BufAlloc and BufFree,
for data acquisition buffer management. See “Chapter 9 - Support
Functions” on page 101 for details.

For those applications that need to control memory allocation directly, please see
“Chapter 10 - Windows Memory Allocation for Data Acquisition” on page 117 for a
discussion of allocating data-acquisition buffers in Windows. For maximum
portability between 16 and 32-bit applications hosted in all Windows environments,
applications should only use the BufAlloc group of functions to allocate buffers.
These functions shield the application developer from the complex details of memory
allocation and addressing.

The structure of a Buffer List (DL_BUFFERLIST) is as follows:

SINT nBuffers;
SINT fileHandle;
WORD notify;
DWORD bufferSize;
LPVOID BufferAddr[2];

Field Type/Description

nBuffers SINT Specifies the number of buffers in the list. If
nBuffers is zero, a single data point is input or output
to/from the status field of the Service Request. See
description of “Status field (DLSTATUS)” on page
71.
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Field Type/Description

fileHandle SINT Must be 0. Not currently supported.

notify WORD Specifies if buffer filled messages should be
sent to the application.

Value Meaning

NOTIFY Post
DL_BUFFERFILLED
messages to the
application’s message
queue.

HANDSHAKE require buffer
acknowledgment.

NOTIFY_START send start event messages

NOTIFY_STOP send stop event messages

bufferSize DWORD Specifies the size of each buffer in bytes.
Specific versions of DriverLINX may impose buffer
size limits.

BufferAddr LPVOID Specifies the memory addresses for each of
the nBuffers. The addresses may be pointers to
memory locations, global handles to memory buffers
(16-bit versions only), or AUTO_ALLOC_BUFFER, a
special pointer value defined below. If DriverLINX
allocates the buffers, the special pointer value will be
replaced with the actual memory address. An
application is responsible for deallocating memory,
that DriverLINX allocates, before it terminates by
calling BufFree. All buffer addresses are not required
to use the same technique. One to 255 buffer addresses
may be specified.

Value Meaning

AUTO_ALLOC_BUFFER Defines a special pointer
to cause DriverLINX to
automatically handle
memory allocation for a
buffer.

ssss:oooo A pointer to
segment/selector ssss and
offset oooo for 16-bit
addresses or 32-bit offset
for 32-bit addresses.

0000:hhhh A pointer to
segment/selector 0 is
assumed to contain a
global memory handle,
hhhh, as the offset. The
32-bit versions of
DriverLINX don’t support
this feature, and its use is
discouraged.
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The default structure declared for the Buffer List in the DriverLINX API file
allocates space for two memory buffer addresses. If more than two BufferAddr array
entries are needed, a larger structure must be allocated using GlobalAlloc. To support
computing the size of the data structure for an arbitrary number of buffers, the
DriverLINX API file defines a macro, or function, DL_BufferListBytes(nBuffers) to
perform this calculation. In C the necessary code to allocate a Buffer List for 10
buffers would be

HANDLE hMem;
LPVOID lpMem;
hMem = GlobalAlloc(GMEM_HND,  DL_BufferListBytes(10));
if (hMem)
  lpMem = (LPVOID)GlobalLock(hMem);
else
  /* error handling */

Addressing memory buffers when using the WATCOM compiler presents special
problems. Normally, the 32-bit buffer address field represents a segmented far
pointer in 16-bit Windows consisting of a 16-bit selector and 16-bit offset or a non-
segmented near pointer in 32-bit Windows consisting of a 32-bit linear address. The
proprietary WATCOM memory model for its 32-bit Windows extender, however,
requires a 48-bit far pointer consisting of an explicit 16-bit selector and a 32-bit
offset. Therefore, for WATCOM, DriverLINX maintains all buffer pointers as
standard 16-bit far pointers that an application must explicitly convert to 48-bit far
pointers. To make this conversion process portable, DriverLINX declares an inline
function or macro, Deref32(ptr), that handles this operation. If the application is
compiled for the WATCOM 32-bit Windows environment, this function calls a
WATCOM function to perform the conversion. If the application is compiled for
another environment, this function simply returns the buffer pointer unchanged.

Flags
The Flags group allows an application control over some aspects of DriverLINX
event notification messages during the requested data acquisition task. The intent of
these flags is to permit masking, or disabling, of certain hardware and software event
messages that can slow data acquisition tasks. These flags usually are only needed
when the time interval between data acquisition samples is sufficiently short that
processing unneeded messages results in loss of acquired data.
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The structure of the Flags group in the Service Request is as follows:

WORD taskFlags;

Field Type/Description

taskFlags WORD Contains 16 single-bit flags formed by
combining the following values with the bit-wise OR
operator:

Value Meaning

NO_SERVICESTART Blocks sending service
start messages

NO_SERVICEDONE Blocks sending service
done messages

hDLL
An application uses this field to direct a Service Request to a vendor-specific version
of DriverLINX. The function, OpenDriverLINX, returns a value that specifies the
DLL that the application opened.

If an application links directly to a vendor-specific version of DriverLINX, and not to
DRVLNX16, DRVLNX32, or DRVLNXWC, then this field is ignored, but it should
be set to NULL.

Field Type/Description

hDLL HINSTANCE Specifies the handle of a vendor-
specific DriverLINX DLL as the target of this Service
Request. If NULL, the most recently specified DLL
will be used. Setting this field updates the “most
recently specified DLL”.

Results Group
The Results Group contains the fields of a Service Request that are returned by
DriverLINX. This is the only group of fields that do not appear on the Edit Service
Request Dialog Box.

Three results fields are defined, and the first two fields are always returned by
DriverLINX. The third field is only used by the STATUS and CAPABILITIES
operations and the START operation when no Buffer List is defined.

The fields of the Results Group are as follows:

WORD result;
WORD taskId;
DLSTATUS status;
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Field Type/Description

result WORD Returns the result code for the operation. This
code is also returned as the value of the function,
DriverLINX. If no error occurred, the result value is
zero. See “Error Messages” on page 135 for other
values.

taskId WORD Returns a task identification code assigned by
DriverLINX.

status DLSTATUS Returns the results for STATUS and
CAPABILITIES operations. Also used as a single
sample data buffer for START operations when no
Buffer List is defined. See DLSTATUS for structure
description.

Status Fields
The Status field of a Service Request returns results from I/O STATUS requests,
counter/timer STATUS requests, CAPABILITIES handles, and single sample I/O
requests.

• By issuing a STATUS Service Request during an active analog or digital
I/O task, an application can monitor the progress of the task.

• A STATUS Service Request for a counter/timer task will report on
intermediate results during the execution of the task.

• A CAPABILITIES Service Request will return a global memory handle
that points to a data structure containing descriptive information about
the hardware.

• Analog and digital I/O START Service Requests that only need to
transfer a single sample value can use the status field as a buffer instead
of creating a Buffer List.

The structure of a Status field (DLSTATUS) in a Service Request is as follows:

StatusType typeStatus;
union {
  DWORD ioValue;
  TIMER_STATUS timerStatus;
  IO_STATUS ioStatus;
  HANDLE hCapabilities;
  CAL_CONST calibrations;
} u;

Field Type/Description

typeStatus StatusType Specifies the type of status information
contained using one of the following values:

Value Meaning

IOVALUE Single I/O sample.

TIMERSTATUS Counter/timer status.

IOSTATUS Analog or digital I/O
status.
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CAPSTATUS Handle for Logical
Device Descriptor.

CALCONST Global handle for the
internal calibration
factors.

ioValue DWORD Contains a single I/O value in the number
format specified in the numberFormat field of the
Channel/Gain List.

timerStatus TIMER_STATUS Contains the status results of a
counter/timer task.

ioStatus IO_STATUS Contains the status results of an analog
or digital I/O task.

hCapabilities HANDLE Contains a global memory handle of a
Logical Device Descriptor.

calibrations CAL_CONST Contains a global memory handle for
the internal calibration factor table.

Counter/Timer Status

A counter/timer status field is returned as a result of a STATUS Service Request for a
counter/timer task.

The structure of a counter/timer status field (TIMER_STATUS) is as follows:

TaskStatus status;
DWORD count;
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Field Type/Description

status TaskStatus Encodes the status of the task using one of
the following values:

Value Meaning

scheduled Task is on the list of
scheduled tasks awaiting
execution.

armed Task is running, but the
waiting for the start event
to occur.

active Task is actively running.

inactive Task is not running.

done Task has completed.

count DWORD Contains the current number of clock pulses,
or events, recorded by the counter/timer.

I/O Status

An I/O Status field is returned as a result of a STATUS Service Request for an analog
or digital I/O task.

The structure of an I/O Status field (IO_STATUS) in a Service Request is as follows:

TaskStatus status;
WORD currentBuffer;
DWORD nextElement;
LONG triggerElement;
WORD triggerBuffer;
WORD bufCount;

Field Type/Description

status TaskStatus Encodes the status of the task using one of
the values defined for TIMER_STATUS.

currentBuffer WORD Contains the number of the active, or last,
buffer. The first buffer is zero.

nextElement DWORD Contains the number of the next, or last,
element to be processed in the buffer. The first element
is zero.

triggerElement LONG Contains the number of the element where the
stop trigger occurred. The value is negative if no
triggered element occurred.

triggerBuffer WORD Contains the number of the buffer where the
stop trigger occurred. If triggerElement is negative, the
value in this field is undefined.

bufCount WORD Number of buffers processed.
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Not all data acquisition devices provide sufficient hardware capabilities to report the
location of stop events or the occurrence of data acquisition errors. See the “Using
DriverLINX with your Hardware” manaul for information on using specific hardware
devices with DriverLINX.

Calibration Status
The CALIBRATION and CONVERT operations use the Calibration Status field to
exchange information on internal calibration factors.

The structure of a Calibration Status field (CAL_CONST) is as follows:

HANDLE hCalMem;
DWORD CalSize;

Field Type/Description

hCalMem HANDLE Contains the handle of a global memory
block containing the internal calibration factors.

CalSize DWORD Specifies the size in bytes of the internal
calibration data16.

Device Capabilities Handle

A capabilities field is returned as a result of a CAPABILITIES Service Request for a
subsystem. The returned value is a Windows global memory handle pointing to a data
structure containing hardware information on the requested subsystem.

The returned handle must be dereferenced to an actual memory address using the
Windows GlobalLock function call. Any pointer fields within the returned data
structure are pseudo-pointers using a segment/selector address of zero and a global
memory handle for the address offset.

The data structure returned by DriverLINX is a copy of internal tables maintained by
DriverLINX. Modifying any of the fields of the returned structure will have no effect
on DriverLINX as the returned structure is private to the requesting application.

Currently, DriverLINX only defines the CAPABILITIES Service Request for the
DEVICE subsystem. The handle returned points to a Logical Device Descriptor
which is defined in “Chapter 7 - Logical Device Descriptors“ on page 79.
DriverLINX supporting functions to simplify manipulation of the global handle for
the Logical Device Descriptor are described in  “Chapter 9 - Support Functions“ on
page 101.

                                                          
16 The actual size of the Windows global memory block may be slightly larger than this value.
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Editing a Service Request
All data acquisition tasks in DriverLINX use the Service Request for specifying the
task requirements. Service Requests are data structures, or tables, of values that
describe the hardware, data buffers, starting and stopping conditions, and operations
to be performed in completing a task.

The detailed fields of a Service Request can be defined using initialized global data,
created using program statements, or edited interactively using a Windows dialog
box. During application development and debugging, the ability to interactively edit
a Service Request is one of the great advantages to developing programs in
Windows.

Displaying the Edit Service Request Dialog Box
To display the Edit Service Request Dialog Box, the application creates a Service
Request data structure and initializes a minimum of two fields. The hWnd field must
contain a valid window handle and the operation field must contain an operation
code which has been combined with the flag, EDIT, using the bitwise OR operator.
The remaining fields of the Service Request can be initialized to zero or with the
default values for display in the dialog box. The Service Request is transmitted using
the DriverLINX function call to display the Edit Service Request Dialog Box.

Organization of the Edit Service Request Dialog Box mirrors the logical structure
described for the Service Request. The upper third of the dialog box contains the
Request group and the middle third contains the Events and Select groups. The lower
third of the dialog box is used to display the details of the items selected from the
Events and Select groups.
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Request Group

Each item of the Request group must be specified by selecting a choice from the drop
down lists.  The items to complete are the Device, Subsystem, Mode, and Operation
entries. The list of Operation choices will vary depending on the current Subsystem
and Mode selections. Selection of operations may change the displayed state of the
Events and Flags groups. An operation, such as STATUS or STOP, will dim or hide
the Events and Flags groups as these fields are not required by the Service Request.
In general, the Edit Service Request Dialog Box will display only the items and
choices that are currently valid for the selections already chosen.

Events Group

The Events group of the Edit Service Request Dialog Box displays the currently
selected timing, start, and stop events. A new selection can be made from the drop
down list of available events by clicking on the desired item. Lists are displayed by
clicking on the button with a downward arrow icon. Some start and stop event
selections will display a Delay field. This field specifies the number of samples that
will be collected after the logical condition of the event becomes true, but before the
event itself is considered true.

Clicking on the radio button immediately above a selected event will display
additional dialog items for that event in the bottom third of the Edit Service Request
Dialog Box. In general, these events contain a series of drop down lists and edit
fields that correspond to the data structures defined by the DriverLINX API.  Item
lists display the choices allowed for that item based on all previous selections made.
If a particular list box contains no choice, then the value in the corresponding Service
Request field is invalid or incompatible with the current selections.

Select Group

The Select group contains three radio buttons for Channels, Buffers, and Flags.
Selecting one of these radio buttons displays the corresponding items of the Service
Request in the bottom third of the dialog box.

Results Group

The only section of the Service Request not visible in the Edit Service Request
Dialog Box is the Results group. As these fields are returned by DriverLINX, they
are not displayed.

Buttons

In the upper right corner of the Edit Service Request Dialog Box are three buttons
labeled OK, CANCEL, and HELP. Selecting the OK button updates the Service
Request passed to DriverLINX by the application with the values entered into the
dialog box. The updated request is then returned to the calling application. To
execute the updated Service Request, the calling application must resubmit the
request to DriverLINX. Selecting the CANCEL button discards all changes entered
into the dialog box and returns the original, unaltered Service Request to the
application with an edit canceled error code. Selecting the HELP button activates the
Windows help program with the on-line documentation for DriverLINX. Pressing the
F1 key with any selected item of the Edit Service Request Dialog Box also activates
the Windows help program to display additional information about the selected item.
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Dialog Box Field Validation

Dialog items that require the entry of numbers will only accept syntactically-correct
entries. If a keystroke is entered that does not form a valid number, it will be rejected
and a warning beep will sound. Depending on the item, properly formed numbers are
signed and unsigned decimal integers and floating point numbers. A few fields may
accept unsigned hexadecimal numbers using the C syntax, e.g., 0xffff, if hexadecimal
numbers are commonly used for this field. An example is a field that requests a
digital bit mask or pattern.

Auditing a Service Request
All Service Requests passed to DriverLINX undergo an extensive series of audits
before the data acquisition task is executed. These audits are intended to insure that
neither the application nor the Windows environment fails from an incorrectly
defined data acquisition task.

DriverLINX performs this audit by checking every field of the Service Request for
legal values using information that DriverLINX maintains in the Logical Device
Descriptor for every managed device. Additional audits are also performed using
Windows function calls to verify the Windows handle passed to DriverLINX and
internal tables of hardware resource assignments maintained by DriverLINX. While
no error checking protocol is fail safe, the auditing of Service Requests substantially
reduces the potential for system failure and also contributes to application debugging
during development.

Benefits of Auditing
An application in an interactive user environment cannot always easily determine if
user input is logically valid. DriverLINX can assist in this task, and simplify the
application logic, using the audit only function. If an application performs a bitwise
OR operation using the value defined in the DriverLINX Interface file, AUDITONLY,
and the operation code specified in the Service Request, DriverLINX will audit, but
not execute, the Service Request. The application can then examine the returned error
code for problems and take any necessary corrective actions.

Disabling the Audit Feature
While the time required for auditing a Service Request is small, applications
repeating a given Service Request in a tight loop may find that the audit time limits
maximum throughput. An application can request that auditing not be performed by
combining the NOAUDIT flag defined in the DriverLINX API file with the operation
code specified in the Service Request using the bitwise OR operator. The NOAUDIT
flag eliminates most error checking of the Service Request, but a few essential items
are checked so DriverLINX may still return an error code. To insure system integrity,
auditing should not be disabled routinely.

For a list of error messages returned as a result of auditing, see Appendix “A: Error
Messages” on page 135.
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Chapter 7 - Logical Device
Descriptors

Introduction
A Logical Device Descriptor
(LDD) is a table that
describes the hardware
characteristics and
capabilities of data
acquisition hardware
managed by DriverLINX.

An application client of DriverLINX may request a copy of the Logical Device
Descriptor by invoking the CAPABILITIES Service Request on the DEVICE
subsystem.

A Logical Device in DriverLINX is an abstraction for describing the data acquisition
hardware within the computer. Each Logical Device is divided into 6 subsystems: the
device itself, analog input, analog output, digital input, digital output, and
counter/timers. This division mirrors the block diagram that describes a typical
manufacturer’s data acquisition hardware. Usually each Logical Device will directly
correspond to a physical device. As a Logical Device is an abstraction, however,
multiple Logical Devices may refer to the same physical device or one Logical
Device may refer to hardware on multiple physical devices.

An application or user may find it convenient for several Logical Devices to refer to
one physical device. For instance, an application supporting a hardware device that is
capable of performing simultaneous analog input and output may find it more
convenient to treat the analog input and analog output sections as separate Logical
Devices. Or it may be easier to consider a physical device as separate Logical
Devices when the device is configured with different characteristics, such as single or
differential analog input, different interrupt or DMA channels, etc. Modular data
acquisition devices may also be described by different Logical Devices depending on
the selection of modules chosen.

Some actual hardware will only implement a subset of this functionality, while other
hardware, for instance, may implement multiple analog input subsystems on a single
physical device.
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Components of an LDD
The Logical Device
Descriptor returned to the
client application is a copy of
the information used by
DriverLINX for managing
data acquisition tasks.

There are five major components of a Logical Device Descriptor: version
information, capabilities of the device, capabilities of the analog I/O subsystem,
capabilities of the digital I/O subsystem, and capabilities of the counter/timer
subsystem.

The structure of a Logical Device Descriptor is as follows:

WORD DeviceNumber;
WORD MaxDevices;
WORD DriverVersion;
WORD InterfaceVersion;
DeviceCapabilities DevCap;
AnalogChannels AnaChan[2];
DigitalChannels DigChan[2];
CounterTimerChannels CTChan;
HANDLE hData;

Field Type/Description

DeviceNumber WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of this
LDD. The first Logical Device is zero.

MaxDevices WORD Specifies the maximum number of devices
managed by this DriverLINX DLL.

DriverVersion WORD Specifies the version level for this hardware-
specific version of DriverLINX. The high byte
contains the major version and the low byte contains
the minor revision level. This information is also
available using the GetDriverLINXVersion function.

InterfaceVersion WORD Specifies the version level for the
DriverLINX API. The high byte contains the major
version and the low byte contains the minor revision
level. This information is also available using the
GetDriverLINXVersion function.

DevCap DeviceCapabilities Specifies the overall capabilities
of the hardware described by the LDD.

AnaChan AnalogChannels Specifies the characteristics of the
analog I/O subsystem described by the LDD. The
analog output subsystem is index 0 and the analog
input subsystem is index 1.

DigChan DigitalChannels Specifies the characteristics of the
digital I/O subsystem described by the LDD. The
digital output subsystem is index 0 and the digital
input subsystem is index 1.

CTChan CounterTimerChannels Specifies the characteristics
of the counter/timer channels described by the LDD.

hData HANDLE Private data area for internal use by
DriverLINX.
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Device Capabilities
The Device Capabilities section of a Logical Device Descriptor contains information
that applies to the Logical Device as a whole, such as model and vendor codes,
device address, subsystems supported by the Logical Device, etc.

The structure of the Device Capabilities (DeviceCapabilities) section in a Logical
Device Descriptor is as follows:

WORD VendorCode;
WORD ModelCode;
union {
  struct {
    WORD addr;
    WORD zero;
  } IO;
  LPVOID MemAddr;
} BaseAddr;
WORD NumAddr;
SINT FeatureBitMap;
SINT BusWidth;
DWORD DevOpMap[nModes];
DWORD DevFlags;
BOOL OEMextensionUsed;
BOOL DeviceInit;

Field Type/Description

VendorCode WORD Specifies a code for obtaining the message
string containing the hardware manufacturer’s name.
Use this value with the ReturnMessageString
function.

ModelCode WORD Specifies a code for obtaining the message
string containing the manufacturer’s model name for
the hardware device. Use this value with the
ReturnMessageString function.

BaseAddr union Specifies the memory or I/O port address of the
base hardware registers of the device. If
BaseAddr.IO.zero is zero, BaseAddr.IO.addr contains
the I/O port address, otherwise, BaseAddr.MemAddr
contains the memory address.

NumAddr WORD Specifies the consecutive number of memory
or I/O port addresses occupied by the hardware
registers for the physical device.
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FeatureBitMap SINT Specifies a bit map of subsystems supported by
the Logical Device. If the bit, corresponding to the
values in the following table, is one, the subsystem is
supported.

Value Meaning

1 DEVICE subsystem.
Value is always set.

2 Analog input (AI)
subsystem.

4 Analog output (AO)
subsystem.

8 Digital input (DI)
subsystem.

16 Digital output (DO)
subsystem.

32 Counter/timer (CT)
subsystem.

BusWidth SINT Specifies I/O bus width of data transfers
performed by the hardware device in bits. Valid values
are 8, 16, and 32.

DevOpMap DWORD Specifies a bit map of valid operations
(Ops) for the DEVICE subsystem. If the bit position
corresponding to (1L << OpCode) is one, the
operation is supported. OpCode is a value defined by
the enumeration, Ops.

DevFlags DWORD This field is zero and is reserved for future
expansion.

OEMextensionUsed BOOL Obselete.

DeviceInit BOOL Field is non-zero if the Logical Device has
been initialized and the physical hardware has been
detected by DriverLINX.

Analog Channel Capabilities
The Analog Channel Capabilities section of the Logical Device Descriptor describes
the characteristics of the analog input and output hardware, the operations and events
supported by the hardware or software, and the initialization state of the subsystem.
An LDD contains two Analog Channel Capabilities sections. The first (index 0)
describes analog output, and the second (index 1) describes analog input.

The memory pointer address fields within the Analog Channel Capabilities section
refer to separate, sub-table structures that are defined later. A CAPABILITIES
Service Request returns these fields as global memory handles saved in the pseudo-
pointer format. To simplify application access to these complex data structures,
DriverLINX exports three functions to lock, unlock, and free the LDD and its
component structures. See “Chapter 9 - Support Functions” on page 101 for details.
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The structure of an Analog Channel Capabilities section in a Logical Device
Descriptor is as follows:

DataCoding AnCode;
WORD NAnChan;
WORD NAnConverters;
SINT AnBits;
SINT AnBytes;
DWORD Anmask;
WORD AnChanGainMaxEntries;
lpAnGainMultiplierTable lpAnGainMult;
lpAnMinMaxTable lpAnMinMaxRange;
EventMaps AnEvents;
DWORD AnOpMap[nModes];
DWORD AnEventCombo[nModes];
DWORD AnSoftZero;
DWORD AnHardZero;
NumberTypes AnNumTypeBitMap[nModes];
DWORD AnFlags;
SINT AnMaxBuffers;
SINT AnDefaultTimingChan;
BOOL Aninit;
SINT An_DMAChanBuf[2];
SINT An_IntChan;

Field Type/Description

AnCode DataCoding Specifies the value encoding technique of
the analog hardware using one of the following values:

Value Meaning

TrueBinary Analog values are
encoded in binary with 0
representing the minimum
analog value and 2AnBits

- 1 representing the
maximum analog value.

TwosComplement Analog values are
encoded as two’s
complement binary
numbers with

(−2AnBits-1) representing
the minimum analog value
and

(+2AnBits-1 − 1)
representing the maximum
analog value.

SignedBinary Analog values are
encoded with the high-
order bit representing the
sign and the remaining
bits representing the
magnitude of the analog
value.

NAnChan WORD Specifies the number of analog channels
supported by the Logical Device.
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Field Type/Description

NAnConverters WORD Specifies the number of physical analog
converters on the Logical Device. If this number is less
than NAnChan, the channels are multiplexed.

AnBits SINT Specifies the analog resolution in bits.

AnBytes SINT Specifies the size of an analog value in bytes.

Anmask DWORD Specifies a mask, that when combined with
the data using the bitwise AND operator, will extract
the analog value code. If the lower-order bits of the
mask are zero, the analog value must be shifted to the
right to extract the value. The type of shift needed—
arithmetic or logical—can be determined from the
AnCode field.

AnChanGainMaxEntries WORD Specifies the maximum number of entries
permitted for an analog channel/gain list. Zero
indicates that channel/gain lists are not supported.

lpAnGainMult lpAnGainMulitplierTable Specifies a far pointer or
global memory handle in pseudo-pointer format that
references the Analog Gain-Multiplier Table. The
LockLDD function dereferences the handle to a
pointer.

lpAnMinMaxRange lpAnMinMaxTable Specifies a far pointer or global
memory handle in pseudo-pointer format that
references the Analog Min/Max Range Table. The
LockLDD function dereferences the handle to a
pointer.

AnEvents EventMaps Specifies a structure of timing, start, and
stop events supported by this analog channel for each
data acquisition mode. See EventMaps section for
details.

AnOpMap DWORD Specifies a bit map of allowed operations on
this subsystem for each of the possible modes. If the
bit position corresponding to (1L << OpCode) is one,
the operation is supported. OpCode is a value defined
by the enumeration, Ops.

AnEventCombo DWORD Reserved for future use.

AnSoftZero DWORD Specifies analog channels that support auto-
zero reference in software. If the bit position
corresponding to (1L << channel) is one, the channel
supports auto-zeroing.

AnHardZero DWORD Specifies analog channels that support auto-
zero reference in hardware. If the bit position
corresponding to (1L << channel) is one, the channel
supports auto-zeroing.

AnNumTypeBitMap NumberTypes Specifies a bit map of number formats
supported in each operating mode. If the bit position
corresponding to (1L << NumberType) is one, that
number format is supported.
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Field Type/Description

AnFlags DWORD Specifies various miscellaneous capabilities
of the analog subsystem using the following values
combined with a bitwise OR operator:

Value Meaning

An_AllowPCClk Analog channels may be
clocked using the CPU
system clock.

An_AllowRTC Analog channels may be
clocked using the AT
real-time clock (RTC)
hardware.

An_SimultaneousIO Simultaneous I/O is
supported.

An_Buffered Hardware device buffers
data using on-board
memory.

An_ChanGainSame Gains must be identical
for all analog channels.

An_RangesVary Each channel range may
vary

An_ScatterGather Hardware supports
scatter/gather.

An_DirectIRQ Clock directly triggers
interrupt.

AnMaxBuffers SINT Specifies the maximum number of data buffers
supported by subsystem. Range is 1 to 255.

AnDefaultTimingChan SINT Specifies the logical counter/timer channel used
as default timing channel. The following values encode
special options:

Value Meaning

-1 CPU system timer.

-2 AT real-time clock
(RTC).

-127 Any available Logical
Device timer.

-128 Any available timer.

Aninit BOOL The hardware for the subsystem has been
initialized if the field is non-zero.

An_DMAChanBuf SINT Specifies the DMA channel to use for
single/multiple buffering. If the first field contains -1,
DMA is not supported. If the second field contains -1,
dual DMA channels are not supported.

An_IntChan SINT Specifies the hardware interrupt channel to use
for analog transfers. If the field contains -1, interrupts
are not used.
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Analog Gain-Multiplier Table

The Analog Gain-Multiplier Table is a sub-structure of the Analog Channel
Capabilities in the Logical Device Descriptor. This table contains a list of analog
gains and the corresponding gain codes required by the hardware to effect those
gains.
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The structure of an Analog Gain-Multiplier Table is as follows:

WORD Nentries;
GainMultPairs ArrayList[4];

Field Type/Description

Nentries WORD Specifies the total number of entries in the
ArrayList of gain-multiplier pairs.

ArrayList GainMultPairs Specifies the gain code and gain
multiplier using the following structure:

SINT GainCode;
float Multiplier;
float min, max;

Field Type/Description

GainCode SINT Specifies the hardware gain code to effect the
following gain multiplier factor.

Multiplier float Specifies the analog gain factor produced by the
corresponding gain code.

min float Specifies the minimum analog voltage.

max float Specifies the maximum analog voltage.

Analog Min/Max Range Table

The Analog Min/Max Range Table is a sub-structure of the Analog Channels
Capabilities in the Logical Device Descriptor.  This table specifies the minimum and
maximum analog input or output voltages at unity gain and the minimum and
maximum hardware codes that correspond to those values at unity gain. There is one
entry for each analog converter supported by the Logical Device.

The structure of the Analog Min/Max Range Table is as follows:

float min, max;
LONG minCode, maxCode;

Field Type/Description

min float Specifies the minimum analog voltage of the
Logical Channel at unity gain.

max float Specifies the maximum analog voltage of the
Logical Channel at unity gain.

minCode LONG Specifies the minimum analog code
corresponding to the minimum analog voltage.

maxCode LONG Specifies the maximum analog code
corresponding to the maximum analog voltage.

Event Maps

Event Maps are a sub-structure of the Logical Device Descriptor which specify the
allowed timing, start, and stop events supported by each Mode for the subsystem.
Event Maps are used by DriverLINX and the client application to determine if a
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requested timing, start, or stop event for a subsystem is supported by the hardware or
software. Each subsystem of the LDD has its own Event Map.

The structure of an Event Map is as follows:

WORD TimingEvents[nModes];
WORD StartEvents[nModes];
WORD StopEvents[nModes];

Event Maps are implemented as an array of bitmaps. A requested event is supported,
if the appropriate bit in the Event Map is one. Each event class is further separated
into individual bit maps for each possible data acquisition Mode. To test a particular
bit, the expression (1 << typeEvent) is logically “and” with the bit map and tested for
non-zero, where typeEvent is one of the defined EventTypes.

Digital Channel Capabilities
The Digital Channel Capabilities section of the Logical Device Descriptor describes
the characteristics of the digital input and output hardware, the operations and events
supported by the hardware or software, and the initialization state of the subsystem.
An LDD contains Digital Channel Capabilities sections for input and output.

The structure of a Digital Channel Capabilities section in a Logical Device
Descriptor is as follows:

SINT NDiChan;
lpDIOCapabilities lpDiCapabilities;
EventMaps DiEvents;
DWORD DiOpMap[nModes];
DWORD DiEventCombo[nModes];
DWORD DiFlags;
SINT DiMaxBuffers;
SINT DiDefaultTimingChan;
BOOL Diinit;
SINT Di_DmaChanBuf[2];
SINT Di_IntChan;

Field Type/Description

NDiChan SINT Specifies the number of digital channels
supported by the Logical Device.

lpDiCapabilities lpDIOCapabilities Specifies a far pointer or global
memory handle in pseudo-pointer format that
references the Digital Channel Capabilities Table. The
LockLDD function dereferences the handle to a
pointer.

DiEvents EventMaps Specifies a structure of timing, start, and
stop events supported by this digital channel for each
data acquisition mode. See EventMaps section for
details.

DiOpMap DWORD Specifies a bit map of allowed operations on
this subsystem for each of the possible modes. If the
bit position corresponding to (1L << OpCode) is one,
the operation is supported. OpCode is a value defined
by the enumeration, Ops.

DiEventCombo DWORD Reserved for future use.
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DiFlags DWORD Specifies various miscellaneous capabilities
of the digital subsystem using a logical combination of
the following values:

Value Meaning

Di_AllowPCClk Digital channels may be
clocked using the CPU
system clock.

Di_AllowRTC Digital channels may be
clocked using the AT
real-time clock (RTC)
hardware.

Di_SimultaneousIO Simultaneous I/O is
supported.

Di_Buffered Hardware device buffers
data using on-board
memory.

DiMaxBuffers SINT Specifies the maximum number of data buffers
supported by subsystem. Range is 1 to 255.

DiDefaultTimingChan SINT Specifies the logical counter/timer channel used
as default timing channel. The following values encode
special options:

Value Meaning

-1 CPU system timer.

-2 AT real-time clock
(RTC).

-127 Any available Logical
Device timer.

-128 Any available timer.

Diinit BOOL The hardware for the subsystem has been
initialized if the field is non-zero.

Di_DMAChanBuf SINT Specifies the DMA channel to use for
single/multiple buffering. If the first field contains -1,
DMA is not supported. If the second field contains -1,
dual DMA channels are not supported.

Di_IntChan SINT Specifies the hardware interrupt channel to use
for digital transfers. If the field contains -1, interrupts
are not used.

The memory pointer address fields within the Digital Channel Capabilities section
refer to separate, sub-table structures that are defined later. A CAPABILITIES
Service Request returns these fields as global memory handles saved in the pseudo-
pointer format. To simplify application access to these complex data structures,
DriverLINX exports three functions to lock, unlock, and free the LDD and its
component structures. See “Chapter 9 - Support Functions” on page 101 for details.
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Digital Channel Capabilities Table

The Digital Channel Capabilities Table is a sub-structure of the Digital Channels
Capabilities in the Logical Device Descriptor.  This table describes the individual
capabilities of each logical digital channel supported by the Logical Device.

The structure of the Digital Channel Capabilities Table is as follows:

SINT DiBytes;
DWORD DiMask;
DigitalTypes DiType;
DigitalConfig DiConfig;

Field Type/Description

DiBytes SINT Size of digital value in bytes.

DiMask DWORD Specifies a mask, that when combined with
the data using the bitwise AND operator, will extract
the digital value code.

DiType DigitalTypes Specifies the type of hardware
supporting the channel. The allowed values are the
following:

Value Meaning

custom Custom digital interface
designed by manufacturer.

Intel8255 Intel 8255 Programmable
Peripheral Interface chip.

ExtTrgChn OEM-defined external
trigger channel

ExtClkChn OEM-defined external
clock channel

DiConfig DigitalConfig Specifies the I/O reconfiguration
allowed for digital I/O lines using the following
values:

Value Meaning

dcFixed I/O lines are not
reprogrammable.

dcBit I/O lines are bit
programmable.

dcNibble I/O lines are nibble (4-bit)
programmable.

dcByte I/O lines are byte (8-bit)
programmable.

dcWord I/O lines are word (16-bit)
programmable.

dcDWord I/O lines are double word
(32-bit) programmable.
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Counter/Timer Capabilities
The Counter/Timer Capabilities section of the Logical Device Descriptor describes
the characteristics of the counter/timer hardware, the operations and events supported
by the hardware or software, and the initialization state of the subsystem. An LDD
contains one Counter/Timer Capabilities section.

The structure of an Counter/Timer Capabilities section in a Logical Device
Descriptor is as follows:

SINT NCTChan;
lpCapabilitiesTable lpCTCapabilities;
EventMaps CTEvents;
DWORD CTOpMap[nModes];
DWORD CTFlags;
SINT CTDefaultTimingChan;
SINT CT_IntChan;
BOOL CTinit;
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Field Type/Description

NCTChan SINT Specifies the number of counter/timer channels
supported by the Logical Device.

lpCTCapabilities lpCapabilitiesTable Specifies a global memory
handle in pseudo-pointer format that references the
Counter/Timer Channel Capabilities Table. The
LockLDD function dereferences the handle to a
pointer.

CTEvents EventMaps Specifies a structure of timing, start, and
stop events supported by this counter/timer channel for
each data acquisition mode. See EventMaps section
for details.

CTOpMap DWORD Specifies a bit map of allowed operations on
this subsystem for each of the possible modes. If the
bit position corresponding to (1L << OpCode) is one,
the operation is supported. OpCode is a value defined
by the enumeration, Ops.

CTFlags DWORD Specifies various miscellaneous capabilities
of the counter/timer subsystem using a logical
combination of the following values:

Value Meaning

CT_PULSETRAINS allow finite pulse trains.

CTDefaultTimingChan SINT specifies the logical counter/timer channel used
as default timing channel. The following values encode
special options:

Value Meaning

-1 CPU system timer.

-2 AT real-time clock
(RTC).

-127 Any available Logical
Device timer.

-128 Any available timer.

CT_IntChan SINT Specifies the hardware interrupt channel to use
for counter/timer functions. If the field contains -1,
interrupts are not used.

CTinit BOOL The hardware for the subsystem has been
initialized if the field is non-zero.

The memory pointer address field within the Counter/Timer Capabilities section
refers to a separate, sub-table structure that is defined later. A CAPABILITIES
Service Request returns this field as a global memory handle saved in the pseudo-
pointer format. To simplify application access to these complex data structures,
DriverLINX exports three functions to lock, unlock, and free the LDD and its
component structures. See “Chapter 9 - Support Functions” on page 101 for details.
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Counter/Timer Channel Capabilities Table

The Counter/Timer Channel Capabilities Table is a sub-structure of the
Counter/Timer Capabilities in the Logical Device Descriptor.  This table describes
the individual capabilities of each logical counter/timer channel supported by the
Logical Device.

The structure of the Counter/Timer Channel Capabilities Table is as follows:

DWORD minTics;
DWORD modes;
DWORD clocks;
DWORD gates;
TimerTypes CTTimerType;
float microseconds;

Field Type/Description

minTics DWORD Minimum allowed counter value for
frequency division.

modes DWORD Bit map of supported rate generator modes.
If the bit position corresponding to (1L <<
GENERATORS) is one, that rate generator is
supported.

clocks DWORD Bit map of supported clock input sources. If
the bit position corresponding to (1L << CLOCKS) is
one, that clock frequency source is supported.

gates DWORD Bit map of supported gate control functions.
If the bit position corresponding to (1L <<
GATESTATUS) is one, that gate control function is
supported.

CTTimerType TimerTypes Specifies the type of hardware supporting
the timer/counter channel. The allowed values are

Value Meaning

Other Other counter/timer
hardware.

Intel8254 Intel 8254 Programmable
Interval Timer chip.

AM9513 Advanced Micro Devices
AM9513 System Timing
Controller chip.

MC146818 Motorola MC146818
Real-Time Clock Plus
RAM chip.

microseconds float Specifies period of a clock tic in microseconds.
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Pseudo-Pointer Format
Pseudo-pointers are 32-bit
pointers in which the high-
order 16 bits are zero and the
low-order 16 bits contain the
global handle returned by
Windows’ GlobalAlloc
function.

Far pointers to memory blocks allocated on the global heap may be represented in
DriverLINX as pseudo-pointers. This feature is only available to 16-bit
implementations of DriverLINX. For 32-bit applications, pointers are always
encoded as 32-bit offset addresses. For maximum portability, the pseudo-pointer
format and associated functions shouldn’t be used.

DriverLINX returns all far pointer fields in the Logical Device Descriptor as pseudo-
pointers. The pseudo-pointers may be automatically converted into true far pointers
using the DriverLINX support function, LockLDD, or the fields may be individually
dereferenced using the macros or functions defined below.

DriverLINX also accepts pseudo-pointers for the far pointer fields in the Service
Request. To create a pseudo-pointer, allocate a global memory block and assign the
value returned from the HNDasPTR(memory_handle) macro or function to the far
pointer field.

DriverLINX defines four macros or functions to simplify creation and dereferencing
of pseudo-pointers.

HNDasPTR

This macro or function returns a global memory handle as a pseudo-pointer. The
function definition is

LPVOID HNDasPTR (HANDLE hGlobal);

LockPtr

This macro or function accepts either a pseudo-pointer or a true pointer and returns a
true far pointer to the memory. The function definition is

LPVOID LockPtr (DWORD PtrOrPseudoPtr);

UnlockPtr

This macro or function unlocks the memory block associated with a pointer. If the
pointer is in pseudo-pointer format, no operation occurs. The function definition is

VOID UnlockPtr (LPVOID lpMemory);

IsPtr

This macro or function returns TRUE if the argument is a true far pointer. The
function definition is

BOOL IsPtr (LPVOID lpMemory);
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Chapter 8 - DriverLINX Messages

Overview
Central to the philosophy of Microsoft Windows is passing messages to inform the
application of an event. Windows applications perform their tasks by retrieving
messages from a queue and responding appropriately to the message traffic.
Windows applications receive messages from the Windows environment, from other
Windows applications, or from themselves. Experienced Windows programmers will
often send themselves a message when a task must be performed rather than carry out
the task immediately. This maneuver centralizes the program’s logic and fits more
“naturally” into the Windows design philosophy.

DriverLINX sends the application several messages as the data acquisition task is
executed. Some of these messages are always sent, while other messages must be
requested explicitly in the Service Request. Messages from DriverLINX are posted
into the application’s message queue and applications retrieve messages from the
queue  using the GetMessage or PeekMessage functions. As is the case for ordinary
Windows messages, the application can ignore the messages, pass them to the
DefWindowProc function, or respond to the messages. An example of this technique
is shown in the Digital Oscilloscope of the Learn DriverLINX application. This
program uses the DL_SERVICEDONE message to automatically update oscilloscope
display with the most recently acquired data.
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DriverLINX can send an application the following messages:

Message Posted Conditional

DL_SERVICESTART At start of a task

DL_SERVICEDONE At end of a task

DL_TIMERTIC At timer tic yes

DL_CRITICALERROR On detection of error

DL_BUFFERFILLED When a buffer is filled if Notify has NOTIFY
flag

DL_DATALOST When a data error is
detected

DL_LDDCHANGED When an LDD is updated.

DL_STARTEVENT When a start event
becomes true.

if Notify has
NOTIFY_START flag

DL_STOPEVENT When a stop event
becomes true.

if Notify has
NOTIFY_STOP flag

DL_USERBREAK When user break detected.

Table 2 DriverLINX Messages

Requesting and Responding to Messages
DriverLINX posts messages to the window handle specified in the Service Request.
All DriverLINX messages received by an application have the same message code.
The specific messages listed in Table 2 are actually the 16-bit parameter field
(wParam) passed as part of the message structure. This technique is analogous to the
WM_COMMAND message sent by a Windows dialog control to its parent window.

The primary message code used by DriverLINX is a unique message code obtained
from Windows by registering the string “DriverLINX” using the
RegisterWindowMessage function. An application can retrieve the message code
and store it in a 16-bit variable using the following code:

/* Register the DriverLINX message */
WORD DL_Msg;
DL_Msg = RegisterWindowMessage(DL_MESSAGE);

where DL_MESSAGE is defined as the string, “DriverLINX” in the DriverLINX
Interface file. An application can register the message before the DriverLINX is
loaded as any registration of an existing message returns the previously assigned
code.
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An application call-back function to process Windows and DriverLINX messages
would be similar to the following C code:

LONG FAR PASCAL MainWndProc (HWND hWnd, WORD message,
                             WORD wParam, LONG lParam)
{
    /* Was message posted by DriverLINX? */
    if (message == DL_Msg) {
      switch (wParam) {
        case DL_SERVICESTART: /* scheduled service has started */
          break;
        case DL_SERVICEDONE:‘ /* service completed */
            break;
          switch (getSubSystem(lParam)) {
            case AO:
              break;
            case AI:
              break;
            case DO:
              break;
            case DI:
              break;
          }
          break;
        case DL_TIMERTIC:      /* timer tic */
          break;
        case DL_CRITICALERROR: /* critical error occurred */
          break;
        case DL_BUFFERFILLED:  /* buffer filled */
          break;
        case DL_DATALOST:      /* data was lost */
          break;
        default:
          break;
      }
      return 0;
    }

    switch (message) {

        case WM_DESTROY:    /* destroy window */
          PostQuitMessage(0);
          break;

        default:            /* Pass if unprocessed */
            return DefWindowProc(hWnd, message, wParam, lParam);
    }
    return 0;
}

DriverLINX Message Parameters
DriverLINX messages return information in the 32-bit parameter field (lParam) of
the message structure that identifies the Service Request originating the message.
Each message returns the task id17 assigned by DriverLINX, the Logical Device, the
subsystem, and the mode of the original Service Request. This information is
returned in the low-order 16-bits of the parameter, and the individual fields can be
extracted with the following macros or functions:

                                                          
17 The task id assigned by DriverLINX is returned in the taskId field of the Service Request.
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getTaskId return task id
getDevice return logical device
getSubSystem return subsystem
getMode return mode

Message Identification
Applications can synthesize the task id word returned by DriverLINX from its
components—task id, device, subsystem, and mode—using the following macro or
function

makeMsgData(task, device, subsystem, mode);

Service Start and Service Done Messages
DriverLINX sends a DL_SERVICESTART message immediately before initiating
hardware I/O and a DL_SERVICEDONE message when it detects the end of the
data-acquisition task. The Service Start message is sent synchronously to the
application’s window procedure using SendMessage while processing the
DriverLINX function call. Therefore, applications should not reenter DriverLINX
while processing a Service Start. The Service Done message is sent asynchronously
using the PostMessage call, so applications may freely call DriverLINX while
handling this message.

Applications can prevent DriverLINX from sending Service Start and Service Done
messages by setting the appropriate task flags in the Service Request (see “Flags” on
page 69). Normally there is no advantage to disabling these messages. However,
applications that are frequently polling for one or a few samples will find substantial
speed improvements by blocking these messages. Service Done messages can only be
blocked for polled tasks.

Buffer-Filled Messages
The buffer-filled message (DL_BUFFERFILLED) returns the number of the buffer
that was filled in the low byte of the high word of the 32-bit parameter. This is a 0-
based number. It can be extracted from the parameter using the following macro or
function:

getBufferIndex returns 0-based index of buffer filled

If requested by an application, DriverLINX returns buffer-filled messages as
processing of each data buffer is completed. This message may be used by the
application to refill an output buffer or as an indication that the application can begin
processing data from the buffer. The DL_BUFFERFILLED message is only returned
if the notify field of DL_BUFFERLIST in the Service Request has the NOTIFY flag
set. See “Buffer List (DL_BUFFERLIST)” on page 67.

The buffer-filled message is optional because it may have an impact on the maximum
I/O rates of the data acquisition task. If so instructed, DriverLINX issues a
PostMessage call directly from the interrupt service routine processing the data. The
time to process a PostMessage call is significantly longer than the interrupt service
time. Therefore, the maximum error-free data-acquisition rate sustainable may be
reduced. As this is highly hardware-dependent, the only way to determine the data
throughput rate with buffer-filled messages is by experimentation.
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In protected mode Windows, PostMessage has an additional overhead depending on
the foreground activities being executed. Windows briefly switches the CPU to real
mode for many DOS or BIOS services. If an interrupt occurs during this time and the
buffer is simultaneously filled, the interrupt service routine cannot call PostMessage
unless it first switches to protected mode, calls the routine, and then switches back to
real mode. The time required for mode switching can be prohibitive on 286 hardware
and still significant on 386 and 486 hardware.

Start and Stop Event Messages
The conditional reported Start (DL_STARTEVENT) and Stop (DL_STOPEVENT)
messages are asynchronously sent to the application when DriverLINX detects that
the condition in the Start or Stop Events has been satisfied. An analog input data-
acquisition task that starts when the input channel crosses a threshold and stops when
a digital pattern is matched could receive the following stream of messages:
DL_SERVICESTART (immediately), DL_STARTEVENT (after crossing the
threshold), DL_BUFFERFILLED (after every buffer is filled), DL_STOPEVENT
(after the digital pattern is matched), and DL_SERVICEDONE.

The Stop Event message returns a “handle” to additional information about the buffer
location where the Stop Event was detected. An application can retrieve this
information by calling the GetEvent function with the extracted handle as a parameter
(see “Event Functions” on page 114).

Messages Requiring Hardware Support
Posting of the critical error (DL_CRITICALERROR) and data lost (DL_DATALOST)
messages is dependent on hardware support for detection of error conditions. Do not
assume that the data acquisition process is error free if the hardware does not detect
errors.
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Chapter 9 - Support Functions

Introduction
DriverLINX exports nine groups of support functions and macros to simplify some
common tasks needed for using DriverLINX. The nine groups are Version Control,
Error Codes and Strings, Logical Device Descriptor Access, Memory Buffer
Allocation, Time functions, Buffer-size functions, Gain functions, Data conversion
functions, and Event functions.

Version Control
DriverLINX defines separate version numbers for the release level of the specific
hardware driver and of the DriverLINX API. An application can retrieve this
information to insure that it is working with a compatible version of DriverLINX.
This information is available from two sources. Version information is available in
the Logical Device Descriptor and by issuing a GetDriverLINXVersion function
call. The latter technique is the easiest to use and will be independent of any
DriverLINX revision level.

The C definition of GetDriverLINXVersion is

DWORD DLLAPI GetDriverLINXVersion (VOID);

This function returns a 32-bit word to the client application. The high word contains
the DriverLINX API version, and the low word contains the hardware driver version.
The major version is in the high byte of each word, and the minor version is in the
low byte.

For access to version information using the Logical Device Descriptor, see “Chapter
7 - Logical Device Descriptors” on page 79.

Error Codes and Strings
DriverLINX performs extensive validity checks throughout its execution of a data
acquisition task and reports any errors to the calling application as a numeric code.
This code is returned both as the function value of the call, DriverLINX, and in the
result field of the application’s Service Request. The code contains information on
the severity of the error and a number describing the specific error. Most error codes
in DriverLINX are standardized for all versions. This allows an application to
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program corrective action based on the error code without accounting for hardware-
specific versions of DriverLINX.

Three Error Services
• Error codes can be separated into a severity code and error number

using the support macros, or functions, in the DriverLINX Error
Interface file.

• A short text string describing the error can be obtained by calling the
ReturnMessageString support function.

• A pop-up, modal dialog box can be displayed for the user by changing
the operation field of the Service Request to MESSAGEBOX and then
calling DriverLINX with the same Service Request.

Encoding of Errors
The error severity can be obtained using the macro, or function,
getErrSeverity(result), defined in the DriverLINX Error Interface file. Error severity
levels are classified as follows:

Value Meaning

Warning Errors that do not result in complete
failure of a task, such as a data overrun.

Abort An error was detected before the
Service Request task was actually
initiated. No active tasks are disturbed.
The Service Request may be repeated
after correcting the error.

Fatal The Service Request task was
terminated with an unrecoverable error
and/or data loss.

Internal An unexpected error was encountered as
a result of an internal DriverLINX
problem.

The error code can be obtained using the macro, or function,  getErrCode(result),
defined in DriverLINX Error Interface file. A list of error code numbers and their
messages can be found in Appendix “A: Error Messages” on page 135.

An application can also synthesize an error code using the macro, or function,
Error(severity, code), defined in the DriverLINX Error Interface file. Use one of the
preceding severity values and a valid error number listed in the Error Interface file or
Appendix “A: Error Messages” on page 135. This may be useful if an application
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wants to use the MESSAGEBOX error reporting facility of DriverLINX to inform the
user of an error that the application has detected.

String Codes
All versions of DriverLINX also define the following string codes:

Value Meaning

DRIVERNAME DriverLINX program name.

COPYRIGHT DriverLINX copyright notice.

DRIVERLINXVERSION Version number of DriverLINX.

OEM-specific versions of DriverLINX also define a number of private string codes
that pertain only to a particular hardware product. Consult the DriverLINX Error
Interface file for the particular hardware device for a listing. Typically, these codes
identify the name of the manufacturer and the specific hardware models supported by
the driver. This information can be accessed in a hardware-independent manner using
fields in the Logical Device Descriptor as described in “Chapter 7 - Logical Device
Descriptors” on page 79.

ReturnMessageString
String codes from error results or from LDD fields can be converted to strings using
the ReturnMessageString function exported by DriverLINX. The syntax of the
function call is

WORD DLLAPI ReturnMessageString (HWND hWnd,
  WORD StringCode, LPSTR Msg, WORD len);

This function returns to the client application the message string for string code.

Parameter Type/Description

hWnd HWND Specifies the main window handle of the
client application.

StringCode WORD Specifies an error or string code.

Msg LPSTR Specifies a client-supplied far memory pointer
to a buffer to receive the null-terminated message
string.

len WORD Specifies the maximum length of the Msg
memory buffer.

The severity code field of an error code is ignored by ReturnMessageString.

AboutDriverLINX
This function displays a dialog box containing “About DriverLINX” information.
The syntax of the function call is

UINT DLLAPI AboutDriverLINX (const HWND hWnd);

This function returns to the client application a standard DriverLINX result code.

Parameter Type/Description
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hWnd HWND Specifies the main window handle of the
client application.

Logical Device Descriptor Access
The Logical Device Descriptor (LDD) is a table that describes the characteristics and
capabilities of data acquisition hardware managed by DriverLINX. Client
applications of DriverLINX may request a copy of this data structure by invoking the
CAPABILITIES Service Request on the DEVICE subsystem or by using the exported
GetLDD function. The information in this table is useful for client applications that
need to support multiple hardware devices with differing characteristics or that need
to ascertain if the hardware supports certain features.

To simplify client application access to the Logical Device Descriptor, DriverLINX
exports four functions for obtaining a copy of the table, locking and unlocking the
memory assigned to the table, and releasing the table memory when it is no longer
needed.

The descriptions of the four functions follow.

GetLDD
This function returns a global memory handle of the Logical Device Descriptor for
the requested Logical Device.

HANDLE DLLAPI GetLDD (HWND hWnd, WORD wDevice);

Parameter Type/Description

hWnd HWND Specifies the main window handle of the
client application.

wDevice WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
LDD being requested.
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LockLDD
This function returns a pointer to the Logical Device Descriptor specified by the
hLDD parameter. All pseudo-pointers within the LDD are converted to memory
pointers.

LPLDD DLLAPI LockLDD (HANDLE hLDD);

Parameter Type/Description

hLDD HANDLE Specifies the handle of the LDD returned in
the DriverLINX Service Request or by GetLDD.

UnlockLDD
This function unlocks all the memory blocks associated with the Logical Device
Descriptor and converts memory pointers within the LDD to pseudo-pointers.

WORD DLLAPI UnlockLDD (LPLDD lpLDD);

Parameter Type/Description

lpLDD LPLDD Specifies a far pointer to a Logical Device
Descriptor.

FreeLDD
This function releases all memory associated with the Logical Device Descriptor to
the system.

WORD DLLAPI FreeLDD (HANDLE hLDD);

Parameter Type/Description

hLDD HANDLE Specifies the handle to an LDD.

Memory Buffer Allocation
One of the more difficult aspects of real-time data acquisition in the Microsoft
Windows environment is allocating memory for data buffers. This difficulty arises
from the conflict between the way Windows manages memory and the special
requirements imposed on data acquisition memory buffers.

To shield the client application from this complexity, DriverLINX exports two
memory management functions that mimic the global memory management functions
in Windows, but also understand data acquisition requirements. For those
applications that must provide their own memory management and for those who
want to know why they do not want to manage data acquisition buffers, a discussion
of the relevant issues is presented in “Chapter 10 - Windows Memory Allocation for
Data Acquisition” on page 117.

DriverLINX exports one function to allocate a data acquisition buffer and a second
function to free a previously allocated buffer. It also defines a special pointer that
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will cause a Service Request to automatically allocate data buffers with
characteristics required for the data acquisition task. DriverLINX also defines several
memory allocation flags for defining the characteristics of an allocated buffer. All the
functions and definitions mimic the global memory management functions of
Windows to allow their use to be more easily understood and recalled.

The specifications for the DriverLINX memory management functions follow:

BufAlloc
Allocates memory for a data buffer with the specified attributes and size.

LPVOID DLLAPI BufAlloc (WORD wFlags, DWORD dwBytes);

Parameter Type/Description

wFlags WORD Specifies the attributes of the allocated data
buffer. The following flags may be combined using the
bitwise OR operator.

Value Meaning

GBUF_SHARE Allocates memory that
can be shared between
tasks using DDE.

GBUF_ZEROINIT Initializes the contents of
the data buffer to zero.

GBUF_LOWMEM Allocates memory below
1 MB so that it is
accessible in real and
protected modes.

GBUF_NOSWAP Allocates memory that is
below the EMS bank line
in real mode and that is
not page swapped in
enhanced mode. Ignored
in standard mode.

GBUF_ALIGN64K Allocates memory that
falls within the boundary
of a 64K physical address
block. Used for 8-bit
DMA transfers.

GBUF_ALIGN128K Allocates memory that
falls within the boundary
of a 128K physical
address block. Used for
16-bit DMA transfers.

GBUF_CONTIG Ensures that allocated
memory is physically
contiguous in enhanced
mode. Required only for
DMA allocations in
enhanced mode.
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Parameter Type/Description

The following flags are combinations of the above flags.

GBUF_POLLED Allocates memory
suitable for POLLED data
acquisition tasks.

GBUF_INT Allocates memory
suitable for INTERRUPT
data acquisition tasks.

GBUF_DMA8 Allocates memory
suitable for DMA data
acquisition tasks using 8-
bit transfers.

GBUF_DMA16 Allocates memory
suitable for DMA data
acquisition tasks using 16-
bit transfers.

dwBytes DWORD Specifies the size of the data buffer in bytes.
Specific versions of DriverLINX may impose limits on
the maximum size of a data buffer, e.g., 64KB.

BufFree
Frees the memory associated with a data buffer allocated by BufAlloc.

WORD DLLAPI BufFree (LPVOID buffer);

Parameter Type/Description

buffer LPVOID Specifies a data buffer previously allocated
with BufAlloc.

Deref32
This optional function provides source-code portability for buffer addresses between
the WATCOM 32-bit Windows environment and all other DriverLINX-supported
environments. For non-WATCOM environments, this function simply returns the
memory buffer address unchanged. For the WATCOM environment, this function
converts a BufAlloc address to the 48-bit far pointer address WATCOM requires.

void far * Deref32 (DWORD ptr);

Parameter Type/Description

ptr DWORD or LPVOID Specifies a memory buffer
pointer allocated by BufAlloc.

Time Functions
DriverLINX provides three functions for working with time units defined in
hardware-dependent clock tics. These functions are Tics2Sec, Sec2Tics, and
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DLMinPeriod. DriverLINX specifies all time units as hardware-dependent clock tics
in a Service Request to eliminate any ambiguity about the actual timing frequency
employed by the hardware and to eliminate the need to perform floating-point
conversions within the driver.

Tics2Sec
This function converts the time in clock tics for a specified counter/timer to seconds.
The syntax of the function call is

BOOL DLLAPI Tics2Sec (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, WORD chan, DWORD tics,
float FAR *lpFloat);

This function returns to the client application a Boolean indicating if the function was
successful (TRUE) or unsuccessful (FALSE).

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware containing the counter/timer.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem using the
counter/timer.

chan WORD Specifies the Logical Channel of the
counter/timer. Symbolic values, e.g.,
DEFAULTTIMER, are accepted.

tics DWORD Specifies counter/timer value in clock tics.

lpFloat float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the result
of the conversion.18 The returned time units are
seconds. If an error occurs, the value of this field is
undefined.

Sec2Tics
This function converts the time in seconds for a specified counter/timer to clock tics.
The syntax of the function call is

DWORD DLLAPI Sec2Tics (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, WORD chan, float secs);

This function returns to the client application the result in clock tics as an unsigned
32-bit word.

                                                          
18 The float-point result is not returned as the function call result because compiler vendors have adopted different
conventions for returning floating-point values as function results.
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Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware containing the counter/timer.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem using the
counter/timer.

chan WORD Specifies the Logical Channel of the
counter/timer. Symbolic values, e.g.,
DEFAULTTIMER, are accepted.

secs float Specifies the time value to convert in seconds.

DLMinPeriod
This function returns the minimum sampling period in clock tics supported by the
hardware for the given Service Request. The returned value is based on the
manufacturer’s specifications for the device. Generally this value is only defined for
DMA access. Polled and interrupt-driven data acquisition depends on the inherent
speed of and tasks executing on your computer system. The syntax of the function
call is

WORD DLLAPI DLMinPeriod (LPServiceRequest lpServiceRequest);

This function returns a standard DriverLINX error code as the function result and in
the Service Request result field. A ServiceNotSupportedErr is returned if no
information is available. The minimum recommended period is returned in the period
field of a Rate Timing Event. Zero is returned if the hardware or software does not
support timed sampling for the Service Request.

Parameter Type/Description

lpServiceRequest LPServiceRequest Specifies a valid Service Request
for which the minimum sampling period is requested.
The Timing Rate Event field must specify a Rate
Generator as the Rate Event.

Buffer-Size Functions
DriverLINX provides two functions for transforming between buffer sizes specified
in samples and bytes. These functions are Samples2Bytes and Bytes2Samples.
DriverLINX specifies all buffer sizes in a Service Request as bytes to eliminate
potential ambiguity about allocated size for buffers that can return values in different
numeric formats. For instance, a 200-byte buffer can hold 100 samples as integers, 50
samples as floats, and 25 samples as doubles.

Samples2Bytes
This function converts the given number of samples to bytes for the specified Logical
Channel of a device subsystem. The syntax of the function call is

DWORD DLLAPI Samples2Bytes (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, WORD chan,
DWORD samples);

This function returns to the client application the buffer size in bytes as an unsigned
32-bit word.
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Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for the data-acquisition buffer.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem using the
data buffer.

chan WORD Specifies the Logical Channel that will be
used with the data buffer. Any Logical Channel may be
specified if all channels return the same-sized data.

samples DWORD Specifies the number of samples that will be
converted to bytes.

Bytes2Samples
This function converts the given number of bytes to samples for the specified Logical
Channel of a device subsystem. The syntax of the function call is

DWORD DLLAPI Bytes2Samples (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, WORD chan,
DWORD bytes);

This function returns to the client application the buffer size in samples as an
unsigned 32-bit word.

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for the data-acquisition buffer.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem using the
data buffer.

chan WORD Specifies the Logical Channel that will be
used with the data buffer. Any Logical Channel may be
specified if all channels return the same-sized data.

bytes DWORD Specifies the number of bytes that will be
converted to samples.

Gain Functions
DriverLINX provides two functions for transforming between channel gains specified
as hardware codes and gain-multiplier factors. These functions are Gain2Code and
Code2Gain. DriverLINX specifies all channel gains in a Service Request as
hardware-specific gain codes to eliminate ambiguity about transformation rules for
unsupported gain multipliers.

Gain2Code
This function converts the gain to a hardware-specific gain code for the specified
Logical Channel of a device subsystem. The syntax of the function call is
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SINT DLLAPI Gain2Code (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, float gain);

This function returns to the client application the hardware-specific gain code as a
signed 16-bit word. Zero is returned if the specified gain is not supported.19

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
with the gain code.

gain float Specifies the gain-multiplier factor that will be
converted to a gain code. To distinguish unipolar from
bipolar gains, specify bipolar gains as negative values.

Code2Gain
This function converts the hardware-specific gain code to a gain-multiplier factor for
the specified Logical Channel of a device subsystem. The syntax of the function call
is

BOOL DLLAPI Code2Gain (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, SINT code, float FAR
*lpFloat);

This function returns to the client application a Boolean indicating if the function was
successful (TRUE) or unsuccessful (FALSE). The gain-multiplier factor is returned
in lpFloat. Zero is returned in lpFloat if the gain code was not found.

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
with the gain code.

code SINT Specifies the hardware-specific gain code to
convert.

lpFloat float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the result
of the conversion. The returned value is positive for
unipolar and negative for bipolar gains. If an error
occurs, the value of this field is undefined.

Data Conversion Functions
DriverLINX provides five functions for transforming between voltages and analog
codes. These functions are Volts2Code, Code2Volts, Volts2CodeXform,
Code2VoltsXform,  and UnmaskCode. DriverLINX also supports a CONVERT
operation for transforming entire data buffers between voltages and data-acquisition
hardware codes. This latter service has an advantage over the function calls because
it has access to the individual channel gains and calibration factors while performing

                                                          
19 Zero is a legal value for the gain field in a Service Request of devices that do not support gain. Zero is also used by
many hardware devices as the code for unity gain.
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the conversions. The function calls must assume the default channel gains and perfect
hardware calibration.

Volts2Code
This function converts a voltage to a hardware-specific code for the specified Logical
Channel of a device subsystem assuming unity gain for the channel. The syntax of the
function call is

DWORD DLLAPI Volts2Code (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, float volts);

This function returns to the client application the hardware-specific data-acquisition
code as an unsigned 32-bit word.

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
with the converted voltage.

volts float Specifies the voltage (in volts) that will be
converted to a data-acquisition code.

Code2Volts
This function converts a hardware-specific code to volts for the specified Logical
Channel of a device subsystem assuming unity gain for the channel. The syntax of the
function call is

BOOL DLLAPI Code2Volts (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, DWORD code, float FAR
* lpFloat);

This function returns to the client application a Boolean indicating if the function was
successful (TRUE) or unsuccessful (FALSE). The converted voltage is returned in
lpFloat.

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
with the converted voltage.

code DWORD Specifies the data-acquisition code to
convert. If the code is < 0, the application is
responsible for correctly sign-extending the value.

lpFloat float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the result
of the conversion. If an error occurs, the value of this
field is undefined.
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Volts2CodeXForm
This function returns the transform factors for a volts-to-code conversion on a
specified Logical Channel of a device subsystem assuming unity gain for the channel.
The syntax of the function call is

BOOL DLLAPI Volts2CodeXForm (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, float FAR
*lpUnitsVolt, float FAR *lpVoltsOffset);

This function returns to the client application a Boolean indicating if the function was
successful (TRUE) or unsuccessful (FALSE). The transform factors are returned in
lpUnitsVolt and lpVoltsOffset. To perform the volts-to-code transformation, the
application should compute,

code volts VoltsOffset UnitsVolt= + ×( ) .

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
for voltage transformation.

lpUnitsVolt float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the
units/volt for the transform. If an error occurs, the
value of this field is undefined.

lpVoltsOffset float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the voltage
offset for the transform. If an error occurs, the value of
this field is undefined.

Code2VoltsXform
This function returns the transform factors for a code-to-volts conversion on a
specified Logical Channel of a device subsystem assuming unity gain for the channel.
The syntax of the function call is

BOOL DLLAPI Code2VoltsXform (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, float FAR
*lpVoltsUnit, float FAR *lpVoltsOffset);

This function returns to the client application a Boolean indicating if the function was
successful (TRUE) or unsuccessful (FALSE). The transform factors are returned in
lpVoltsUnit and lpVoltsOffset. To perform the code-to-volts transformation, the
application should compute,

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem to be used
for voltage transformation.

lpVoltsUnit float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the
volts/unit for the transform. If an error occurs, the
value of this field is undefined.
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lpVoltsOffset float FAR * Specifies a 32-bit pointer to a single-
precision floating-point variable to contain the voltage
offset for the transform. If an error occurs, the value of
this field is undefined.

UnmaskCode
This function performs a masking and bit-shifting operation on a native data-
acquisition code to convert it to/from a “natural” numeric code. For example, many
12-bit data-acquisition devices encode channel information in unused bits of an A/D
code. This function will strip those bits and convert the code into a value in the range
0..4095. The syntax of the function call is

DWORD DLLAPI UnmaskCode (WORD device, SubSystems subsystem, DWORD code);

This function returns to the client application the converted data-acquisition code.

Parameter Type/Description

device WORD Specifies the Logical Device number of the
hardware for data-acquisition.

subsystem SubSystems Specifies the device subsystem used for
data-acquisition.

code DWORD Specifies the hardware data-acquisition code
to convert.

Event Functions
DriverLINX’s Stop Event message (DL_STOPEVENT) returns a handle to additional
information about the location of where a stop event occurred (see “Start and Stop
Event Messages” on page 99). The application retrieves this information by calling
the GetEvent function with the handle as one of the parameters.

The event handle can be extracted from the message by using the inline function or
macro, getEventHandle, on the 32-bit parameter returned by the event message.

WORD PASCAL getEventHandle (LPARAM lParam);

The event information is retrieved by calling GetEvent.

BOOL DLLAPI GetEvent (LPDLEVENTMSG lpEvt, HWND hWnd, HDLEVENT hEvent);

Parameter Type/Description

lpEvt LPDLEVENTMSG Specifies a pointer to an
application-supplied buffer where DriverLINX will
return the event information. Before calling GetEvent,
the application must initialized the size field in this
structure with the value DLEVENTMSGSIZE.

hWnd HWND Specifies the Window handle passed in the
initial Service Request that started the task.

hEvent HDLEVENT Specifies the event handle extracted
from the high word of the 32-bit parameter returned by
the event message.
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GetEvent returns FALSE if the event information could not be located. This may
occur if the parameters are invalid or an old event was discarded to make room for a
new event. DriverLINX saves a queue of the “n” most recent events.

The layout of the DLEVENTMSG structure is

typedef struct tagDLEVENTMSG {
  DWORD size; /* size of structure */
  LPARAM prm1; /* parameter */
  LPARAM prm2; /* parameter */
} DLEVENTMSG;

The meaning of the prm1 and prm1 fields is defined by the message. For the
DL_STOPEVENT message, prm1 specifies the total number of buffers collected
during the acquisition (not counting the current buffer) and prm2 specifies the 0-
based index of the next sample in the buffer to be read or written.

Control Functions
The control functions allow an application to conveniently load and unload vendor-
specific versions of DriverLINX and to concurrently use DriverLINX for different
types of hardware devices. Only DRVLNX16.DLL, DRVLNX32.DLL, and
DRVLNXWC.OBJ support these functions. The vendor-specific DLLs don’t export
these functions.

OpenDriverLINX
This function loads and registers the requested device-specific version of
DriverLINX. The syntax of the function call is

HINSTANCE DLLAPI OpenDriverLINX (const HWND hWnd, LPCSTR name);

This function returns to the client application an “instance handle” that identifies the
requested DLL. The application should save this handle for use in the
CloseDriverLINX and SelectDriverLINX function calls or for assigning to the hDLL
field in the Service Request. The function returns NULL if the requested DLL wasn’t
found.

Parameter Type/Description

hWnd HWND Specifies the handle of Window owned by the
caller.

name LPCSTR Specifies the name of the DriverLINX DLL
to load. First tries to load “name”, then tries
“name.dll”. If that fails, or name is NULL,
DriverLINX displays a dialog box requesting the name
of the DLL.

CloseDriverLINX
This function unloads a previously opened device-specific version of DriverLINX.
Windows doesn’t physically unload a DLL until all users have unloaded it. Failing to
close a DLL will leave it memory resident until the user exits Windows. The syntax
of the function call is
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VOID DLLAPI CloseDriverLINX (const HINSTANCE hDLL);

Parameter Type/Description

hDLL HINSTANCE Specifies the instance handle of a
previously opened DriverLINX DLL.

SelectDriverLINX
This function directs all subsequent DriverLINX calls to the requested vendor-
specific DLL driver, i.e., it makes the requested DriverLINX DLL the “current
DLL”. This function is necessary to direct support function calls to the correct driver.
If an application is using only one DriverLINX DLL, this function isn’t needed.
Applications can explicitly direct Service Requests to the required DLL by setting the
hDLL field, or they can set hDLL to NULL and use this function. The syntax of the
function call is

HINSTANCE DLLAPI SelectDriverLINX (const HINSTANCE hDLL);

This function returns to the client application the instance handle argument if
successful. The function returns NULL if the requested DLL wasn’t found.

Parameter Type/Description

hDLL HINSTANCE Specifies the instance handle of a
previously opened DriverLINX DLL. If NULL, return
the handle of the current DriverLINX DLL.
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Chapter 10 - Windows Memory
Allocation for Data Acquisition

Introduction
For programmers new to the Microsoft Windows environment, memory management
presents one of the more difficult challenges from both a conceptual and practical
viewpoint. The conceptual problems stem from the shell game the Windows memory
manager plays to optimize overall memory usage. In all modes of Windows,
allocated blocks of memory can be physically moved, or sometimes discarded, to
accommodate demands on a shared resource. The practical problem arises from the
need to reformulate familiar algorithms and data structures to adopt to the new
environment.

The discussion here on memory management assumes that the reader is familiar with
Intel segmented addressing architecture and the detailed discussion of Windows
memory management that is available in the Windows SDK or the books by Petzold
or  Norton and Yao. The truly committed will find and devour these sources and
more to answer for themselves all the relevant questions. The material that follows
will try to clarify aspects of memory management for data acquisition that are beyond
the scope of the aforementioned references.

Windows Comprises Three Distinct Environments
Microsoft Windows 3.x is composed of three quite distinct operating environments
marketed as a single product. The three environments of Windows are real, standard,
and enhanced modes.

Real-mode Windows, which is only supported by Windows 3.0,  runs on all 80x86
architectures in the real mode of the CPU and can address 1 MB of memory. But
practically, it suffers the same 640 KB memory limitation of ordinary DOS
applications. To overcome these memory limitations, real-mode Windows itself has
three modes: real, small-frame, and large-frame EMS. The latter two modes utilize
the enhanced memory (EMS) available on add-in hardware cards that conform to the
Lotus-Intel-Microsoft (LIM) standard 3.x and higher.

Standard-mode Windows runs in 16-bit protected mode available on 80286 and
higher processors. While still an Intel segmented architecture, a Windows application
can address 16 MB of physical memory. In addition, standard mode Windows uses
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many of the memory management and protection features supported by the CPU at
the hardware level.

Enhanced-mode Windows is a protected-mode version that runs on 80386 and higher
processors using the 8086 virtual mode of the CPU. Windows applications still use
16-bit protected mode in a segmented architecture, but the Windows kernel is a true
32-bit task running in a flat address space.

The two major enhancements of enhanced-mode Windows are support for true
multitasking and implementation of virtual memory management. True pre-emptive
multitasking occurs among DOS and Windows applications. However, all Windows
applications are treated as one task. Virtual memory is supported using the hard disk
and the 80386’s paging mechanism to provide hardware support for swapping 4K
pages of memory between the disk and physical memory on a demand basis.

Each mode of Windows provides unique advantages and disadvantages for data
acquisition applications.

Classes of Memory in Windows
Superficially, the types of memory available to an application in Windows are similar
to DOS applications. Static memory can be allocated at compile-time from the
application’s data segment, or, quasi-statically, as local variables on the application’s
stack. Dynamically, memory can be allocated from the local, or near, heap and from
the global, or far, heap. Memory allocated at compile-time is addressed relative to a
CPU register maintained by the compiler to point to the data and/or stack segments.
Dynamically allocated local memory is also addressed relative to a compiler-
maintained segment register, but dynamically allocated global memory is addressed
by loading both a segment and pointer register at the time of reference.

The primary difference of memory management under Windows is that the operating
environment can move any block of memory to a new (paragraph-aligned) address
when Windows is called, thereby invalidating the segment portions of  addresses. To
reduce the impact of memory movement on applications, Windows automatically
updates the data segment (DS) register whenever an application’s data segment is
moved and the outstanding return addresses in the stack, whenever a code segment is
moved. Beyond that, it is the responsibility of the applications programmer to
practice defensive programming against the possibility of data movement by
“locking” segments that cannot be moved. Of course, freely locking segments and
forgetting them, defeats the intent of having a memory manager in the first place, so
applications programmers must constantly bracket memory references with
lock/unlock calls.

Protected-Mode Memory Management
For programmers who are willing to give up the option that their application will run
in real mode, considerable simplification of memory addressing is provided by
protected-mode only applications. In protected mode, segment registers no longer
contain segment addresses—they contain “selectors”. Selectors are basically indices
into one of two memory lookup tables maintained in protected mode of 80286, and
higher, CPUs. The memory lookup tables (global and local descriptor tables, GDT
and LDT) contain the starting address (base) and last accessible offset (limit) of
every memory segment in the system. When Windows needs to relocate memory,
only the base address needs to be changed, not the selector. Address translation
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between selector and actual memory address is handled by the hardware of the CPU.
As long as the application program does not cause a selector to be changed (via a
GlobalRealloc), the far address pointers involving selector:offset are invariant
despite the physical movement of data to new memory locations. This memory
movement, however, is not always transparent to the application program doing data
acquisition.

Memory Allocation Strategies
The primary techniques used to implement data acquisition are polling, interrupts,
and DMA. Polling uses a software-controlled loop to access all elements of a buffer
to input or output the data. Interrupts use a combination of hardware and software to
access each element of a buffer on receipt of the hardware interrupt signal. DMA
transfers data buffer elements using hardware independent of, but interleaved
between, CPU cycles; software is used only to set up, and sometimes conclude, the
DMA transfer. Under Windows each technique involves different approaches to
memory management.

Memory Allocation for Polled Data Buffers
The simplest and easiest technique to implement in DOS or Windows is polling. The
polling task occurs in the foreground and consumes most of the CPU cycles. As the
acquisition transfer rate increases, background interrupts are commonly disabled to
prevent drop outs in the data.

As polled data acquisition occurs in the foreground and usually in a tight software
loop, memory movement considerations in real and standard mode are not an issue.
Even if interrupts are enabled, Windows will not move memory since an interrupt
service routine can only call PostMessage.

In enhanced mode, however, some or all of the data acquisition buffer may not be
physically resident in memory. Attempts to access a missing page will invoke a
hardware page fault. The Windows operating system traps the page fault to
dynamically  reload the page from the hard disk. Page reloading may cause older
pages to be discarded. Therefore, the access time to any buffer element is neither
constant nor predictable unless additional precautions are taken.

To insure equal access time to every data buffer element in enhanced mode of
Windows, the programmer needs a technique to bring swapped pages into memory
and hold them there. To accomplish this goal, Windows conveniently provides the
application programmer a pair of documented calls to page lock and unlock allocated
memory—GlobalPageLock and GlobalPageUnlock. Both of these functions take
the 16-bit selector address of the memory block as the argument.

A memory block which is page locked provides two benefits for data acquisition
applications. First, the memory is guaranteed to remain in physical memory, and,
second, it is also guaranteed to remain at the same physical address.20 Much like the
GlobalAlloc/GlobalFree pairs, these function calls increment and decrement,
respectively, a page lock count. Therefore, these calls should ultimately be balanced
by an equal number of lock and unlock calls. Microsoft also wants application
programmers to only issue these calls from a DLL and not from the application
program. Although this is not strictly necessary for Windows 3.x, presumably this

                                                          
20 The importance of this latter, subtle point will be discussed shortly for interrupt and DMA transfer techniques.
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warning anticipates changes in the memory protection mechanisms to be designed
into future versions of Windows.

Memory Allocation for Interrupt Data Buffers
Interrupt-driven data acquisition in all three modes of Windows presents a number of
memory management issues. The issues are physical accessibility and logical
addressability at interrupt service time. Physical accessibility refers to the physical
presence of the data within the computer’s memory at interrupt service time. Logical
addressability refers to the computer’s ability to address the memory location of the
data at interrupt service time.

Physical Accessibility of Data Buffers
Physical accessibility of the memory data in enhanced mode is a consideration as
discussed, but it is also a factor in real mode on machines with enhanced memory
cards (EMS). Unless explicit precautions are taken, data buffer memory may be
allocated in an EMS page. At interrupt service time, there is obviously no guarantee
the entire data buffer is mapped into the EMS page frame and, therefore, is accessible
without remapping the EMS page frame.

The choice among real mode without EMS, small-frame EMS, and large-frame EMS
is made by the Windows startup code based on the available hardware, or EMS
emulation software on 386’s, and the particular mix of programs and ROM on a
given machine. Therefore, an unwary programmer may be surprised when a
previously reliable application starts behaving erratically after a hardware upgrade, a
change in the CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT files, or after running a new
TSR.

The default locations where Windows allocates memory objects in real mode with
EMS support are summarized in Table 2. An application program can insure that data
buffer memory is physically accessible at interrupt service time by allocating memory
for the buffer using GlobalAlloc and specifying the GMEM_NOTBANKED attribute
flag. This flag forces an allocation in the memory below the EMS bank line where it
is always present.

For interrupt service routines in real mode, data buffer memory must also be locked
using a GlobalLock call so that Windows does not move the buffer around in
memory. If the buffer will remain locked for a considerable period of time, Windows
provides another call, GlobalWire, that will first move the memory block as low as
possible in memory before it is locked. This extra step of rearranging memory takes a
little more time than a simple GlobalLock call, but it prevents allocating an
unmovable wall in the middle of memory that interferes with dynamic memory
management.
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Small Frame Large Frame

Global alloc

Lib code

Lib resource

Private lib data

Private lib code

App data

App resource App resource

App code App code

EMS Bank Line EMS Bank Line

Lib data seg Lib data seg

Lib fixed code Lib fixed code

Lib resource

App code*

App resource*

App data

Lib code

Global alloc Global alloc*

Table 3 Windows Real Mode EMS Memory Usage

Logical Accessibility of Data Buffers
In standard-mode Windows allocated memory is not page swapped to disk nor does
Windows allocate memory from EMS pages. Allocated memory is always physically
accessible21, and the selector:offset address is always valid in protected mode,
independent of the dynamic rearrangement in memory. This seems like an ideal
situation, and it is for most Windows applications. However, data buffer memory is
not always logically addressable at interrupt service time.

When Windows needs the services of DOS or the BIOS, it must first switch from
protected to real modes as DOS and the BIOS cannot run in protected mode.
Normally this mode switch is transparent to the Windows application as it occurs
during an application call to the Windows functions. The interrupt, however, has no
knowledge of the mode switch so Windows itself must field the interrupt while in real
mode and either ignore it or emulate the original interrupt after performing a mode
switch.

Either technique is an unsatisfactory solution. Mode switching, even on a 20 MHz
386, can be as slow as 4000 switches per second—far slower than the interrupt rates
that can be sustained without mode switching. High performance interrupt service

                                                          
* This item is allocated below the EMS bank line only when bankable memory is filled.
21 There is one exception to physical accessibility of memory in real and standard modes. When Windows runs a DOS
application, memory used by Windows applications is swapped to disk.
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routines, like Windows’ own serial communications driver or DriverLINX, of course,
eliminate this performance penalty from mode switching by fielding the interrupt in
whatever mode the CPU is running. But if the interrupt occurs while in real mode, the
CPU is physically restricted from addressing memory above 1 MB. Therefore, any
data buffers allocated above 1 MB are not logically addressable under standard mode
Windows when a transient real mode switch has occurred.

Windows provides documented function calls, GlobalDosAlloc and
GlobalDosFree22, that always allocate memory below 1 MB. The functions also
conveniently return both the real mode segment address of the memory block as well
as the protected mode selector address. While this capability was intended as a way
to share information between DOS applications and Windows using the DOS
Protected Mode Interface (DPMI) specification, it also meets the needs of interrupt-
driven, dual-mode data acquisition buffers. The memory allocated by
GlobalDosAlloc is always below 1 MB, physically contiguous, and unmovable.
However, in enhanced-mode Windows it may be page swapped in low memory
conditions, so it should also be page locked with GlobalPageLock.

The other global memory function calls, such as GlobalLock, GlobalFlags,
GlobalRealloc, GlobalFix, GlobalWire, etc., are not to be used on memory
allocated with GlobalDosAlloc.

The primary difficulty using GlobalDosAlloc for a data acquisition memory buffer is
the restricted memory space available for allocation below 1 MB. This scarce
resource must be shared with DOS, the Windows kernel, device drivers, and any
TSRs as well as the dynamically allocated blocks Windows uses for application
management.

DriverLINX will permit an interrupt data acquisition buffer to reside above 1 MB,
but then it will not install dual real/protected-mode interrupt handlers. This restriction
will limit the maximum, error-free data-acquisition rate sustainable in the face of
mode switches. Unfortunately, Microsoft will not list the conditions that invoke a
mode switch in standard mode so any activity that requires DOS or the BIOS is
suspect.23 An application that uses protected-mode data buffers at high interrupt rates
must avoid all potential mode-switching Windows, DOS, and BIOS calls, and must
prevent other applications from running during the data acquisition task. This can be
achieved by using DriverLINX’s critical section flags or by calling the SetCapture
function of Windows.

Enhanced mode is not a recommend environment for high-speed, interrupt-driven
data acquisition as the interrupt response latency is both extremely long and variable.
At lower interrupt rates that are sustainable by enhanced mode, memory management
presents no additional issues except for page locking of data acquisition buffers as
already discussed for polled data acquisition.

                                                          
22 Unfortunately, Microsoft forgot to include the prototypes for these functions in “windows.h”.
23 Some DOS and BIOS calls, such as keyboard activity, are handled directly by Windows and  not passed through to the
underlying real-mode software.
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Memory Allocation for DMA Data Buffers
Even in DOS applications, allocation of memory for DMA data buffers presents
many challenges which are only magnified by the Windows environment. The
primary problem for DMA buffer allocation is that the starting and ending buffer
addresses must both lie within the same absolute 64K or 128K memory block. This is
an anachronism dating to the original design of the IBM PC which used a DMA
controller chip with only 16 address lines spanning 64K possible byte, or word,
addresses. To provide four extra address lines to span the 1MB address space, the
original designers added an I/O port that latched the higher order address lines. These
lines cannot increment as the low-order 16 address lines of the DMA controller chip
wrap from 0xffff to 0x0000, so starting and ending addresses must share the same
four high-order address lines.

The introduction of the IBM AT, and what is now referred to as the industry standard
architecture (ISA), perpetuated this design and the DMA controller for compatibility,
but extended the latched address lines to 8 bits for a total of 24 bits spanning 16 MB
of address space.

As Windows allows an application programmer no control over the address assigned
to an allocated memory block, correct DMA boundary alignment appears
serendipitous. In real and standard modes, in fact, alignment is serendipitous, but in
enhanced mode, Windows does make some accommodations for DMA support.

Real Mode DMA Buffers
To allocate a DMA buffer in real mode, DriverLINX uses a trial-and-error technique
that exploits the poorly documented details of the Windows memory manager.

1. A GlobalCompact(-1) Windows call is issued to force Windows to
consolidate all moveable memory blocks and discard unlocked,
discardable blocks. This provides the largest, consolidated block of
memory that Windows can make available at the time.

2. A request for the full allocation is issued with the fixed
(GMEM_FIXED) attribute to force Windows to allocate from the
lowest address satisfying the request.

3. The starting and ending addresses of the allocated block are tested for
satisfying the memory alignment restrictions. If the block satisfies the
requirements, allocation is finished. Otherwise, the handle for the block
is saved in a table.

4. The previously allocated block is reduced in size using GlobalRealloc.
The block is reduced sufficiently in size so that the new block ends at
an address that is 16 bytes less than the computed 64K or 128K page
boundary calculated in step 3. These 16 bytes correspond to the amount
of memory that Windows allocates outside of a memory allocation for
memory block control information.

5. Another allocation for the target size is requested. The memory control
block header should fall just before the physical memory boundary, and
the newly allocated block should align with the beginning of the
boundary.

6. The algorithm returns to step 3.

Usually, the first or second allocation will produce an aligned data buffer, but
memory that has already been balkanized by many previous fixed allocations may
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require many iterations, or fail completely if no free memory satisfies the addressing
requirements. If the allocation does succeed, the odd memory lots that were resized,
and saved in a table, are released back to the system. If an application is performing
its own memory management, it may not want to release the pieces until all buffers
have been allocated.

Standard Mode DMA Buffers
In standard mode of Windows, the same memory allocation algorithm is used to
create DMA buffers. As a GlobalCompact operation can take many seconds with a
large memory, an application should minimize allocating and deallocating DMA
buffers unless necessary.

An application should also call GlobalFix using the newly allocated memory handle.
The GlobalFix call prevents Windows from physically moving the memory to
another location. Recall that, in protected mode, the actual memory address returned
by GlobalLock is a selector:offset pair, but Windows can still reassign the actual
address by changing the base address in the Local Descriptor Table. GlobalFix
inhibits this re-assignment.  In protected mode, all non-discardable memory appears
“fixed” except for the unusual application, such as real-time data acquisition
applications.

Enhanced Mode DMA Buffers
The most troublesome potential problems for DMA buffer allocations arise in
enhanced mode. The sophisticated memory management unit of 386, and higher,
CPUs can actually perform a mind-body dissociation. To the mind of the CPU
instruction stream, the address space is linearly consecutive. To the body of the CPU
buss, that linear address space may be a patchwork of physical memory from many,
non-contiguous sources. Memory from above 1 MB may be remapped to appear
within unused spaces below 1 MB, or slower memory chips and ROM may be
electronically replaced by faster memory chips physically elsewhere in the system.
Memory on custom integration chips, such as the Chips and Technology NEAT set,
may be reclaimed and mapped for new uses. The virtual memory manager of
Windows in enhanced mode further adds to the patchwork quilt as it swaps 4K
memory pages back and forth between physical memory and the hard disk. The end
result is linear, consecutive memory addresses may be composed of many physically
separate areas of RAM. Since the DMA hardware does not have access to the CPU’s
memory management unit, this artful remapping is totally lost on the DMA
controller.

Linear versus Physical Memory

Enhanced mode of Windows distinguishes between linear and physical memory
addresses. Linear memory addresses are the base and limit addresses stored in the
Global and Local Descriptor Tables. These addresses refer to the linear, but
consecutively segmented, address space managed by the CPU. Physical memory
refers to the actual memory address placed onto the computer buss to address a
specific RAM chip. Only the Page Descriptor Tables use physical addresses. At all
other levels, the CPU and systems software use linear addresses.

The problem in enhanced mode is how to allocate physically contiguous memory at
the correct physical address. There are three potential strategies to achieve this goal.
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• Windows guarantees that the memory below 1 MB is physically
contiguous. This is required to support real-mode applications that
never dreamt of things to come.

• Windows provides startup options for enhanced mode in the system.ini
file that allow reserving blocks of memory for DMA buffers and other
purposes.

• Windows supports the Virtual DMA Specification (VDS) which
addresses DMA services in protected mode operating environments.

Using GlobalDosAlloc and the preceding alignment algorithm to allocate a DMA
buffer is the simplest approach. As the buffer is allocated by GlobalDosAlloc, it is
automatically fixed in linear memory, but it must still be page locked using
GlobalPageLock to prevent swapping to disk.

By default, enhanced mode Windows reserves a single 16 KB memory buffer for
DMA use. This buffer can be enlarged by adding or editing a line in the [386enh]
section of the system.ini file with a text editor.24 The line to edit is documented in
the sysini2.txt file found only on the Windows release disks. Add or edit the line
“DMABufferSize=<kilobytes>” where <kilobytes> is replaced by the desired value.
The value can be as large as available memory minus the memory required to run
Windows. The memory will be allocated above 1 MB if possible.25

Once the line is edited, Windows must be exited and restarted before the changes
take effect. Obviously, it is inconvenient to change this value frequently and it may
unnecessarily consume memory resources accommodating a large, but infrequently
used, DMA buffer.

Accessing the Virtual DMA Buffer
Accessing the enhanced mode DMA buffer is actually one of the easier and more
amazing things about Windows enhanced-mode architecture—there is no need to
access it at all! This legerdemain is the outcome of the virtual 8086 mode in which
enhanced-mode Windows executes. If an application programs the DMA controller
hardware as if it were running in real mode, ignores any knowledge of physical
memory, and naively passes to the hardware the linear addresses of the DMA buffer
allocated by the application, the virtual DMA device handler (VDMAD), which is
installed by Windows, will intercept access to the hardware registers and I/O ports.
The intercepted addresses will be converted to physical addresses, and the VDMAD
handler  will do the actual hardware programming. If the memory buffer is not
physically contiguous or does not satisfy memory alignment constraints, the VDMAD
will substitute the system DMA buffer allocated at startup and will copy the data
to/from the application-supplied DMA buffer. This is feasible on 386 hardware as
DMA transfers are substantially slower than 1 MB/sec while memory-to-memory
transfers using CPU instructions can easily exceed 5 MB/sec.

Enhanced-mode Windows implements virtual machines and virtual hardware such
that individual applications can commandeer hardware using old DOS techniques.

                                                          
24  The retail version of Windows comes with an undocumented utility, sysedit, specifically for editing win.ini,
system.ini, config.sys and autoexec.bat. Alternatively, the files can be edited with notepad or any ASCII editor.
25 There is another line, “DMABufferIn1MB=<Boolean>”, to force allocation below 1 MB.
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However, the price of this flexibility is severe performance degradation for
applications that impose performance demands on virtualized hardware. The
virtualized DMA buffering, as described, works well as long as only single DMA
buffers are used. However, data acquisition applications that use multiple DMA
buffers with fast switches between buffers do not appear to be handled by the
virtualized hardware. But feel free to experiment as this is an area of Windows that is
undocumented except for a poorly commented assembly language listing of the
VDMAD handler available in the Microsoft Device Driver Development Kit.

A similar, but more flexible, DMA buffer allocation technique uses another [386enh]
option documented in the sysini3.txt file. This option is
“MapPhysAddress=<range>” where <range> specifies the address range in
megabytes which will be preallocated by the Windows memory manager to linear,
physically contiguous addresses. The allocated memory will not be part of the global
heap managed by Windows, but it can still be accessed by creating one or more
selectors to describe the memory. As this memory is not managed by Windows, it
becomes a private resource of the application that knows about it. By using the VDS
services described below, the data acquisition application can still directly program
the DMA hardware.

Virtual DMA Services

The Virtual DMA Services are a specification for writing DMA device drivers that
run in a protected mode environment. These services provide arbitrated access to
shared DMA hardware, buffer page locking, address translation and validation, and
automatic remapping of pages to contiguous memory. All services are accessed via a
software interrupt, 4Bh, and pass parameters in registers. These services are
supported in both standard and enhanced modes of Windows. Unfortunately, the
specification does not mandate features, so the level of support for features most
needed by data acquisition applications is lacking.

In standard mode, the only implemented features seem to be those that translate
selector:offset addresses into linear memory addresses, but this is also available using
Windows calls from a high level language.

In enhanced mode, the VDS services provide a 16-bit interface to the capabilities of
the VDMAD handler, but neither VDS nor VDMAD currently implements the
automatic page remapping features of the specification. However, VDS does provide
a useful service to report if a proposed buffer is actually physically contiguous. There
does not appear to be any other way to determine this information short of writing a
custom device handler installed into privilege ring 0 as part of the enhanced
Windows bootstrap process.

For those who want to delve more deeply into the VDS specification, a copy can be
requested from Microsoft (see “References” on page 151).

Other Strategies for DMA Buffer Allocation
For the adventurous empirical programmer, there are other possibilities for securing a
DMA buffer by using the XMS specification or DPMI specification to allocate and
manipulate memory. Although both of these specifications are reasonably well
documented in the abstract, historically, Microsoft has not been forthcoming in
clarifying their implementations of these specifications in Windows 3.x. Enhanced-
mode Windows implements the entire specification, but only a subset of the features
are implemented in standard mode.
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Summary
The following tables summarize the relevant points of the complex issue of memory
management for data acquisition in Windows 3.x.

Polled Interrupt DMA

GlobalLock start/stop start/stop always

GlobalWire no if long-term no

GlobalFix na na na

GlobalPageLock na na na

GlobalDosAlloc na na na

Dual mode na na na

Table 4 Memory Allocation in Real Mode

Polled Interrupt DMA

GlobalLock na na na

GlobalWire na na na

GlobalFix no yes, if dual always

GlobalPageLock na na na

GlobalDosAlloc not needed yes, if dual optional

Dual mode no optional not needed

Table 5 Memory Allocation in Protected Mode (16-bit protected)

Polled Interrupt DMA

GlobalLock na na na

GlobalWire na na na

GlobalFix no yes, if dual always

GlobalPageLock start/stop start/stop always

GlobalDosAlloc not needed yes, if dual optional

Dual mode no optional not needed

Table 6 Memory Allocation in Enhanced Mode

Polled Mode
For polled, or block-mode, transfers there are fewest constraints as data is acquired
exclusively in one processor mode by polling. The only constraint is in 386 enhanced
mode. In this mode each 4K page of the buffer should be physically present in
memory to prevent data loss during page faults.
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Interrupt Mode
Interrupt transfers are similar to polled transfers if interrupts are serviced only in one
processor mode. Under real mode, long term interrupt service routines should “wire”
the data buffer to minimize impact on dynamic memory management.  In protected
modes, this is unnecessary as the memory management unit allows data movement
without changing the assigned selector:offset address. If dual mode interrupt service
routines are implemented, the data buffer must be below 1 MB to allow access from
both protected and real modes. DOS allocated memory is fixed and contiguous in all
Windows modes, but it must still be page-locked. In 386 enhanced mode, the buffer
should be paged locked unless the interrupt period is significantly longer than the
time to service a page fault.

DMA Mode
For DMA transfers, the data buffer must always remain fixed, but the location can be
anywhere in memory. However, all DMA transfer buffers must lie entirely within a
64 or 128K physical memory page, for 8 and 16 bit transfers, respectively.
Additionally, under 386 enhanced mode, the physical memory allocated for the linear
address must be physically contiguous unless a special DMA handler is written, or
the buffer management facilities of the Virtual DMA Services can be used.

There are several useful switches for managing memory allocation problems in the
system.ini file under the [386enh] section. These include MapPhysAddress,
DMABufferIn1MB, DMABufferSize, EISADMA, and MapPhysAddress.

See the sysini2.txt and sysini3.txt files on the distribution disks of Windows.
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Chapter 11 - Application Guide

Example Event Setups for Common Data Acquisition
Tasks

The power inherent in DriverLINX originates in the flexibility allowed for specifying
timing, start, and stop events for a data acquisition task. An outline of the event
specifications required for many common data acquisition needs follows. This outline
is not meant to be inclusive or necessarily the only way to accomplish a given task. In
some cases, setup examples are presented showing both a portable and a hardware-
specific event setup for a task.

I. Timing Events for analog or digital I/O

A. Internal clocking (equal interval) using onboard
counter/timer (portable)

Use RATE_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT

delay: 0 (not used)26

channel: DEFAULTTIMER or other allowed counter/timer channel27

mode: RATEGEN
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: DISABLED
period: period in clock tics
onCount: 0 (not used)
pulses: 0 (not used)

                                                          
26 Unused fields should be initialized to specified value to insure future compatibility.
27 Counter/timer channels are logical, not physical. DEFAULTTIMER refers to the OEM recommended/required timer
used to clock the requested subsystem. The logical channel can be specified also, but this may not be portable to another
device.
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B. Internal clocking (burst interval) using onboard
counter/timer (portable)

Use RATE_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
delay: 0 (not used)

channel: DEFAULTTIMER or other allowed counter/timer channel28

mode: BURSTGEN
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: DISABLED
period: major period in clock tics
onCount: minor period in clock tics
pulses: pulses/burst

C. External clocking of analog or digital I/O conversion
(portable)

This method is defined as portable even if the OEM board does not direct external
clock signals through the counter/timers,

Use RATE_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
delay: 0 (not used)
channel: DEFAULTTIMER or other allowed counter/timer channel
mode: RATEGEN
clock: EXTERNAL
gate: DISABLED
period: 0 (not used)
onCount: 0 (not used)
pulses: 0 (not used)

D. External clocking of analog or digital I/O conversion
(hardware specific)

This method should specify the hardware defined external clock input. Software
polling of the digital input line is used if hardware monitoring is not implemented for
the requested line.

Use DI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: DIEVENT
delay: 0 (not used)
channel: 0
mask: bit mask of digital input line(s) to monitor
pattern: 0 (not used)
matchAll: FALSE

II. Start Events for analog or digital I/O
Start and stop events use hardware techniques if the OEM device implements such
capabilities. Timing accuracy for software implementation should be empirically
tested using a host PC and representative multitasking load.

A. Start on software command

Use DLEVENT with following fields

                                                          
28 Some counter/timer functions require the use of more than one counter/timer to implement the service.  The logical
channel numbers of the accessory counter/timers are implementation-specific.
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typeEvent: COMMAND
delay: 0
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B. External triggering of analog or digital I/O conversion
(hardware specific)

Use DI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: DIEVENT
delay: 0
channel: 0
mask: bit mask of digital input to monitor
pattern: 0
matchAll: FALSE

C. Digital pattern triggering

Use DI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: DIEVENT
delay: 0 or # of timing tics to delay
channel: digital channel to monitor
mask: bit mask of digital inputs to monitor
pattern: trigger pattern
matchAll: TRUE

D. Analog triggering

Use AI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: AIEVENT
delay: 0 or # of timing tics to delay
channel: analog channel to monitor
gain: gain code
upperThreshold: —> see AI_EVENT
lowerThreshold: —> see AI_EVENT
OutsideOrPosSlope:—> see AI_EVENT

III. Stop Events for analog or digital I/O

A. Stop on software command

Use DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: COMMAND
delay: 0 (not used)

B. Stop on terminal count

Use DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: TCEVENT
delay: 0 (not used)
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C. Digital pattern event

Use DI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: DIEVENT
delay: 0 or # of timing tics to delay
channel: digital channel to monitor
mask: bit mask of digital inputs to monitor
pattern: trigger pattern
matchAll: TRUE

D. Analog event

Use AI_EVENT in DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: AIEVENT
delay: 0 or # of timing tics to delay

channel: analog channel to monitor29

gain: gain code30

upperThreshold: —>see AI_EVENT
lowerThreshold: —>see AI_EVENT
OutsideOrPosSlope: —>see AI_EVENT

IV. Counter/Timer operations

A. Frequency measurement

mode: POLLED or INTERRUPT31

Use RATE_EVENT in timing DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
channel: Logical Channel
mode: FREQ
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: ENABLED
period: 0 (not used)
onCount: measurement gate duration in tics
pulses: 0 (not used)

B. Event counting

mode: POLLED or INTERRUPT

Use RATE_EVENT in timing DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
channel: Logical Channel
mode: COUNT
clock: EXTERNAL or other selectable source
gate: NOCONNECT
period: 0 (not used)
onCount: 0 (not used)
pulses: 0 (not used)

                                                          
29 Hardware limitations of some equipment require that the analog channel monitored be one of the analog input channels
sampled.
30 Many OEM devices do not allow independent gain settings for each analog channel. On such devices an error will be
returned if there is a gain code conflict with other fields in the Service Request.
31 Not all OEM devices support INTERRUPT operation modes for the counter/timer measurement functions.
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C. Time interval measurement mode: POLLED or INTERRUPT

Use RATE_EVENT in timing DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
channel: Logical Channel
mode: INTERVAL
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: ENABLED
period: 2nd Logical Channel (may = 1st Logical Channel)
onCount: 0 (not used)
pulses: 0 (not used)

D. Pulse output

mode: NONE or INTERRUPT

Use RATE_EVENT in timing DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
channel: Logical Channel
mode: SQWAVE, VDCGEN, or BURSTGEN
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: NOCONNECT
period: duration in tics
onCount: on or high duration in tics
pulses: 0 (continuous), 1 (one-shot), total # of periods, or

pulses/burst if BURSTGEN

E. Periodic notification

mode: INTERRUPT

Use RATE_EVENT in timing DLEVENT with following fields

typeEvent: RATEEVENT
channel: Logical Channel
mode: RATEGEN
clock: INTERNAL1 or other selectable internal frequency
gate: ENABLED (or DISABLED)
period: notification interval in tics
onCount: 0 (not used)
pulses: 0 (continuous) or total # of messages
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Appendices

A: Error Messages
Most error codes returned by DriverLINX are standardized for all data acquisition
devices. Some versions of DriverLINX may define a few hardware dependent error
codes to report problems related to the OEM extensions field. Most drivers also
define some private string codes for hardware model names.

Each error code is listed by the symbolic name defined in the DriverLINX Error
Interface file (“dlcodes.h”), the code number for the error, and the explanatory
message returned by the ReturnMessageString function. Additional standard codes
may be defined in the future. Always check the DriverLINX Error Interface file on
the Distribution Disks.

The following result codes are standardized for all device drivers. New codes will be
assigned unused numbers greater than the first error code of the appropriate category.

General Errors
NoErr 0 No error

InternalErr 1 Internal driver error

InvalidErrErr 2 Invalid error number

Service Request Errors
InvalidSRHandleErr 5 Invalid service request

handle

OutOfBoundsErr 10 Invalid service request

InvalidWinHandleErr 15 Invalid window handle

ServiceNotSupportedErr 20 Service not supported by
driver

InvalidDeviceNumErr 25 Invalid Logical Device
number

InvalidSubsystemErr 30 Invalid subsystem
requested

InvalidModeErr 35 Invalid operation mode
requested
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InvalidOpErr 40 Invalid operation
requested

InvalidOpFlagsErr 45 Invalid operation flags

InvalidExtErr 50 Invalid OEM extension
handle

erTaskAlloc 51 Cannot allocate task
memory

NotTaskErr 55 Service request not found

SystemNotInit 60 Subsystem not initialized

WindowCreateErr 65 Window creation error

EditCanceled 70 Edit canceled

ConfigureCanceled 75 Configure canceled

Logical Device Descriptor Errors
UnpairedLDDLockErr 80 Lock/UnlockLDD calls

cannot be nested

Message Errors
MsgQOverflow 85 Message queue

overflowed

Driver and Device Errors
NOTINIT 90 Driver not initialized

DriverBusyErr 95 Driver busy

NoHardwareErr 100 No hardware detected

INVADDRESS 105 Invalid hardware base
address

HardwareMismatch 110 Mismatch between
hardware and LDD

HardwareTestErr 111 Hardware failed testing

DeviceNotInitErr 115 Device not initialized

DeviceBusyErr 120 Device busy

DeviceInUse 125 Device in use by another
application

Channel Errors
IllegalStartChan 130 Start Channel is invalid

IllegalEndChan 135 End Channel is invalid

StartAboveEnd 140 Start > End not supported

GAINCODE 145 Illegal gain requested

NoGainErr 150 Programmable gain not
supported
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ChanGainNotSup 155 Channel/Gain List is not
supported

ChanConflict 160 Start/Stop and
Channel/Gain list
specified

ChanGainListOvr 165 Channel/Gain list has too
many entries

BadChanInList 170 Invalid channel in
Channel/Gain list

BadGainInList 175 Invalid gain in
Channel/Gain list

CyclicConvIllegal 180 Circular conversions not
supported

PermErr 185 Requested options not
supported

SimulErr 190 Simultaneous I/O not
supported

Buffer Errors
BufNotReqdErr 195 I/O buffers not used

InvalidBLHandleErr 200 Invalid buffer list handle

InvalidNBuffer 205 Number of buffers 0 or
exceeds limit

errBufAlloc 206 Cannot allocate memory
for buffers

IncompleteScanErr 210 Buffer does not hold
integral # of scans

InvNConv 215 Invalid # of conversions

BufAllocErr 220 Memory buffer allocation
failed

BufFreeErr 225 Memory buffer
deallocation failed

NullHandleErr 230 Memory handle is null

NullPointerErr 235 Memory pointer is null

NilPointerErr 240 Nil memory pointer

NoObjForHandleErr 245 Handle does not refer to
valid memory object

NumFormatNotSupported 250 Requested number format
not supported

InvalidNumFormat 255 Unrecognized number
format

Critical Section Flag Errors
NoCritSectErr 260 Multiple critical sections

are not supported
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NoCritSectOpt 265 Unrecognized critical
section option

NoCritSectWarn 270 Critical section may cause
deadlock

NoCritSectAllowd 275 Critical section not
allowed

NoCritSectBegin 280 Not in critical section

NoCritSectNoOp 285 Critical section options
will block task

Interrupt Errors
IntNotSupported 290 Interrupts not supported

INVIRQ 295 Invalid interrupt level

IntInUseErr 300 Interrupt(s) are in use

IntOvrErr 305 Interrupt overrun

DMA Errors
DMANotSupported 310 DMA not supported

INVDMA 315 Invalid DMA level

DMAInUseErr 320 DMA channel(s) are in
use

DMAIntActiveErr 325 DMA/Interrupt already
active

DMABufferErr 330 DMA buffer straddles
physical page

VDS_NotContig 335 DMA region not in
contiguous memory

VDS_NotLocked 340 Unable to lock memory
pages for DMA

VDS_NoBuffer 345 No DMA buffer available

VDS_RegionTooLarge 350 DMA region too large for
buffer

VDS_BufferBusy 355 DMA buffer currently in
use

VDS_RegionInvalid 360 Invalid DMA memory
region

VDS_RegionNotLocked 365 DMA region was not
locked

VDS_TooManyPages 370 Number of physical pages
was greater than table
length

VDS_InvalidBufferId 375 Invalid DMA buffer ID

VDS_CopyOutOfRange 380 Copy out of DMA buffer
range
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VDS_InvalidDMAChannel 385 Invalid DMA channel
number

VDS_CountOverflow 390 Disable count overflow

VDS_CountUnderflow 395 Disable count underflow

DMANoIntErr 400 Interrupt required for
multiple DMA buffering

General Event Errors
EventNotSupErr 405 Requested event not

supported for operation

BadEventErr 410 Invalid event type
specified

TimingEventNotSupErr 415 Requested timing event
not supported

StartEventNotSupErr 420 Requested start event not
supported

StopEventNotSupErr 425 Requested stop event not
supported

EventComboNotSupErr 430 Requested combination of
events not supported

Analog Event Errors
AEvtChnErr 435 Invalid analog event

channel

AEvtGainErr 440 Invalid analog event gain

AEvtLvlErr 445 Invalid analog event
thresholds

Digital Event Errors
DEvtChnErr 450 Invalid digital event

channel

DigMaskErr 455 Digital mask bits outside
hardware range

DigPatErr 460 Digital pattern bits
outside mask range

Time Event Errors
TEvtChnErr 465 Invalid time event channel
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Rate Event Errors
REvtChnErr 470 Invalid rate event channel

TimerFuncErr 475 Function not supported by
requested timer

NoConvDelay 480 Conversion delay not
specified

BadTimerChan 485 Counter/timer channel is
invalid

BadTimerDelay 490 Counter value is invalid

RolloverErr 495 Counter overflow

InversionWarn 500 Pulse output is inverted

IntervalNotSupErr 505 Time interval on 1 timer
is not supported

HardwareLimWarn 510 Consult manual for
hardware limitations

OnCountInvalid 515 Pulse on-count >
specified period

BadGateValue 520 Gate value is invalid

BadClockValue 525 Clock value is invalid

BadCTModeErr 530 Counter/timer mode is not
supported

GateNotAllowed 535 Counter/timer gate mode
not allowed

NoPulsesErr 540 Requested number of
pulses not supported

NoExtClkErr 545 External clocking
required

NoIntClkErr 550 Internal clocking required

Errors Detected During Tasks
ClockingErr 555 Clock rate too fast to

process

SettlingErr 560 Multiplexer settling error

DataLost 565 Data lost

Errors Detected with Hardware Resources
erTimeout 570 Hardware timeout

erInternalTimer 575 Internal timer request
failed

erNoFIFO 580 FIFO not detected

erNoDASRam 585 On-board RAM not
detected
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erDACLinearity 590 DAC linearity test failed

erADCalibration 595 A/D calibration error

errDACalibration 600 D/A calibration error
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B: I/O Port, Interrupt, and DMA Channel Usage
Installation of a data acquisition card in the I/O bus of the computer requires a
number of choices as to the I/O address location of the device and the interrupt and
DMA channels that the device will use. With some devices, the hardware must be
physically configured at installation time by setting switches or jumpers on the card.
Other hardware devices allow configuration of some, or all, features using software.

Consult the manufacturer’s hardware manuals for recommendations on installing and
configuring the data acquisition card. DriverLINX generally accepts the
manufacturer’s recommendations for the default configuration, but the configuration
can be changed using either an ASCII configuration file or the CONFIGURE
operation which displays a Configuration Dialog Box.

The following tables supplement the manufacturer’s information and summarize
information from a variety of sources on common I/O address assignments and
interrupt and DMA channel usages. Given the wide variety of peripheral add-ins on
the market, this information can never be considered complete.

In event of difficulty, make a tabulation of all hardware devices in your system. Then
locate hardware reference manuals for each device and note the hardware
assignments. Hopefully, this simple exercise will pinpoint any I/O address, interrupt,
or DMA channel conflicts in the cards used in your system.

Table 1 Hardware Interrupt Assignments in 8088 PCs and XTs

Interrupt Function Accessory Usage

NMI Parity

IRQ 0 System Timer

IRQ 1 Keyboard

IRQ 2 Reserved EGA, Tandy 1000 Hard
Disk, TOPS/PCnet
adapters

IRQ 3 Serial I/O (COM2) Shared with COM4

IRQ 4 Serial I/O (COM1) Shared with COM3

IRQ 5 Hard Disk Tandy 1000 RAM refresh

IRQ 6 Floppy Disk

IRQ 7 Parallel Printer (LPT1)
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Table 2 Hardware Interrupt Assignments in AT PCs (ISA Bus)

Interrupt Function Accessory Usage

NMI Parity

IRQ 0 System Timer

IRQ 1 Keyboard

IRQ 2 INT 8-15 EGA

IRQ 3 Serial I/O (COM2) Shared with COM4,
TOPS/PCnet adapter
alternate

IRQ 4 Serial I/O (COM1) Shared with COM3

IRQ 5 Parallel Printer (LPT2)

IRQ 6 Floppy Disk

IRQ 7 Parallel Printer (LPT1)

IRQ 8 Real Time Clock

IRQ 9 Redirected to IRQ 2 LAN Adapter 1

IRQ 10 Reserved

IRQ 11 Reserved

IRQ 12 Reserved

IRQ 13 80287 Math Coprocessor

IRQ 14 Hard Disk

IRQ 15 Reserved

Table 3 DMA Channel Assignments

DMA Level PC (XT) PC AT (ISA)

0 Memory Refresh Unused

1 Unused/SDLC32 Unused/SDLC

2 Floppy Disk Floppy Disk

3 Unused/Hard Disk33 Unused

4 Cascade for DMA
Controller 1

5 Unused

6 Unused

7 Unused

                                                          
32 SDLC adapter is not typically installed.
33 Not all hard disk controllers for the XT use DMA channel 3.
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PCs and XTs support 4 DMA channels while ATs support 8 channels. The first four
channels in all systems, however, only support 8-bit transfers, and channels 4-7 only
support 16-bit transfers. A data acquisition device that is designed for 8-bit transfers
on the I/O buss cannot use DMA channels 4-7 and devices designed for 16-bit
transfers cannot use channels 0-3. The I/O width of a DMA transfer is not a function
of the A/D resolution in bits.

Many manufacturers ship
their data acquisition devices
preconfigured for I/O address
300 hex (768 decimal), the
address reserved for I/O
prototyping cards.

Most, but not all, I/O peripheral cards for PCs and ATs only decode the first 1024
addresses from 000 to 3FF (hex). If you know that your system does not have a
particular I/O peripheral device, then you may assign its I/O address to your data
acquisition device.

The following tables show the most common I/O assignments used by popular
hardware. I/O addresses 000 to 0FF (hex) are reserved for system board I/O, while
I/O addresses 100 to 3FF are available for the I/O channel.

Table 4 System Board I/O Address Assignments

Address (Hex) Device

000-01F 8237 DMA Controller #1

020-03F 8259 PIC #1

040-05F 8253 (XT)/8254 (AT)Master Timer

060-06F 8255 PPI (XT)

060-06F 8042 Keyboard Controller (AT)

070-07F RTC (AT)/NMI Mask Register

080-09F DMA Page Registers

0A0-0BF 8259 PIC #2 (AT)

0A0-0A0 NMI Mask (XT)

0C0-0DF 8237 DMA Controller #2 (AT)

0DF-0EF Reserved

0F0-0FF 80287 Coprocessor (AT)
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Table 5 I/O Channel Address Assignments

Address (Hex) Device Address (Hex) Device

100-16F Reserved 300-31F Prototype Card

170-178 Hard Disk 1 (AT) 320-324 Hard Disk (XT)

1F0-1F8 Hard Disk 0 (AT) 325-347 Reserved

1F9-1FF Reserved 360-36F PC Network (XT)

200-20F Game Control 378-37F Parallel Printer
Port 2

210-217 Expansion unit
(XT)

380-38F SDLC,
Bisynchronous 2

238-23B Bus Mouse 3A0-3AF Bisynchronous 1

23C-23F Alt. Bus Mouse 3B0-3BF MDA & other
video

278-27F Parallel Printer
Port 3

3BC-3BF Parallel Printer
Port 1

2B0-2DF Reserved 3C0-3CF EGA/VGA

2E0-2E7 GPIB (AT) 3D0-3DF CGA

2E4-2F7 Reserved 3F0-3F7 Floppy Disk

2E8-2EF Serial Port 4 3E8-3EF Serial Port 3

2F8-2FF Serial Port 2 3F8-3FF Serial Port 1
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C: Interrupt Latencies in Multitasking Environments
Interrupt latencies can vary significantly in the different hardware modes supported
by Intel 80x86 architectures. In the various protected modes, the difference in latency
between the shortest and longest response time that a CPU with interrupts enabled
may respond is significant. This variation can produce noticeable jitter in signals that
are acquired or produced using software-dependent timing mechanisms.

Below is a table that shows the number of CPU clock cycles required for the
minimum interrupt service routine on an 80386 CPU as a function of the operating
state when the interrupt occurs.

State
Transition

INT IRET Clocks
Total

Relative
Time

Rate

V86 to PL0
via task gate

314 224 538 9.1 11.0

V86 to PL0
via
interrupt/trap
gate

119 82 201 3.4 29.4

PM to same
privilege PM

59 38 97 1.6 60.8

PM to higher
privilege PM

99 82 181 3.1 32.6

RM to RM 37 22 59 1.0 100.0

Table 1 80386 Interrupt Latencies
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D: Running Other Applications with DriverLINX
Other applications, especially disk caches, memory managers, and other TSRs, can
have a performance impact on real-time data acquisition tasks in the Windows
environment. Many of these applications either inhibit interrupts for lengthy periods
or invoke frequent interrupts. Obviously, these actions do not impact upon the low-
speed interrupt service routines supported by Windows—system timer, keyboard,
mouse input, and serial I/O—but they do adversely affect high-speed data
acquisition. Unfortunately, the techniques used by these applications are either
proprietary or installed during the system boot, and, therefore, cannot be easily
circumvented. At present, the only recourse is experimentation and avoidance of
applications incompatible with your intended data acquisition application.

Below are the difficulties encountered with some popular software. Consult the
supplementary documentation on disk about additional problems or work arounds.

1. Quarterdeck’s QEMM-386 is constantly switching between real and
protected modes. While DriverLINX interrupt service routines will
respond to the A/D board in either mode, both input and output routines
will show evidence of jitter. Three factors account for this behavior and
DriverLINX can only partially account for one source of jitter. 1) The
80x86 interrupt response latency may be as small as about 37 clock
cycles or longer than 300 clock cycles. The latter occurs when the CPU
is performing a task state switch. 2) QEMM may inactivate interrupts
for as long as 200-300 microseconds. 3) The number of clock cycles to
enter an interrupt service routine in real mode is about two-thirds the
number of clock cycles for a protected mode entry. This difference can
be partially compensated by adding NOP cycles to the real mode ISR
entry code, but the extra cycles needed varies with each 80x86 CPU
type. This factor is only important for software initiated processes that
are using a timer interrupt for pacing.

2. Disk caching software varies greatly in the length of time interrupts are
blocked by I/O.

Recommendations
1. The versions of both HIMEM.SYS and SMARTDRIVE.SYS

distributed with Windows 3.x and 3.0A provide the least impact on
interrupt service processes of memory managers and disk caches
examined so far. Reports of experiences with additional products are
welcomed.

2. Use DMA, or polled modes with guards, at high data rates when using
third party software that prolongs the interrupt latencies for data
acquisition processes.

3. Select hardware and/or modes that permit a looser coupling between the
I/O task and the software by either buffering data locally on the A/D
card or by pacing the I/O task without software maintenance.
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Glossary of Terms

Analog Events
Analog events perform real-time monitoring of an analog input channel for the
occurrence of the specified signal conditions.

API
Application Programming Interface—defines the data structures and syntax for a
program to use a software service.

Digital Events
Digital events perform real-time monitoring of a digital channel and signal when the
input satisfies the specified conditions.

DLL
Dynamic Link Library—a subroutine library that is not bound or linked to your
application until runtime.

DriverLINX
Scientific Software Tools, Inc.’s industry-standard series of real-time data-acquisition
drivers for Microsoft Windows 3.x, the first Windows drivers to support third-
party high-speed analog and digital I/O boards.

Events group
Defines the acquisition Timing, Start, and Stop events.

Flag Events
Flag events monitor a bit pattern at a memory location for a match against a pattern.

Interrupt Events
A hardware or software interrupt can be monitored as a start, stop, or timing event.
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Logical Channels
The subsystems of each Logical Device all possess a number of Logical Channels
(except DEVICE). Logical Channels usually correspond in a natural way to the
manufacturer’s physical channels.

Logical Devices
A Logical Device usually corresponds to a physical data acquisition adapter, but
other arrangements are supported by DriverLINX.

Logical Subsystems
To DriverLINX all data acquisition devices are Logical Devices consisting of six
possible subsystems.

• DEVICE—the physical hardware considered as a unit.

• AI (Analog Input)—the A/D converters, multiplexors, and associated
hardware on a physical device.

• AO (Analog Output)—the D/A converters and associated hardware on
a physical device.

• DI (Digital Input)—the digital input ports and associated hardware on a
physical device.

• DO (Digital Output)—the digital output ports and associated hardware
on a physical device.

• CT (Counter/Timer)—the counter/timer channels and associated
hardware on a physical device.

Rate Events
Rate events are used as timing events to pace or clock data acquisition I/O tasks.

Request group
Defines the logical Device to use, the Subsystem needed, the acquisition Mode, and
the Operation to perform.

Select group
Defines the I/O Channels for the acquisition, the number and size of the data Buffers,
and the critical section Flags.

Setup Events
Setup events are used to configure counter/timers or digital I/O ports that can be
programmed for hardware-specific operating modes.

Time Events
A time event monitors a time channel for either a specified time of day or for passage
of a delay interval.
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